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Goal Information and Text Comprehension

Abstract

This study examined how readers use goal information during comprehension.

Passages with complex goal structures that described two characters who shared a

superordinate goal and had independent subgoals were used. For example, to go on

vacation, Phillip has to borrow a car, and Andy has to book a hotel room. In Experiment 1 ,

the first subgoal succeeded or failed (e.g., Phillip succeeds or fails in borrowing a car) and

the second subgoal succeeded (e.g., Andy books a room). A subsequent target sentence

described the second character's attempt fo execute the superordinate goal. The target is

inconsistent with the prior failure ofthe first subgoal. Target reading time was predicted to

be longer in the failed than succeeded condition. No difference was found, and, to the

contrary, reading time for the next sentence revealed the opposite pattern. In Experiment 2,

both the first subgoal's success and its position (first or second in the text) was varied. The

reading tirne advantage ofthe spillover sentence was replicated only when the manipulated

subgoal appeared first. The failed advantage in Experirnent 1 and 2 is discussed with respect

to a working memorJ and suspension ofcomprehension hypotheses. ln Experiment 3, a

recogtition priming procedure was used to assess the activation ofthe manipulated subgoal

in rnemory before and after the target and spillover sentences. Participants responded more

quickly to probe words (e.g., CAR), that referred to the manipulated subgoal and appeared

after spillover sentences, in the succeeded than failed condition. This suggests that readers

reinstate previously succeeded subgoals to understand current actions of characters. This

melnory retrieval elevates the reading time oftarget sentences compared to when the

subgoals have failed, thus accounting for the reading time effect.
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Goal Infonnation and Text Cornprehension

When people read text, they combine info¡mation that is stated explicitly along

with information based on their general knowledge ofthe world. In doing this, readers

construct a coherent representation ofthe message being conveyed by the author. One

feature of a text that assists readers in constructing a coherent representation is the text's

underlying causal structure. The causal structure oftext plays a central role in nonnal text

comprehension (Schank & Abelson, 1977). With narrative text specifically, the goals and

lnotives ofprotagonists in a story can represent this causal structure (Black & Bower,

l e80).

For exarnple, consider the following passage (Suh & Trabasso, 1993)

I (a) One day Betty found that her mother's birrhday was corning soon.

(b) She really wanted to give her mother a present.

(c) She went to the department store.

(d) She found a prerty purse.

(") She bought the purse.

Tlis passage outlines a getieral causal or goal structure centred on Betty's goal to

buy a present for her mother's birthday Sentence (1b) presents Betty,s original goal. The

subsequent actions and events in Sentences (1c) and (1d) are motivated by this goal, and

are undeftaken by Betty to satisô/ this goal. Finally, in Sentence (1e), the goal ofbuying a

birthday present is achìeved.

This simple example demonstrates how the underlying causal structure, specificalJy

represented by a protagonist's goal plan, can characterize narrative passages. This causal
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or goal structure is one text feature that allows the reader to understand any new

inlormation that is provided in each subsequent sentence. New information (e.g.,

protagonist actions) is understood relative to the text's overall causal structure. The reader

connects current actions or events involving protagonists to previously stated goals ofthe

protagonists (Lutz & Radvansky, 1997; Suh & Trabasso, 1993). These con¡ections aid

the reader in constructing a coherent representatìon ofthe infonnation presented in the

text.

In this thesis, I will focus on readers' use ofgoal-related inforrnation to construct

coherent representations ofnarrative texts. Traditionally, researchers have used very

simple causal or goal structured text to investigate readers' comprehension processes. The

experiments presented in this paper will use a set ofnew, more complex causal texts.

These texts will permit a more stringent test of readers' cornprehension processes.

In the first paft ofthis paper, ì will present a survey ofthe relevant representational

structures and cognitive processes that readers use during text comprehension

Subsequently, I will suwey pertinent experirnental procedures used by researchers to

investigate language comprehension. A discussion of causal and goal-related

representations and processes will follow this section. I will include a review ofthe

relevant empirical studies. Three experiments that I have cornpleted will then be presented.

These studies investigate a set ofnew narrative passages construcfed to examine goal-

related inferences.

An inference is information generated by readers that is not explicitly presented in

the text. For example, after reading the sentence The tailor swept the floor, individuals
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may infer that the tailor used a broom (Singer, 1990, p. 168). Inferences provide

connections between explicit information in the text and help augment its underlying

meaning. Goal-related inferences provide connections between actions or events and

previously stated goals ofprotagonists. In the Betty example above, readers may connect

the actions in Sentence (le) (e.g., Bettv bought the purse.) to the original goal stated in

Sentence (1b) (e.g., Betty wanted to _qive her mother a present.). Readers generate

inlerences to help maintain the coherence ofthe text. A text is coherent ifthe information

presented in the passage is well-connected and related (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978).

Coherent passages are clear and can be complehended by readers with little trouble. Mote

specifìcally, a well-connected and coherent passage enables readers to construct a

coherent representation ofthe meaning ofthe passage.

The new passages employed in the experiments presented in this paper portray a

rnore complex goal structure than do passages in previous studies. The experiments

presented in this thesis involve the online assessment of cognitive processes of readers.

Online measurements involve the measurement of normal comprehension processes of

readers that occur while they are initially comprehending narrative passages. An exarnple

ofan online neasure is the tirne it takes an individual to read a sentence. lfindividuals

have difüculty in cornprehending a sentence, it will take them longer to read the sentence.

The first two experiments presented here demonstrate that these more complex

passages produce unusual patterns of comprehension processes, as indicated by the

duration of reading times for specific key sentences. These reading time results are raken

to reflect the underlying cognitive processes tliat readers are engaging in when they
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comprehend narrative text. A third experiment expands upon these findings and consists of

an on-line evaluation of the activation of goal-related information in rnemory. This

information is used by readers to generate goal-related inferences.

Levels of Text Representation

When individuals comprehend text, they must be able to internally represent the

meaning ofthe text in some form. Psychologists have distinguished three levels of

cognitive representation that are constructed during cornprehension oftext (Kintsch,

1988; Kintsch, & van Dijk, 1978; Kintsch, Welsch, S chmalh ofer, & Zimny, 1990; van Dijk

& Kintsch, 1983) Consider the following exarnple,

2 (a) The pilot started the red plane.

(b) He taxied onto the runway.

During reading people construct a cognitive representation ofthe ver-batim

structure ofthe sentence, the surface level of representation. This surface representation

preser\,¡es the exact wording and syntactical structure of the sentence. Readers also

constluct a representation ofthe semantic content ofthe sentence, called the textbase level

of representation. The psychological representation of meaning at this level is in the forrn

of p¡a!a!r!o!s. Propositions consist ofa predicate and one or more arguments, and

represent the underlying meaning being conveyed by a sentence (Kintsch, 197 4). The

predicate ofa proposition is usually the concept derived from the verb, adverb, or

adjective of a sentence. Arguments refer to concepts related to the predicate. These

arguments are usually derived from the nouns ofa sentence. The proposítions underlying

the previous senteuces are as follows:
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P1 START(PILOT, PLANE)

P2 RED(PLANE)

P3 TÐfl(PTLOT,PLANE)

P4 LOCATION: ONTO(P3, RIINWAY)

START(PILOT, PLANE) RED(PLANE)

TAX(PILOT,PLANE) LOCÄTION: ONTO(P3, RLINWAY)

Figure L Network of connected propositions.

(P3, P4)

The textbase is

constructed as an

interconnected network

of associated

propositions. For

example, when readers

comprehend Sentences

(2a) and (2b), they

connect the proposition

frorn Sentence (2a),

START(PILOT, PLANE) to tlìe proposìrion in Senrence (2b), TAXI(PILOT) The

common text idea of PILOT that is present in each sentence (i.e., argument overlap)

results in tliese two propositions being connected to one another. The proposition

RED(PLANE) is connected to START(PILOT, PLANE), and the proposition ONTO(p3,

RLrì\rwAY) is connected to TAXI(pll-or). The interconnected network of propositions

is presented in Figure 1. This network ofpropositions represents the underlying meani'g

of Sentences (2a) and (2b).

The textbase rnay also include a small number ofinferences that are needed to
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preserve coherence (Haviland & Clark, 1974). Inferences are propositions that are not

presented explicitly in the text. They are generated by readers to aid in the comprehension

and integration of each new sentence with the previous sentences. Inferences provide

connections between informatìon provided in the text. In Sentence (2b), the pronoun HE

refers to the pilot, and as a result of an anaphoric inference the reader understands that the

second sentence refers to tlìe agent in Sentence (2a), the PILOT. The reader will also infer

the proposition

Ps (P3, P4)

This proposition is not explicitly expressed in Sentence (2b). The reader needs to know

that it was the plane that the pilot taxied onto the runway. When the reader makes this

inferences they can rnore easily understand these two sentences. They are comprehensible

in that they have referential connections between thern.

Finally, the situation model or mental model level of representation is an even rrore

elaborate relerentìal representation oftext meaning. A situation model is a l.epresentation

ofthe people, setting, actions, and events that are explicitly stated in the sentence(s) and

relerred to inferentially by the sentence(s) (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; also see Kintsch,

1988). Situation models integrate explicit inforrnation given in the text with readers'

general world knowledge. Causal and goal infonnation that provide an implicit underlying

structure to a text are exarrples ofthe type of information represented at the situation

model level. The situation model is distinct from the surface and textbase levels of

representation. It is a tnore abstract representation of the inlormation presented in the text.

The causal relationships (obtained frorn general knowledge about the world) befween
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explicit information, are one type of information used by readers to construct situation

rnodels.

The situation model is also dynamic in that each new sentence is integrated into

this developing representation. Regarding the previous example (Sentences 2a &.2b), any

general knowledge that readers may possess about pilots and planes can be integrated with

the explicit information provided by the sentence. This integration results in a more

elaborate representation ofthe meaning ofthe text (i.e., the situation model).

Processing Models of Text Comprehensìon

Most rnodels ofnonnal text comprehension asseft that representations oftext are

constructed in cycles. During each cycle, each sentence or text segment is processed one

unit at a time (Garnharn & Oakhill, 1992; Kintsch, 1914, 1988; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978;

van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). This assumption is based on the fact that our memory system

has a limited capacity (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). This lirnitatìon restricts the amount of

information that can be held active in working Inemory at any one time.

These models of comprehension also ernphasize that as each sentence is processed,

the propositions underlying each sentence are extracted and stored in our memory system.

This memory system can be analyzed into long-term memory and working memorv stores

The concepts and propositions currently being processed and propositions being

held over lrom previous cycles of processing are maintained in working memory. The

verbatim representation (i.e., surface level) ofthe sentence is only transiently stored in our

memory systern (see Clark & Sengul, 1979; Ianella, 1971). All other texrbâse ideas (e.g.,

propositions) are stored in our long-term memory for later access ifrequired, based upon
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some limited retrieval probability (e.g., Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978)

During every cycle ofprocessing, each new sentence (i.e, new propositions) is

integrated with the memory representation that has been developed to that point in the

comprehension process. Argument overlap between successive propositions and

referential connections between propositions are two simple methods for identiflring

propositions to be rnaintained in working memory across cycles ofprocessing (Kintsch &

van Dijk, 1978).

Exactly what information (i.e., propositions) is held over in working memory from

one cycle to the next is an essential point in any processing model. The most valual¡Íe

strategies optimize the possibility that information rnaintained in working memory (ì.e.,

from previous cycles ofprocessing) will provide connections for new information (i.e.,

from the current cycle ofprocessing, O'Brien & Albrecht, 1992). Several strategies that

readers may use for selecting and maintaining infon¡ation ìn working melnory have been

proposed. According to Kintsch and van Dijk's (1978) leading edge strategv, readers are

maintaining infonnation in working memory based upon how important the information is

and the recency olthis inforrration.

Alternatively, models of cornprehension incorporating causal reasoning have also

been proposed. These theories emphasize that readers are engaging in a problem solving

process. Readers are attempting to organize incorning inforr¡lation into a sequence of

causal relations. According to the current state strategv, readers r¡aintain the most recent

causal antecedent without a consequence in working memory (Bloom, Fletcher, van den

Broek, Reitz, & Shapiro, 1990; Fletcher & Bloom, 1988; Fletcher, Hurnmel, & Marsolek,
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1990). I4 during the next cycle ofprocessing, a causal connection can be made between

the new inforrnation and what has been maintained in working memory, comprehension

can proceed smoothly. Consider the following sequence (Singer, 1994).

a @) Don was about to start all night duty at the hospital.

(b) He checked/hacþ[9c(çs[ the list of patients

when readers read sentence (4b) in the checked version, the events in Senter.rce (4a) are

antecedent to sentence (4b) The fact that Don is starting work enables him to check the

list ofpatients. The inlormation in Sentence (4a) has a consequence and will not be

retained in working memory for additional processing. The causal antecedent ofstarting

work has a consequence and can be purged from working memory. Alternatively, whe.

readers read (4b) in the had checked version, sentence (4a) has no consequence, because

Don has already checked the tist ofpatients in Sentence (ab) (e.g., He had checked the list

ofpatients.). Thus, the current state strategy predicts that the information in Sentence (4a)

will be retained in wolkìng memory.

Alternatively, a search oflong-tenn memory can be undertaken to find a causal

connection between the ne\¡,/ sentence and the preceding text. Readers use the underlying

causal structure, represented by the goals of protagonists, to organize their representations

ofnarrative text. How causal and goal information is used by readers during

compreltension will be addressed in more detail in the section dealing witli causal a¡d goal

representations and processes.

Inferences

wien readers cornprehend a series ofsentences, many ofthe ideas necessary for
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complete understanding are not stated explicitly in the text. These ideas are inferred by

readers to bridge any coherence gaps in fhe text. A coherent passage is one in which the

separate parts ofthe text (sentence to sentence) are comected or related to each other

(Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Singer, 1990). The reader can, as a result ofthese

connections, fully cornprehend the passage.

Consider the lollowing example of Haviland and Clark (1974),

5 (u) We checked the picnic supplies.

(b) The beer was warm.

To comprehend these sentences, the reader must link the concept beer in Sentence (5b)

witli the antecedent concept picnic supplies in Sentence (5a). Thus, the reader must make

the inference that the beer was part ofthe picnic supplies. Readers usually produce an

inference when the inference is necessary to establish a connection between two or trrore

propositions (Keenan, Baillet, & Brown, 1984; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Singer, 1980,

van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). Thus, for the propositions underlying Sentences (5a) and (5b),

the proposìtion C[{ECK(WE,PICNIC-SL'PPLIES) and WARM(BEER) musr be mediared

by the proposition PART-OF(PICNIC-SLJPPLIES, BEER) This type of inference is

called a bridging inference.

Inferences that are generated by readers are based upon general world knowledge.

The explicit text ideas that are presented in text are elaborated and extended by this

background knowledge. This knowledge is made up ofspeciflc and general knowledge

structures that are peilinent to the text These structures contain information required by

readers to explaiD, predict, and compreliend narrative events (Graesser, Singer, &
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Trabasso, 1994, p. 374).

Various theorists have also contrasted the level of representatìon at which readers

are attempting to make connections (i.e., inferences) and maintain coherence. The

following section provides an overview oflocal and global coherence, specifically focusing

on the levels oftext representation that are being processed.

Local and Global Coherence

Many researchers emphasize the difference between locally and globally coherent

text (McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992; Singer, Graesser, & Trabasso, 1994). These views

maintain that, during comprehension, readers are attempting to preserve the coherence of

text at either one or botli the local and global levels. In this paper these terms will be

defined as follows (see Singer et al., 1994:).

Local coherence refers to maintaining connections between text information at a

low level of representation (i.e., the text base). An example ofreaders maintaining local

coherence is when inferences are generated to connect explìcit information provided in the

text le g., propositions). The anaphorìc connection between the pronoun HE, and the

previous male name BOB is an example ofa low level or local coherence maintenance

process. when readers understand the current sentence with reference to previously read

sentence(s), local coherence is maintairred. A local coherence break occurs when a reader

is unable to map the current infonnation onto infonlation in working memory (O'Brien,

1995). It has been asserted that readers need to resolve such coherence breaks for them to

coniprehend a text fully (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978).

Global coherence refers to niaintaining connections between text infonnation at a
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high level of representation (i.e , the situation or mental model). This involves mapping

information that is currently being processed onto the pertinent contexl infonnation that is

no longer in working memory (e.g., from the situation model) (Graesser et al , 1994;

Singer et al., 1994). Examples ofglobal coherence processes are any connections between

protagonists' actions and their previously stated goals (i.e, goal-related inferences). In the

previous example a goal inference connection between Betty buying a purse and her

previously stated goâl ofgetting her mother a present, is an exarnple ofhigh level or

global coherence maintenance process. GIobal coherence processes allow readers to lnake

causal connections between each episode ofa text, from the opening to the end olthe text

(Long & Golding, 1993;Long, Golding, & Graesser, 1992; Long, Seely, Oppy, &

Golding, 1996). A global coherence break occurs when readers are unable to map current

information onto information represented at the situation n.rodel level of representation,

which is niaintained in long-term memory. The new information does not make sense with

respect to the general context ofthe text or with respect to the situation lnodel ofthe text

In the following section, I will outli'e some general experirnental methods used for

studying comprehension and inference processes will be briefly outlined. Following this, I

will discuss the role that causal and goal-related information plays in normal

comprehension will be discussed.

Comprehensìon Methodology

In the lollowing section, some general experimental methods used by language

researchers are presented. These testing procedures can generally be divided into rnemory

ireasures, and on-line measures (Keenan, Potts, Golding & Jennings, 1990, Singer, t990).
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Memory measures reler to methods that assess individuals' memory of previously studied

text material. OnJine measures refer to methods that assess language processes that occur

during the initial comprehension oftext material.

Memory Measures

This type ofmeasure requires individuals to access their representation of a text to

see ifa test stimulus is part oftheir memory representation ofthe text. Recall and

recognition are two exarnples ofthis type ofexperirnental treasure. Recall requires

individuals to simply recall as much olthe previously studied text as possible (e.g., Kintsch

& van Dijk, 1978). With recognition, individuals are asked to indicate whether single

rvords, phrases, or sentences appeared in the previous text (e.g., Mckoon & Ratclifl

ree2)

Online Measures

Online measures can continuously assess individuals' behaviour (i. e., Ianguage

processes) during courprehension oftext. Alternatively, readers can be interrupted at key

points during comprehension to assess their comprehension processes.

Intermittent online measures require individuals to read a piece oftext. While

reading, they are occasionally interrupted with a test stirnulus (e.g., naming, and lexical

decision). They are requìred to make ajudgment or response to this test stimulus. The

accuracy and/or time it takes individuals to make these judgrnents or responses reflects the

status oftheir comprehension processes up to that point in the text. The reciting or narning

of a test word out loud is one example of this type of rneasure (see Klin, 1995; I(lin &

Myers, 1993). Test words are usually related to the inforrnatior provided in the text, or
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can be taken directly from the text. The time it takes the reader to first vocalize the word

is the dependent variable. A difference in naming times across experimental conditions

suggests that, in one conditíon, the concept related to the test stimulus is active in

memory. The previous activation ofthe concept; provided by previous repetition ofthe

probe concept or related concepts; aids fhe reader in responding more quickly to the

stimulus.

One example of a continuous on-line measure is the time it takes individuals to

read each word or sentence ofatext (Albrecht & Myers, 1995; Mckoon & Ratcliff, 1992)

The measurement of reading tirnes usually involves comparing reading tirnes for the

specific sentences across experimental conditions. Haviland and Clark (1974) exarnined

inferences with reading time for specific sentences.

The following example illustrates sequences ofsentences, where the reading time

ol Sentence q7) was exarnined.

6 (u) Herb took the picnic supplies from the car.(Inference)

(b) Herb took the beer from the car.(Explicit)

7. The beer was wann.

Haviland and Clark had individual read Sentences (6a) and (7) (inference condition) or

Sentences (6b) and (Z) Gxplic{_çp¡dltisa). They found that ìndividuals took longer to

¡ead Sentence (7) after sentence (6a) compared to when Sentence (7) followed sentence

(6b). This difference in reading time for Sentence (7) in the Inference condition was taken

to reflect the extra time individuals needed to generate the inference that tlie beer was part

ofthe picnic supplies.
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Reading Tir¡e and Inconsistenc), Judgments

One method of studying readers' use ofcausal and goal information during

comprehension is the application ofthe reading time measure to the study ofpassages with

some degree of inconsistency. Inconsistencies in the infonnation provided by a text have

been shown to affect reading times and consequently comprehension processes (O'Brien &

Albrecht, I 992; Albrecht & O'Brien, 1993; Hakala & O'Brien, 1995) When individuals

read sentences that are inconsistent with previously presented infonr.ration, they require

extra time to read these sentences. It has been asserted that readers are attempting to

comprehend the text by resolving both local and global coherence breaks (Graesser et al.,

1994; Singer et al., 1994).

For exatnple, O'Brien and Albrecht (1992) exarnined narrative passages containing

i consistent physical movements ofprotagonists. Initially the location ofthe protagonist

was stated in these passages (e.g., Kim stood inside/outside the health club.). Later in the

text a critical sentence appeared (e.g, Kim decided to go outside the health club), which

described movements ofthis plotagonist that were either consistent or inconsistent with

the original location ofthe protagonist. They found tliat individuals took longer to reâd

critical sentences (e.g., Kirn decided to go outside the health club) when these sentences

described protagonist movements that were ìnconsistent (e.g., Kim stood outside the

health club), compared to when these movements were consìstent (e.g., Kim stood inside

the health club) with the original location ofthe protagonist. The distance between this

information was also varied. For distanl conditions a nurnber of sentences were presented

between the critical sentence and the consistent or inconsistent sentence presented earlier
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in the passage. For close conditions these extra filler sentences were not included. Longer

reading times for critical sentences in the inconsistent condition were found in both the

distant and close conditions.

In this study (O'Brien & Albrecht, 1992), individuals appeared to be sensitive ro

inforrnation about the location ofprotagonists. When this information was violated, or

there was an inconsistency, there was a difference in the reading times of critical

sentences. This suggests that individuals had comprehension diffìculty and attempted to

resolve this contradiction. In the close condition, a local coherence break occurs and this

causes readers to have elevated reading times. Readels are attempting to resolve a local

coherence l¡reak, the inconsistency in the protagonist's location. In the distant condition,

the filler sentences that sepatate the inconsistent info¡r¡ation were designed to background

the protagonist's location. This backgrounding purges this information frorn working

memory. Thus, this inforrnation is only available at the level of the situation model

representation. The critical sentences used by o'Brien and Albrecht (1992) were locally

coherent, so the elevation in reading times must be the result ofan inconsistency between

new information and previous information represented at a high level of representation.

Thus, the elevated reading time in the distant condition provides evidence that readers are

also sensitive to global coherence breaks. They are attempting to maintain connections

between new information (e.g., protagonist's current location) and old information that is

no longer active in working melnory (e.g., protagonist's previous location).

Hakala and O'Brien (1995) also demonstrated that readers are sensitive to

inconsistent protagonist inlonnation (also see Albrecht & o'Brien, 1993). They found that
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individuals took longer to read a critical sentence (e.g., Marv ordered a cheeseburger and

fries) when the protagonist's actions portrayed in this sentence were inconsistent with

previously stated information (e.g., Marv is a strjct vegetarian), compared to when it was

consistent (e.g., Mary enio]'ed eating anlthing) or neutral (e.g., Mary frequentlv ate at

restaurants).

The results ofthese studies indicate that readers are sensitive to inconsistencies

both at a low level of representation (e.g., textbase) and a high level of representation

(e.g., situation model). The longer reading times for the inconsistent conditions (across

distant and close conditions) are consistent with theoretical rnodels of comprehension

processes that focus both on the textbase (local coherence) and the situation model (global

colierence) levels of representation. Readers appear to be continuously checking and

updating their situation or mental model representation. When new information

contradicts previously presented infonnation, individuals require rrore processing tirne

(i.e., reading time) to make sense ofthe new information. This inlormation appears to

include general ir.rformation about the protagonist's location, actìons. and thouglìts (e.g.,

goals)

In general, empirical evidence shows that inconsistency in text information affects

the reading time of critical sentences in text. Researchers have extended this type of

inconsistency rnanipulation to include causal or goal information. This type of information

is represented at a high representational level (e.g., situation rrodel). However, belore we

address this I will first outline the general causal and goal structures and processes that are

involved witli comprehension. Following this, I will deal specifically with goa) structures
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and processes.

Causa{ and Goal Information

During language comprehension, readers must make sense ofthe information

provided in a text. Readers require sorne form of representational framework within which

they can organize the separate units of information provided by a text (e.g., sentences,

clauses, propositions etc.). Readers can then prace trris information within this

orga'izational framework so that they are able to construct coherent representations ol

text. Many theories ofcomprehension assume that the construction ofa coherent

representatiou involves the representation ofthe causal structure underlying narrative

passages (Black & Bower, 1980; Fletcher & Bloorn, rggg; Schank & Abelson, r977;

Trabasso & sperry, 1985; Trabasso & van den Broek, l9g5). cornp.ehension is viewed ¿Ls

a proble'-solving process. Readers are attempting to infer causal rerations among ideas,

events, and states described by the text (Black & Bower, l9g0; Keenan et aI., l9g4;

O'Brien & Myers, l9B7; Schank & Abelson, 1977; Trabasso & Speny, 1985). In rhe

following sections I will first provide an overuiew oftheories ofcausal representational

structures that readers use during cornprehension. This will also include an overvìew of

the relevant inferential processes and associated ernpirical evìdence.

Causal Representations

one r¡odel ofcausal representation is the recursive transition network rnodel

(Trabasso & van den Broek, l9g5; Trabasso, van den Broek, & Suh, 19g9; van den

Broek, 1990) This model captures trre causal information provided in a text witrrin a

grapliical network representation. This network represents the causal relationships
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between propositions or sentences. The causal relatedness oftext info'nation is

determined through the following criteria: temporal priority, operativity, and necessity and

suffìciency in the circumstances (van den Broek, 1990). Temporal priority refers to the

fâct that causes must occur before outcomes, and these causes must be operating when the

outcome occurs. A cause must also be necessary for the outcome to occur. consider the

following example (van den Broek, 1990):

8. (a) Jason dropped the banana peel.

(b) Mark fell on his back.

I'this example, ifJason had not dropped the bana'a peel, Mark would not have fallen.

The fact that Jasou dropped the peel is a necessary cause for Mark falling The cause ulust

also be suffcient for the outcome to occur consequently within the general circumstances

ofthe story' The information provided in Sentences (ga) and (8b) arejudged rerative to

the circumstances provided by the rest ofthe story. Thus, ifwithin the context ofthe rest

ofthe story, the event prese,ted in Sentence (ga) occurs (e.g., Jason dropping a banana

pcql), this cause is sufficie't for the event in sentence (gb) to occur (e.g , Mark fell on his

l¡ack.). As an example, consider the network representation prese.ted in Figure z that can

be constructed for the passage listed in Table I (van den Broek, 1990).

To construct this network, the crause units presented in Table I are rerated to one

another using the previous four causal properties oltemporal priority, operativity, and

necessity and sufficiency in the circumstances. These units are then connected into a

network according to these properties. The numbered erements represent the events

displayed in Table 1, and the connectìons depìct the causal relations between these events
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This method ofrepresenting causal relations aids researchers in identifuing causally related

inforrnation and the points in a passage where readers may have diffrculty understanding

the passage.

Table I
Sarnple Text. (Adapted from van den Broek, 1990)

(tÞ,ãX->3Þ,[Þo+r

Figure 2. Recursive Transition Nehvork model: Network representation
of causal relations in nan ative text (Adapted frorn van den Broek, I 990)

1

2

)

There once was a boy named Jimrny.
who wanted to buy a bike.
He called a bike store to ask for

prices.
He counted his money.
the money was not enough for a bike
He put his piggy bank back on the

top shelf of his closet
and covered it with clothes.
Jimmy wanted to get some money
so he asked his mother for some.
His rnother saìd, "No, you should

earn your own."

1 l. Jirnrny decided to get a paper route
12. He called the newspaper agency
l3. and asked about a route
14. The secretary told hinl to come in.
15. Jimrny talked to the manager
16. and got his job.
17. He worked very hard on his job
18. and earned a lot oftips.
19. Pretty soon he had earned $200.
20. He went to a bike store
21 . and bought a beautiful bike.
22 He was the happiest kid in town.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8

9

10.
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Th¡ee features ofthe causal net\¡,/ork model have been shown to be important

predictors ofreaders' comprehension. First, within these network representations the

series of events that connects the opening of a story to its end can be identified as a causal

gþþ ofconnected events (Trabasso et al., 1989; van den Broek, 1990). Second, the

events that play no part in this causal chain are termed dead-ends. For example in Figure

2, all causal chain events are circled, and dead-end events are uncircled. statements on the

causal chain play a central role in the theme ofthe text and aid in providing coherence to

the story. Statements that are part ofdead-ends do not provide irnportant thematic

information to the reader (Schank & Abelson, I 977; Trabasso, Secco, & van den Broek,

1984; van den Broek, 1990) Finally, the nurnber ofcausal connections between text

statements also varies between different statements. statement (8) (Jir¡my wanted to get

some mone)L) has seven causal connections, whereas Statement (i 5) (fu4lfylalkçdlslhç

lnana_qer.) has only three causal connections.

These three aspects of causal representations have been shown to predict readers

recall and inrportance ratings ofnarrative information. It has been found that readers recall

statements more often, and rate them as ilnpoftant to a story under the following

conditions;

(l) The statement appears on the causal chain, compared to statemeDts in a

dead end, ofthe causal representation ofa text (Omanson, 1982, Trabasso

et al., 1984; Trabasso & Sperry, l9B5).

(2) The statement has more causal corutections to other statements in the

network representation offhe causal structure ofa text (Graesser,
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Robeftson, Lovelace, & Swinehart, 1980; Omanson, 19982; Trabasso et

al., 1984; Trabasso & Sperry, 1985; Trabasso, & van den Broek, 1985).

For example, Trabasso and Sperry (1985) derived causal networks for six narrative

passages. They pelformed a multiple regression analysis ofthe importance ratings of

participants for each statement in stories, using the number of connections and causal

chain position as independent factors. They found that both the number ofdirect

connections for each statement in the network, and the position ofthe staternent on the

causal chain, predicted importance ratings ofparticipants. The left panel ofFigure 3

presents a graph representing the relationship between impoftance ratings and the number

ofcausal connections and causal chain position.

Trabasso and van den Broek (1985) also completed a multiple regression analysis

ofpaticipants recall perfonnance, usiug the numbe¡ ofcausal connections and causal
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Figure 3. Average percent recalled and importance judgment values for causal chain
(') and dead-end (.) statements that differ by the nurnber ofcausal connections.
(Adapted from Trabasso & Sperry, 1985 and van den Broek, I
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chain position as predictors. The right panel ofFigure 3 presents a graph presents their

findings. Taken together these findings support the assertion that readers are using the

underlying causal relationships among the ideas provided in narrative text to construct

coherent representations.

In the lollowing section the processes that readers undertake to connect causally

related inforrnation is discussed. Specifically, the process of connecting causally related

inlormation via causal inferences is described.

Causal lnferences

The previous section provided evidence for the assertion that readers use the

causal relationships between text ideas to construct coherent representations ofthe

meaning oftext. Specifrcally, during comprehension readers connect information provided

in the text together via the causal relations between this information. Readers are

attempting to identily causal antecedents for the narrative events described in a text. As

the cyclical rnodel of comprehension asserts, readers are generally focusing their

comprehension processes upon a single chunk of text dur.ing active processing of a text.

The concepts and information underlying this unit oftext can be defined as the focal event

that readers are currently processing. This view emphasizes that individuals generate

causal inferences about the focal events they read. The followitig section provides an

outline of how readers make comections between inlormation currently focused on in tl.re

text and previously presented information in the text, by the generation ofcausal

inferences

Initially, readers may attempt to find a cause for events and actions in tl.re
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infonnation that currently resides in working memory (Bloom et al., 1990) This

specifically refers to readers trying to maintain local coherence, by making connections

between propositions at a low level of representation (e.g., textbase).

Recall Exarnple (8) (van den Broek, 1990):

8 (a) Jason dropped the banana peel.

(b) Mark fell on his back

These two sentences are not ostensibly related. Each sentence refers to different

protagonists and there is no explicit relationshìp between each sentence. There is a local

coherence break. For a reader to cornprehend and relate these two sentences to one

another, fufther information is required. Tliese two sentences require a rnediating idea or

inference that connects the infonnation presented in sentence (8a) to the information

provided by sentence (8b). This causal inference is that Mark stepped on the banana peel.

This causal inference is needed to maintain the causal structure ofthe information

provided in Sentences (8a) and (8b).

Ifa cause for the focal event cannot be found in working nlemory, there is a causal

coherence break. The current sentence cannot be understood within the context ofthe

recently processed inforrnation. Readers may then search their long-term memory

representation ofthe text they have read to that point, for a cause for the current action.

This refers to readers attempting to maintain global coherence, by connecting information

at a high level of representation (i.e., situation model). Ifa cause is identified in their long-

term memory representation, it ìs linked to the currently processed action or event. The

lollowing example illustrates another passage that requires causal inference (Singer &
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Halldorson, 1996).

9 (a) Laurie left early for the birthday party.

(b) She headed north on the freeway.

(c) She exited at Antelope Drive.

(d) She spent an hour shopping at the mall.

Since Sentences (9b) and (9c) intervene between Sentences (9a) and (9b), any causa)

information in Sentence (9a) should be purged from working memory by the time

Sentence (9d) is read. To maintain causal coherence and for readers to understand the

actions ofthe protagonist in Sentence (9d), the cause for Laurie,s actions needs to be

found. To understand Sentence (9d), the reader needs to generate a motive inference (e g.,

Laurie wants to buv a birthday present.). This causal inference maintains the causal

coherence ofthe passage, and links the cause in Sentence (9a) to the action in Sentence

(9d). Thus readers are rnaintaining causal coherence at a high level of representation (i.e.,

global coherence).

Passage representations can be characterized as maintaining a causal chain of

actions and events that are connected by causal relatìonships between these events. causal

bridging inlerences provide causal connections between current statelnents and the

preceding text (Bloom et al., 1990; Fletcher eI al., 1990; Singer & Ferreira, 1983; Singer,

Halldorson, Lear', & Andrusiak, 1992). Evidence that readers during normal

cornprehension generâte causal inferences, has been demonstrated using a variety of

experimental procedures. The following sections provide converging evidence tliat causal

inferences accoinpâny normal comprehension.
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Reading time. The causal relatedness of sentences has been shown to affect

conrprehension processes as indexed by reading times (Bloorn et al., l99};Fletcher et al.,

1990; Keenan et al., 1984; Myers, Shinjo, & Dutry, 1987). Consider the following

example (Keenan et al., 1984);

10. (a) Joey's big brother punched hirr again and again.

(b) Racing down rhe hill, Joey fell offhis bike

(c) Joey went to a neighbour's house to play.

11. The next day his body was covered with bruises.

This example poftrays high, medium, and low causally related sentence pairs (r0a & 1r,

10b & 11, and lOc & l1), respectively). Keenan et al (1984) and Myers et al. (1987)

found that individuals progressively took longer to read the second sentence of sentence

pairs as the causal relatedness between tliese sentences decreased. The causal inference

processes that conuect sentence pairs appear to vary with differing levels of causal

relatedness. with highly causally related sentences, readers can easily bridge the

information provided by the sentences with a causal inference (e.g., Joel¿ was covered witrr

bn¡ises. because his brother beat hirn.). comprehension difficulties ensue âs sentence pairs

become less causally related, and readers require more time to fully understand the second

sentence

Probejudgments. Further evidence that causal inferences accompany normal text

comp.ehension comes from probejudgment research. probejudgments involve the

ir.rterruption of readers during the process of reading a sentence or passage. Readers are

then given a probe stimulus to respond to (e.g., Naming; see above Comprehension
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Methodology: On-line measures). This allows researchers to directly probe the contents of

individuals developing memory representations oftext. Reading times as an on-line

measure may only diagnose comprehension difficulties, and can not determine the contents

of readers' comprehension processes (Klin, 1995; McKoon & Ratcliff 1980). probe

judgments allow the direct testing ofthe contents ofreaders' text representations

constructed during comprehension. A nurnber of studies have demonstrated that readers

respond more quickly to probe words when these probe words directly assess the causal

information presented bythe text and comprehended by readers (Klin, 1995; Klin&

Myers, 1993 ; P.izzel|a & O'Brien, 1996).

Klin and Myers (1993) tested for the presence of information underlying causal

inferences using probe words that replesented the causal coÌrcepts required for the

generation ofthese causal inferences. Klin and Myers presented participants with passages

in one oftwo conditions (e.g., inference and control). Sentence Sequences (12) and (13)

illustrate inference and cootrol conditions, respectively

12. (a) The boys had played catch in the living room with a baseball.

(b) Dick found a broken lamp lying on the living rooln floor.

13. (u) The boys had played catch in the living room with a baseball.

(b) Dick found both ofhis sons sleeping soundly in their beds.

A number of intervening sentences separated both sentence sequences in (12 ) and (13)

These intervening sentences were unrelated to the causal inference inforrnation, and were

designed to purge working memory ofany inforrnation provided in the first senteuce

AÍïer participants read either inference or control passages, they were given a probe word
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to name out loud. Participants named probe words (e.g., BASEBALL) more quickly

following inference passages, compared to when the probes followed control passages.

This probe word (e g., BASEBALL) represented the causal concept described earlier in

the te$.

In the inference passage, Sentence (12b) produced a causal coherence break. The

preceding sentence does not provide a sufficient cause for the event in Sentence (l2b).

The reader needs to provide a cause for Dick finding a broken lamp. This info'nation is

provided earlìer in the text (e.g., The boi¡s had pla]'ed catch in the living room with a

baseball.). To fully understand Sentence (l2b), readers need to generate a causal inference

that connects the events in sentence (12a) with the cause in Sentence (12b). This causal

inference is that the boys' baseball playing caused the lamp to be broken. The probe word

BASEBALL is the key information that needs to be connected fo the actions in Sentence

(l2b). Readers fully cornprehend thìs passage when they construct this causal inference.

This aids readers in maìntaining the causal coherence ofthe passage at a global coherence

level. In the control condition, Sentence (l3b) is causally coherent with the previous

pâssage, and can be understood within this context. No additional information or causal

information is required for readers to comprehend this sequence completely.

ln general, causal coherence involves maintaining coherent representations at a

global level (i.e., situation model). At the local level, ifinforrnation provided in a sentence

can be connected to the previous sentence's information (or information maintained in

working memory) by a causal inference, causal coherence is maintained. Ifantecedent

events (e.g., information provided in the previous sentence) or the information held in
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working memory does not supply an adequate causal framework for the focal events in the

text, a câusal coherence break is detected (Klin, 1995, p. 1484). Ifreaders are employing

causal information to construct coherent representations ofpassages, global inforrnation

should be reinstated and used to understand sentences that are currently being processed.

This reinstatement process involves the reactivation of information in long-term memory,

and its reinstatement into working memory. This reinstated causal inlonnation can then be

con¡ected to the focal event via a causal inference. This reactivated information in

working memory consequently aids readers to comprehend focal events with respect to

the causal structure of the text.

These causal inle¡ence processes may also occur even when local coherence is

rnaintained. In the first example presented in this thesis, the goal inference connecting

Betty's action ofbuying a purse to her motive ofgiving her mother a present was made

even though the text was locally coherent. Each sentence could be understood with

reference to the previous one. However, this causal inference assists the reader.s in

successfu lly comprehending the text.

Alternatively, inforrration that is contained in a reader's high level representation

(i.e., situation model) rnay not provide a sufücient cause for the focal action or event. The

text will seem incoherent, and the text contains an inconsistency or global causal

coherence break, which can impair readers' cornprehension processes.

Ouestion answering. lt is generally agreed that causal inferences are based upon

readers general world knowledge (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Singer et al., 1994; van Dijk

& Kintsch, 1983). For a reader to understand the sentences, Sharon took the aspirins Her
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headache went awav., a causal inference that connects the two sentences is required. This

inference is based on readers' k¡owledge of general causal relationships present in the

world. In the example above, the fact that taking aspirin will relieve a headache is based

upon general knowledge about cause and effect that the reader possesses.

Using a question answering procedure, Singer and colleagues have evaluated the

infonnation underlying causal inferences rvithin the structure of a Validation Model

(Singer et al., 1992; Singer, & Halldorson, 1996; Singer, Revlin, & Halldorson, I 990). For

example, for complete understanding ofthe following sentences, the reader needs to

realize that the action in Sentence (l4a) causes the event in Sentence (14b).

74. (u) Mark poured the bucket ofwater on the bonfire.

(b) The fire went our.

The causal inference that connects these two sentences is that pouring water on the fire

causes the fire to go out. However, before a reader accepts this to be the true state of

affairs, this causal bridging inference needs to be validated against their general world

knowledge. Readers do this by identifying a rnediating idea that accounts for the fact that

pouring water on the fire causes the fire to go out. This rnediating idea would be that

water extinguishes fire. Readers then compare this medìating idea with their general world

knowledge, specifically relating cause and effect relationships. Since this mediating idea

agrees wìth tlie readers'general knowledge about water extinguishing fire, the causal

inference is validated as true. The information underlying causal inferences, framed within

the validatìon Model, has beerr evaluated using passages sirnilar to the following (sirger-

& Halldorson, 1996).
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(a) Laurie Ieft early for the birthday party. (Motive)

(b) Laurie left the bithday party early (Control)

She spent an hour shopping at the mall.

In the rnotive condition (Sentences (15a) & (16)), the events in Sentence (16) can be

understood with reference to the idea that Valerie was motivated to buy a birthday

present, so she went shopping at the mall In the control condition (Sentences (15b) &

(16)), no such connection is needed to understand the sequence ofsentences.

After reading passages in either the motive or control condition, partìcipants

answered questions.

l,l. Do birthday parties involve presents?

These questions probed the knowledge that was relevant to the causal bridging inference.

Singer and Halldorson (1996; also see Singer et al., 1992, Singer et al., 1990) found that

answering tirnes for the question were faster following motive passages cornpared to

control passages. Ifreaders gerìerate the causal motive inference that Valerie wanted to

buy a binhday present, this inference should be integrated into the developir.rg textbase and

situatior.r model representation ofthe text. Thus, faster reactiou times to questions that

probe the causal inference infonnation are expected, ifthis inference has been drawn and is

active in the memory representation ofthe text. This question answering research, in

conjunction with reading tir¡e and probe judgment evidence, provide converging evidence

that causal inlerences are generated by readers during normal comprehension.

The type of causal inferer.rce discussed in the question answering section above,

specifically focuses on motives for protagonist's actions. These causal infe¡ences relate

l5
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directly to the overall representation ofthe goal structure ofthe text. This goal structure

represents a causally related series of events presented in the passage. The motives of

protagonists, and subsequent actions and events that result from the protagonists' actions,

are components ofthis goal structure, and are represented at a high level of representation

(i.e., goal situation rnodel). In the following section, the representation ofgoal information

and related inferential processes will be discussed.

Goal Representations and Inferences

The causal representation of information can be further modified to include causal

substructures ofnarrative passages (i.e., events, goals, etc.). In narrative passages, clauses

that make up a causally related passage can be categorized as settings, initiating events,

goals, actions, outcomes, and reactions. Figure 4 presents the transition network model

(see Causal Representations above), based upon the narrative categorìes stated above (see

Trabasso et al., 1989; van den Broek, 1990).

In the netwo¡k

presented in Figure 4,

the settings, events,

goals, attelnpts,

outcomes, and

reactions (S, E, G, A,

O, R, respectively) are

related to each other by enabling, psychological, rnotìvational, and physical causal

relatjons (8, Psi, M, and Phi, respectively) (Trabasso et al., 1989). The inlorrnation
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Figure 4. Causal network model using narrative text

categories. (Adapted fiom Tml¡asso et al. ( 1 989)).
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provided in a narrative text (e.g., sentences, clauses, and propositions) are linked in this

structure by the causal relationships between each category (Suh & Trabasso, 1993;

Trabasso et al., 1989). When readers read a sentence about a goal or an action, they

attempt to fit these events into the overall causal structure ofthe text (i.e., the goal plan of

the passage).

Many narrative passages have a goal-subgoal hierarchical structure in which a high

level goal (i.e , superordinate goal) relies on actions that accomplish a lower level goal

(i.e., subordinate goals; Long & Golding, 1993; Long et à1., 1992, Long et al., 1996).

Superordinate goals depict the circurnstances that the character wishes to attain by

performing a purposeful action. Subgoals (or Subordinate goals) are goals, plans, or

actions that speciry how an agent's purposelul action is achieved.

For example consider the following passage (adapted from Suh & Trabasso,

1993):

18. (a) Jimmy wanted to have a new bike. (Goal l)

(r) His r¡other refused to buy hìm a bike. (Goal I failure)

(") Jimmy wanted to earn sorne money. (Subgoal 1)

(d) He asked for ajob at a grocery store.

(e) He earned a lot ofmoney. (Subgoal 1 success)

(Ð He bought a new bike. (Goal I success)

In Sentence (l8a) the protagonìst Jimmy is described as having a goal to have a new bike .

In Sentence (18b) this goal is thwarted, His mother refused to bu)' hirn a bike. As a result,

a new subgoal is set up in Sentence (18c); Jimmy wanted to earn some money. In
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Sentence (18e), this subgoal is satisfied, He earned a lot of mone),. ln Sentence (l8f), the

original goal is satisfied, He bought a new bike. This passage presents an example ofa

narrative passage containing a goal structure that relates goals ofthe protagonist (e.g.,

Jinxny wants a bike, and wants to earn some money.) to his actions (e.g, Jimrny buys a

bike, and earns some money at ajob.) by the causal relationships between these events.

The classification of a specific goal as either a superordinate goal or a subgoal is

judged with regard to its relationship to specific events and actions and not its specifìc

content. Therefore, a goal may be superordinate to one actìon or goal, or subordinate to

another action or goal. Ifreaders are attentive to the goals and motivations ofprotagonists

in na¡ratives, readers will cornprehend subsequent statements more easily when they

describe plans or actions that hâve been undertaken to satis$ protagonists' goals.

Goal inferences can be defined as connections between propositions that represent

focal actions or events, and previously preserìted information about superordinate or

subgoals ofprotagonists. These connections are based upon causal relationsliips between

events and actions, and protagonistsr antecedent goals.

For example in the passage above, the subordinate goal ofearning some mone)¡

serues the superordinate goal ofhaving a new bike. Readers will generate a goal inference

that connects the propositions underlying sentences (lsc) to (l8a) This goal inference is

that the subordinate goal, Jirnmy wants to earn some money, is caused or rnotivated by the

higher level goal ofgetting a new bike. Readers will additionally gene¡ate connections

between the actions in Sentence (1Se) (e.g., Jìmm)¡ earned a lot of mone]¡.) and the

subordinate goal in Sentence (18c) (e.g., Jimmv wanted to earn some uronev.). A goal
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inference connection will also be generated between the actions in Sentence (1Sf) (e.g.,

Jimmy bought a new bike.) and the superordinate goal in Sentence (l8a) (e.g., Jimmy

wanted to have a new bike.).

When a goal or action conforms to the overall goal plan ofa passage (i.e., it is

consistent and coherent with respect to this overall goal plan), it can be connected to the

antecedent goal via a goal-related inference The cause for a protagonist's action is that

they are trying to achieve or satisfy this goal. when actions ¡esult in unsatisfied goals,

conditions are set for the establishrnent of a subgoal; Jimmy's mother would not buy hirn a

bike so he had to earn some money to buy it. When more than one unsatisfied goal is

present in a passage (original goal or subgoal), the most recent unsatisfied goal is used to

evaluate the current actions and attempts. Thus, there is also a hierarchy of unsatisfied

goals (Suh & Trabasso, 1993). when a subgoal is satisfied, subsequent actions can ther.r be

evaluated with regaÍd to the most recent unsatisfied goal in the hierarchy. This type of

causal integration occurs until all goals are satisfied. Alternatively, the passage may result

in one or rnany goals being left unfulfrlled. In this case a causal coheience break occurs,

whereby the current state affairs or actions of a protagonist have not satisfied all the stated

goals in the passage.

Empirical evidence for how readers use goal information during normal

comprehension ofnarrative text converges from two general measurement approaches;

probe judgtrent and reading time measures (see comprehension Methodology for a more

detaìled dìscussion ofthese types ofrneasures). probe judgments i'volve presenting

individuals with test stimuli (e.g., words or sentences) during co'-rprehensíon oftext (i.e.,
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onJine) or after comprehension of a text (i.e., rnemory measure). Reading time measures

entail the measurement ofthe time it takes individuals to read specific text segments (e.g.,

clauses & sentences).

Probejudgments. Previously it was shown that readers respond more quickly to

causally related probe words following passages containing a coherence break requiring a

causal inference (Klin, 1995; Klin & Myers, 1993,Rizzella & O'Brien, 1996). The causal

information (i.e., cause) that these probe words represent is required by readers to explain

current actions or events (i.e., effect) portrayed in the passage. Regarding goal inferences,

this subclass ofcausal inferences has also yielded silnilar results using recognition, lexical

decision, and naming probe judgrnent procedures, various researchers have shown that

individuals respond more quickly to probe words that assess the underlying goal

information needed by readers to generate goal ìnferences (Dopkins, Klin, & Myers, 1993,

Long et al., 1993;Long, Golding, füaesser, & Clark, 1990; Lutz & Radvansky, 1997;

McKoon & Ratcliff 1992; Suh & Trabasso, 1993).

For example, McKoon and Ratcliff(1992) presented participants with passages

that outlined a hierarchy ofnested goals that a protagonist was trying to achieve. After

pafticìpants finished reading these passages, they were asked to make a recognition

judgment (i.e , Did this probe word appear in the passage they had just read? \ES,ôÌO;

also see Dopkins etal., 1993). Table 2 presents an example ofthe passages used by

McKoon and Ratcliff(1992, Experiment l).

The first paragraph of all passages introduces a general superordinate goal (e.g.,

kill the president) and a subordinate goal (e.g., use a rifle). To fulfill the superordinate
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goal, the lower subordinate goal needs to be accomplished. The second continuation

paragraph varied across three conditions; control, try again, and substitution. In control

versions ofthese passages, the second paragraph described both ofthese previous goals

being attained (e.g., The assassin hit the president with first shot from his rifle.), and the

introduction ofa new goal (e.g., Then he started to run toward the west.). In try again

versions, a problem occurs with the subordinate goal achievement (e.g., The scope fell off

as he lifted the rifle.), and the protagonist attempts to fulfill this goal (e.g., He la)¡ prone to

drau a sieht wilhoul the scoDe )

Table 2
Example Text from Experiment I (McKoon and Ratclifl 1992)

lntroduction
1. The crowd's cheers alerted the onlookers to the president,s arrival
2. The assassin wanted to kill the president.
3. He reached for his high-powered rifle.
4. He lifted the gun to his shoulder to peer through its scope

Control continuation
5(a). The assassin hit the president with the first shot from liis rifle.
(b). Then he started to run toward the west.
(c). The searing sun blinded his eves.

Try asain continuation
5(d). The scope fell offas he lifted the rifle
(e). He lay prone to draw a sight without the scope.
(f). The searing sun blinded his eyes.

Subsl it ution continuat ion
5(g) The scope fell offas he lifted the rifle.
(h). So he reached for his hand grenades
(i). The searing sun blinded his eyes.

General goal test word: KILL
Subordinate goal test word: RIFLE
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In substitution versions, a problem again occurs with the subordinate goal (e.g., The scope

fell offas he lifted the rifle ), but instead of trying again, a new subordinate goal is

introduced (e.g., So he reached for his hand erenades.).

In all versions, the continuation paragraphs were written to be locally coherent.

Readers should be able comprehend current events and protagonist actions described in

this paragraph, within the context offhese continuation paragraphs. No local causal

coherence break is present. Readers should not need to access any causal or goal-related

information plovided earlier in the text. The current events should be able to be

unde¡stood with relerence to only the local subordinate goal (e.g., use a rifle). Any

information regarding the superordinate goal (e.g., kill tbe president) should not be

required by the reader to understand the current events in the passage (i.e., frorn the

introduction paragraph). Probe words specifically referred to either the superordinate goal

or the subordìnate goal (e.g., kill and rifle, respectively).

McKoon and Ratcliff(1992) found that participants responded rnore quickly to

subordinate goal words (e.g., rifle) following tr1 agai'passages, compared to control and

continuation passages. There were no differences in response times to superordinate probe

words (e.g., kill) across all three versions ofpassages. This dernonstrated that since

continuation paragraphs vrere locally coherent across all conditions, the more global and

distant superordinate goal (e.g., kill) was not required to comprehend the actions ofthe

protagonist. This demonstrates that when a passage portrays a number ofrelated goals,

the l.ìrost recent unsatisfied goal is used to evaluate current actions of protagouists.

Readers are attempting to generate goal inlerences between current events and the most
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recently unsatisfi ed goal.

McKoon and Ratcliff(1992, Experiment 2) also provided evidence that readers

will access the higher level superordinate goal information, when a local coherence break

occurs. For example, participants initially read the following sequence ofsentences.

19. Diane wanted to lose some weight. She thought cycling might help her

lose some weight. She went to the garage to find her bike.

Subsequently, they read either sequence (20a) or (20b).

20. (a) Dìane peddled her bike .. and became very slirn

(b) Diane's bike was broken .. so she went to the grocery store to buy

grapefruit and yogurt.

Sequence (20a) is Iocally consistent with Sequence (19). Diane's goal oflosing weight and

her subsequent subgoal of biking are all achieved, and make sense to the reader.

Sequence (20b) is locally inconsistent with Sequence (19). Substiruting grapefruit

and yogurt for a broken bicycle does not make seuse at a local level. This sequence of

sentences contains a local coherence break. However, this does lnake sense with respect

to the global goal oflosing weight.

McKoon and Ratclifflound that participants responded more quickly to global

goal probe words (e.g., weight) following passages that contained a local inconsistency

(e.g., Sequences 19 & 20b) than following locally consistent passages (e.g., Sequences l9

& 20a).

When the actions ofthe protagonist (e.g., Diane weni to the grocery store and

boueht sorne grapefruit and J/ogurt.) are inconsistent with inost recent unsatisfied
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subordinate goal (e.g., Diane's bike was broken.), the previously stated superordinate goal

information (e.g., Diane wanted to lose some weight.) will be accessed and used to

evaluate the current actions ofthe protagonist. Readers are attempting to link information

provided in a passage by its causal relatedness. In this case they are trying to make sense

ofthe events portrayed in the passage wjth relation to the overall goal plan ofthe

protagonist.

Other researchers have shown tliat readers access superordinate goal infonnation

during comprehension of narrative passages even when there are no local coherence

breaks, contrary to Mckoon and Ratcliffs (1992) findings (Long et al., 1992; also see

Long et al., 1990; Long & Golding, 1993) For exarnple participants read goal inference

pâssages similar to the passage provided in Table 3.

Table 3

The Passage "The Czar and His Daughters" (Long, Golding, & füaesser, 1992)

I . Once tliere was a Czar
2. who had three lovely daughters
3. One day the tl.rree daughters went

walking in the woods.
4. They were enjoying themselves so

much that
5. they forgot the tirne and
6. stayed too long.
7. A dragon kidnapped the three daughters

8. As they were being dragged ofl,
9. the daughters cried.
10. Three heroes heard the crìes and
I L set offto rescue the daughters.
12. The heroes came and
13 . fought the dragon and
l4 rescued the r¡aidens.
15. When the Czar heard ofthe rescue.
16. he rewarded the heroes.

Long and colleagues predicted that as readers comprehended events in narrative

passages (e.g., The dragon kidnapped the three daughters.), they would generate

superordinate goal inferences (e.g., The dragon wanted to eat the daughters). Readers
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would be less likely to generate subordinate goal inferences (e.g., The dragon grabbed the

daughters). Long et al. (1992) used lexical decision and narning probe judgment

procedures to determine the relative activation ofsuperordinate (e.g., EAT) and

subordinate (e.g., GRAB) goal information. Readers read both inference and control

passages. Probe words appeared after each sentence ofboth inference and control

passages. Goal probe words followed all statements that described an action that needed

to be understood with reference to some overall motive or goal (e.g., The dragon

kidnapped the daughters because he wanted eat them).

Long et al. (1992) found that participants responded more quickly to superordinate

goal probe words when they appeared in inference passages requiring a goal inference

than in control passages. There were no differences between response times to subordinate

goal probe words following either inference or control passages. Participants also

responded more quickly to superordinate goal words than to subordinate goal words in

the infe¡ence passages.

These results present evidence that readers are accessing higher level goal

information (e.g., superordinate goals) when they read about actions ofa protagonist.

They are attempting to generate goal inferences between current actions and higher Ievel

goal information (i.e., superordinate goals). This contradicts the evidence provided by

McKoon and Ratcliff(1992). McKoon and Ratclifffound that readers use superordinate

goal inlormation to understand current actions ofprotagonists only when a local

coherence break occurs.

However, the type ofpassages used by Long ef. al. (1992) did not vary the
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satisfaction ofthe goal infor¡nation (success vs. failure). In another series ofstudies by

suh and rrabasso (1993; also see Lutz & Radvansþ, 1997) the relative availability of

superordinate goal information was assessed using passages that were more comparable to

the passages used by McKoon and Ratcliff(r992). using recognition probe judgments,

suh and rrabasso (1993) assessed the on-line status ofgoal ìnformation with passages

si¡nilar to the example presented in Table 4. participants read passages in one of two

conditions; goal failure or goal success.

They probed for Goal l information (e.g., Jirnmy wanted to get a new bike.) after

key sentences in the passage (e.g , after Sentences 4, g, 9, and l3) with a probe phrase

(e g., Bui' a bike). Participants responded rnore quickry to these probe phrases after

Sentences (8) and (13) (e.g., Jimmv wanted to earn some mone],. & He walked to the

second floor., respectively) in goal failure passages compared to goal success passages.

There were no differences in response tirnes to goar phrases across passage versions after

Sentences (4) & (9) (e.g., He spoke to his rnother. and He asked for ajob at a grocery

store.. resDectìvelv )

For example, in goal failure passages, when individuals read Sentence (g) (e g,

Jilnmv wanted to earn some mone)'.), they can inler that Jirmny does this in order to buy a

bike (i e., a goal inference). Jimmy's rnother has refused to buy him a bike, so Jimrny

initiates a new subgoal to satisô/ the higher order superordinate goal ofgetting a bike

Alternatively, in goal success passages, Jimmy,s mother has already bought him a bike, so

this goal i'fo'rration is not needed to explain Jrnmy's actìo,s after readi'g these

sentences when readers read Sentence (13) (e.g., He walked to the second froor.) in goal
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failure passages, Jimmy's actions can again be understood with reference to the

superordinate goal of Jimmy wantìng a new bike In goal success passages, this is not the

case since Jimmy has already obtained his new bike. Because ofthese differences across

Table 4
Example Passage from Suh and Trabasso (1993)

Goal failure version
1. (Setting) Once there was a boy named Jimmy.
2. (Event 1) One day, he saw his friend, Tom, riding a new bike
3. (Goal 1) Jimmy wanted to have a new bike.
4. (Action 1) He spoke to his rnother.
5. (Outcome 1: Goal I Failure) His mother refused to buy him a bike
6. (Reaction 1) Jirnmy was very sad.
7. (Event 2) His mother told him that he should have his own savings.
8. (Goal 2) Jimmy wanted to earn some money.
9. (Action 2a) He asked for ajob at a grocery store.
10. (Action 2b) He made deliveries for the grocery store.
1 1 . (Outcome 2: Goal 2 Success) He earned a lot of money.
12. (Action 3a) He went to a department stôre.
13. (Action 3b) He walked to the second floor.
14. (Outcome 3: Goal I success) He bought a new bike.

Goal success version
1. (Setting) Once there was a boy named Jirmny.
2. (Event 1) One day, he saw his friend, Tom riding a new bike.
3. (Goal 1) Jirmny wanted to have a new bike.
4. (Action l) He spoke to his mother
5. (Outcome 1: Goal 1 success) His mother bought him a bike.
6. (Reaction 1) Jimmy was very happy.
7. (Event 2) His mother told him that he should have his own savings.
8. (Goal 2) Jimmy wanted to earn some money.
9. (Action 2a) He asked for ajob at a grocery store.
10. (Action 2b) He made deliveries for the grocery store.
1 1 . (Outcome 2: Goal2 success) He earned a lot of money.
72. (Action 3a) He went to a department store.
13. (Action 3b) He walked to the second floor.
1,4. (Outcome 3: Goal 3 Success) He bought a new basketball.
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goal success and failure passages, participants responded more quickly to probe phrases

(e.g., Buv a bike) presented after Sentence (8) and (13) in goal failure passages than in

goal success passages.

When paticipants read Sentence (a) (e g, He spoke to his mother.) in either goat

success or lailure passages, they can understand that this relates directly to the goal of

buying a bike When they encounter Sentence (9) (e g, He asked for ajob at a grocery

store.) they can also infer that Jimmy did this because he wanted to earn some money.

Thus, response tirnes to goal probe phrases (e.g., Buv a bike) presented aÍìer Sentences

(a) and (9), were not different across goal success and failure passages.

These results indicate that readers are accessing superordinate goal information in

an attempt to cornprehend actions ofprotagonists. They are generating goal inferences

between focal events and the most recently unsatisfìed goal. Readers are attempting to

understand events and actions with respect to the overall goal plan described in the

passage. Readers are generating goal inferences that connect current focal events or

actions to previously stated goals ofprotagonists. These studies provide evìdence that

readers are attempting to connect information by generating goal inferences, during

normal comprehension

However, the level ofthe goal hierarchy at which readers are attempting to explain

current events is not clear. McKoon and Ratcliffs (1992) results appear to indicate readers

are only generating goal inferences that connect current events and actions of protagonists

to subordinate goal information. Only when there is a local coherence break, do readers

use superordinate goai information. Alternatively, Long et al. (1992) and Suh and
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Trabasso ( I 993) have presented evidence that readers are accessing superordinate goal

information. Regardless, readers appear to be attempting to generate goal inferences, and

understand current actions ofprotagonists with respect to previously stated goals.

Converging evidence about readers' use ofgoal information (e.g., goal inference

generation) comes from reading time studies.

Reading times. When inlormation presented in target sentences is inconsistent with

previously presented information, reading times for these sentences is longer, compared to

when this information is consistent (Albrecht & O,Brien, 1993; Hakala & O,Brien, 1995;

o'Brien & Albrecht, 1992). The level ofcausal relatedness between sentences also affects

reading tirnes (Bloom et al., i990, Fletcher et al., 1990; Keenan et al., 19g4; Myers et al.,

1e87).

With regard to goal inferences, several studies have demonstrated that reading

times for specific target sentences vary as a function of its causal relationship to previous

goal inforrnation (AJbrecht, & Myers, 1995; Huiterna, Dopkins, Klin, & Myers, 1993). In

a study by Huìtema et al. (1993), the reading tinres oftarget sentences were examined

with passages that contained some type of inconsistency. This inconsistency was between

a protagonist's actions described in the target sentence and previously presented goal

inforrnation. For exarnple, in one passage, a protagonist was described as wanting to go

on vacation where he could swim and sunbathe. Later in the text, a targe| sentence

desc¡ibed the protagonist as either asking for a plane ticket to Florida (i.e., consistent

condition) or Alaska (i.e., inconsistenr condition). Huitema et al. (1993, Experiment l)

found that individuals took longer to read this target sentence in the inconsistent condition
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compared to the consistent condition.

This impact on target sentence reading tìme was taken to reflect the additional

processing required to identify the inconsistency between protagonist,s actions in the

target sentence and previously presented goals ofthe protagonist. Additionally, it was

posited that readers are accessing goal information presented earlier in the text and are

attempting to connect it to actions described in the target sentence. When there is an

inconsistency between the actions and the goals of protagonists, readers seem to be

undertaking additional processing that elevates reading time. This additional processing

time rnay involve the tirne it takes to reinstate goal ìnformation from long-tenn memory

into working lnemory. However, because there is an inconsistency between this goal

inlonnation and currelìt actìolìs, the readers uray then search their memory further (or

engage in other coherence maintenance processes) to find a reason for the current events.

In another study, Albrecht and Myers (1995) varied whether a specific goal was

satisfied or not in passages. Participants read passages, and the reading tir.ne lor each

sentence was recorded. For example a passage first introduced a protagonist and a specific

goal that she needed to satisfy (e.g., Mary needed to make an airline reservatìon by

midnight.). Subsequently, the protagonist was either prevented frorn satisfying her goal

(unsatisfied condition) or was able to satisfl, her goal (satisfied condition). Sequences (21)

and (22) refer to the continuation ofpassages in unsatisfied and satisfied conditions,

respectively.

21. Unsatisfied Goal: Before Mary confi¡med lier reselation, she received a

call fì-om her boss, who asked her to cofiiplete her project by rnidnight.
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She would have to confrrm her reservation later

22. Satisfied Goal: After Mary confrrmed her reservation she received a call

from her boss, who asked her to complete her project by rnidnight.

Subsequently, after a certain number ofintervening sentences, two target sentences

were presented. The amount ofintervening text was also varied so that the manipulated

goal information was either close or dìstant in the text from subsequent target sentences.

These target sentences described actions that were consistent with the information

provided in the intervening text. However, these actions were either consistent or

inconsistent with the completion ofthe previous goal.

23. She was tired and decided to go to bed. She put on pajamas and washed

her face

Albrecht and Myers (1995) found that participants read these target sentences

significantly slower in unsatisfied passages compared to the satisfied passages. This was

found only when target sentences were close in text to the unsatisfied goal infbrmatìon.

Readers appear to be identifying inconsistencies and connecting previously presented goal

information to current information when it is readily available (within a few sentences).

These findings demonstrate that when passages contain inconsistencies between actions of

protagonists and previously unsatisfied goals, comprehension difficulties result.

These reading time findings (AJbrecht & Myers, 1995; Huiterna et al., 1993) reveal

that inconsistencies between current actions or events and previously stated goals affect

readers' comprehension processes. Readers take longer to read target sentences when the

actions described in these sentences are inconsistent with previously stated goals than
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when they are consistent (Huitema et al., 1993). Additionally, when passages contain a

previously unsatisfied goal and inconsistent actions, readers are slower to read target

sentences than when these actions are consistent and the goal is satisfied (Albrecht &

Myers, 1995).

Complex Goal Passages

The nature ofthe materials used in the studies discussed in the previous two

sections on probejudgments and reading time also requires some further discussion.

Generally, the rnaterials used by these researchers consists ofvery simple goal structured

text. Each goal and subsequent subgoal are directly related to each other by the presence

ofthe same protagonist. The anaphoric reference and repetition ofprotagonist names,

along with the consistent maintenance ofthe same situation, may aid in the reinstatement

of protagonist's goal information.

The experimental materials used by investigators ofgoal-related inferences have

usually outlined very sirnple goal structures (e.g., Albrecht & Myers, 1995; Dopkins et al.,

1993;Huitema et al., 1993;McKoon & Ratclifl I992; Suh & Trabasso, t993). passages

have included only one goal (e.g., Albrecht & Myers, 1995) or two goals that the one

protagonist is attempting to satisô/ (e.g., McKoon & Ratclifl 1992, Suh & Trabasso,

1993). These passages have also contained high Ievels ofargument overlap, since these

passages usually presented one protagonist as he moved through a related series of events.

The following experiments were completed to determine if these more causally complex

passages result in similar reading time (Experirnent 1,2, and 3) and probe judgment

(Experiment 3) findings as previous work has shown. The extent to which readers access
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goal information in complex passages that portray a series of nested goals, may depend on

the relationships arÌrong these goals (see Albrecht & O'Brien, 1995). For example, if

achievement ofa subgoal is seen as a necessary means toward achieving the superordinate

goal, then cornpletion ofthe subgoal may result in easier access to the superordinate goal

information (see Suh & Trabasso, 1993) Furthermore, ifthis hierarchy ofgoals is

expanded to include two subgoals that are necessary for the completion of a superordinate

goal, how will tliis effect readers' access to both the superordinate and subgoal

information? Table 5 presents an exarrple of a more complex causal or goal structured

narrative passage.

In this example, two protagonists (Greg and Pam) are portrayed in a series of

events that outline a more complex goal structure. For the superordinate goal of meeting

for lunch to be satisfied, Greg must catch a bus (e.g., Subgoal l) and Pam must finish a

report (e.g., Subgoal 2). Each subgoal is nested within a higher level superordinate goal.

The superordinate goal is directly dependent on each subgoal being attempted and

satisfied. Additionally, each subgoal is independent and unrelated to the other subgoal.

Each subgoal has no propositional or contextual overlap with the other subgoal

An experiment was conducted to detennine whether these more complex goal

passages will result in similar reading time effects that previous researchers have found

(e.g., Albrecht, & Myers, 1995; Huitema et al., 1993). Specifically, the reading times for

target sentences was assessed. These target sentences describe one ofthe protagonists

(e.g., Pam) attempting to satisfy the superordinate goal (e.g., At l2:30. parn entered

McDonald's.)- It was predicted that when one of the previous subgoals is leÍì unsatisfied
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Table 5

Complex Goal Passage.

Introduction: Introduces Superordinate goal of both protagonists.
1. Greg and Pam arranged to meet for lunch.
2. They had to talk about their coming divorce.
3. They decided to get together at McDonald's at 12:30.

Subgoal 1 section. Describes Subgoal-1's failure or success.
4. Greg had to take bus number 15 to get to the restaurant.
5. To make it on tirne he had to catch the noon bus.
6. Shoftly before 12:00, he hurrìed out, running to catch it.
7(a). He jumped onto the bus just as it was pulling away.
(b). The bus door slammed in his face as it was pulling away.

Subgoal 2 section: Describes Subgoal-2's success.
8. At l1:00 AM, Pam's boss asked her to type his year-end report for hirn
9. She was worried that sl'ìe could not finish it before lunch.
10. Surprisingly, she cornpleted itjust before lunch.
I I Pam handed in her repoft and leÍÌ the offrce.

Target section: Target and Spillover sentence respectively.
12. Af 12:30, Pam entered McDonald's.
13. McDonald's was very busy, and she liad to wait for a table.

Conclusion section: Continuation of previous protagonist actions
14. Pam had to wait five mjnutes to get a seal.
I 5 Pam wondered if she had made any mistakes in iyping the report.

(e.g., Greg missed the bus), there is an inconsistency between the subsequent actions of

the other protagonists (e.g., Pam entered McDonald's) and this previously unsatisfied

subgoal. Readers are attetnpting to understand the attempted fulfilhnent ofthe

superordinate goal rvith relation to previously stated goals. As a result, readers are

attempting to connect two inconsistent ideas. This inconsìstency causes readers to read

target sentences more slowly, compared to when the passage described consistent goal
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attainment (i.e., both subgoals are satisfied). This inconsistency is indirect, in that there are

no direct connections between the actions ofthe protagonist at the target sentences to the

previously failed subgoal ofthe first protagonist. This inconsistency involves an

incompatibility between one protagonist's actions and the failed goals ofanother

protagonist. Experiment 1 was completed to determine if these complex goal passages

give rise to similar reading time effects as less complex passages.

Experirnent I

Previous research has shown that readers take longer to read key target sentences

ofpassages when the inlormation presented in these sentences (e.g., Mary ordered a

cheeseburger.) is inconsistent with previously presented information (e.g., Mary is a strict

vegetarian..; Hakala & O'Brien, 1992). Additionally it has been shotn that individuals'

reading times are affected by the consistency ofprotagonists' physical position (O'Brien &

Albrecht, 1992). For example readers take longer to read the sentence, Kim decided to go

outside the health club , when they have previously read the sentence, Kim stood outside

the health club., compared to when they have read Kirn stood inside the health club.

Furthermore, ¡eaders take longer to read target senteuces that describe actions that are

inconsistent (e.g., John asked for a plane ticket to Alaska.) with previously stated goals

(e.g., John wants to go on a vacation where he can swim and sunbathe.), compared to

when these actions are consistent (e.g., John asked for a plane ticket to FIorida.) (Huitema

et al., 1993; also see Albrecht & Myers, 1995). In general, readers demonstrate that they

are attentive to the characteristics, movelnents, goals, and actions ofprotagonists
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described in narrative passages. Readers take longer to read key critical target sentences

when there is an inconsistency among any ofthese types of information.

The main goal of this experiment was to determine if readers display similar

reading time differences with more complex goal passages. These passages illustrate a

situation where the actions ofa protagonist are both inconsistent with previously stated

goals, and refer to failed or unsatisfied goals ofthe protagonist. These complex goal

passages describe a rnore complex goal structure. Two subgoals are nested within one

superordinate goal. This superordinate goal is a joint goal being undertaken by two

protagonists.

The first passage in Table 6, labeled tnanipulated subgoal first, presents an example

ofthe experimental passages used in Experiment 1. Initially two protagonists are

introduced ìn the first section ofthe passage, and are described as having a joint

superordinate goal (e.g., Philip and Andv wanted to go away for spring break.). In the

second section ofthe passage, the first protagonist is then described as either succeeding

or faiJing at satisô'ing a subgoal that was required to satisf,' thejoint superordinate goal

(e.g., Philip needed to borrow a car for the trip. Philip's father said the car has just been

fixed/needed to be fixed- so he could/couldn't take it.). The third section ofthe passage

described the second protagonist as always succeeding at satisfying a subgoal that was

needed to satisfy thejoint superordinate goal (e.g., Andv needed to book a hotel room in

Banff Ardv booked them into the Economy Inn for 35 dollars a night.)_
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Table 6
Example of Complex Goal Passages used in Experiments I and 2.

Manipulated Subgoal First Passage

lntroduction. Introduces Superordinate goal of both protagonists.
1 . Philip and Andy wanted to go away for spring break.
2. They had saved up enough money to drive to Banff
3. They both were avid skiers and were looking forward to the trip.

Manipulated subgoal section. Describes first subgoal's failure or success.
4. Philip needed to borrow a car for the trip.
5. He asked all ofhis frjends but nobody could lend hirn one.
6. At the last minute, he asked his father if he could borrow the family car.
7(a). Philip's father said the car has just been fixed, so he could take it.
(b). Philip's father said the car needed to be fixed so he couldn,t take it.

Succeeded subgoal section: Describes second subgoal's success.
8. Andy needed to book a hotel room in Banff
9. He phoned the travel agent for some information on accommodations.
10. The travel agent told him that there were many cheap hotels.
11. Andy booked them into the Economy Inn for 35 dollars a night.

Target section: Target and Spillover sentence, respectively.

12. Andy packed hìs bag and waited out front.
13. Andy had also packed a lunch for the long trip.

Conclusion section: Continuatìon of previous protagonist actions
14 They planned to rent all their ski equipment in Banff.
15. The weather report said that Banffhad just received 20 cm ofnew snow

Comprehension Ouestion:
Did the men want to go skiing? Yes

Manipulated Subgoal Second Passa-se

Introduction:
1 . Philip and Andy wanted to go away for spring break.
2 They had saved up enough money to drive to Banff
3. They both were avid skiers and were looking for-ward to the trip.
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(Table 6 continued)

Succeeded subgoal section:
4. Ãndy needed to book a hotel room in Banff
5. He phoned the travel agent for some information on accommodations.
6. The travel agent told him that there were many cheap hotels.
7. Andy booked them into the Economy Inn for 35 dollars a night.

Manipulated subgoal section:
8. Philip needed to borrow a car for the trip.
9. He asked all ofhis friends but nobody could lend him one.
10. At the last minute, he asked his father if he could borrow the lamily car.
1l(a). Philip's father said the car hasjust been fixed, so he could take it.

(b). Philip's father said the car needed to be fixed, so he couldn,t take it.

Target section:
12. Andy packed his bag and waited out front.
13. Andy had also packed a lunch for the long trip.

Conclusion section:
14. They planned to rent all their ski equipment in Banff.
15. The weather report said that Banffhad just received 20 cm ofnew snow

Comprehension Ouestion.
Did the men want to go skiing? Yes

Note. The Manipulated Subgoal Second Passage was used in Experinent 2 only.

Twô target sentences (target and spillover) follow,d this section, and described the

second protagonist as he attempted to achieve the superordinate goal (e.g., Andy packed

his bag and waited out front. A¡dy had also packed a lunch for the long trip.). When the

first protagonist's subgoal has previously failed, the actions ofthe second protagonist

described in the târget sentence are inconsistent with this failed subgoal. These target

sentences refer to the superordinate goal that requires the attainment ofthis failed subgoal,

and thus are inconsistent with respect to the overall goal structure ofthe passage. It is
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expected that readers will read these target sentences more slowly when the first subgoal

has previously failed, compared fo when it has been completed.

The passages used in this experiment are also locally coherent at the targef

sentence section. Both the target sentence and spillover sentence can be readily

understood in the context ofthe last few previous sentences. A passage is said to be

locally coherent if readers can make connections between sentences currently being read

and the contents ofpreceding sentences. In the case ofthese target sentences, the same

protagonìst is described in Sentence 11 and Sentence i2 (e.g., Andy), and the actions

described in each sentence are consistent with one another. No other informatìon other

than what is maintained in working memory and located at a lowlevel of representation is

required to comprehend the current events described in the target sentences

In Experirnent I, participants read passages in either the subgoal succeed or

subgoal fail condition. Passages in the subgoal fail condition were considered to include an

inconsistency at the target section. The actions ofthe second protagonist at the target

section of attempting to satisfu a joint superordinate goal are inconsistent with the failure

ofthe first protagonist's subgoal. Passages with a satisfied subgoal do not contain this

inconsìstency at the target section. Both protagonists have satisfied their separate and

independent subgoals, and this allows thejoint superordinate goal to be satisfied.

This identification ofthe inconsistency in the subgoal fail passages takes

processing tirne. This will result in longer reading time oftarget sentences in the subgoal

fail conditio' than the subgoal succeed condition, for which no inconsistency exists.
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In summary, Experiment 1 was designed to demonstrate that readers notice

inconsistencies in the overall global causal or goal structure of complex goal passages.

I predicted that the reading times for target sentences that are inconsistent with previously

stated goals would be longer in subgoal fail passages than in subgoal succeed passages.

The reading times for first and last sentence ofthe second subgoal section were also

analyzed (i.e., Sentence 8 and 11, respectively). Ifreaders notice any inconsistencies in the

overall goal structure before they read the target sentences, analysis ofthese sentences

may reveal differences across subgoal success conditions. Readers may notice this

inconsistency initially at the first sentence ofthe Subgoal 2 section (i.e., Sentence 8) or

they rnay notice this inconsistency when the second protagonist has satisfied his subgoal at

the end ofthis section (i.e , Sentenca 11). ln subgoal fail passages, Subgoal 1 is left

unsatisfied by the time readers come to the Subgoal 2 section. Readers may wonder why

the second protagonist is attempting to satisry his subgoal when a previous subgoal has

failed and the superordinate goal can not be achieved. As a consequence, readers may

have comprehension difficulties even before they have read the target section sentences.

Method

Participants. Forty+hree University of Manitoba introductory psychology students

participated in this experiment for course credit. All participants were native speakers of

English

Materials. A pool of 18 experimental passages was constructed with aid of an

expert judge. The complete pool ofexperimental passages used in this experirnent is

shown in Appendix A. These passages were constructed following similar guidelines that
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previous researchers have used to create causal and goal passages (see Albrecht & Myers,

1995; Albrecht & O'Brien, 1993; Hakala &. O'Brien, 1995) For example, Albrecht and

Myers (i995) constructed narrative passages that were composed offrve sections: an

opening, a goal section, a filler section, target sentences, and a conclusion. Each

experimental passage used in this experiment was also divided into five sections. an

introduction, a Subgoal 1 section, a Subgoal 2 section, a target section, and a conclusjon

section. The experimental passages had the following structure:

l. Introduction section (3 sentences)

2. Subgoal I section (4 sentences Manipulated subgoal)

3. Subgoal 2 section (4 sentences)

4. T argel section (2 sentences)

5. Conclusion section (2 sentences)

Each passage included these five sections and was l5 sentences in length. Table 6

presents an example passage with each section labeled accordingly. The Introduction

section introduced mrrltiple protâgonists and a joint superordinate goal that the

protagonists were âttempting to satisfly. This section was always three sentences in length.

For example, in the passage in Table 6, Phillip and Andy are introduced and theirjoint

goal ofgoing on a ski trip is described. The subgoal sections that follow describe each of

the protagonists as they attempt to satisfy separate and independent subgoals. Each

subgoal section was always four sentences in length. The superordinate goal presented in

the introduction section can not be satisfied unless each ofthese subgoals is satìsfied. The
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subgoals are also independent ofeach other and do not have any cornmon concepts or

features.

The Subgoal I section always contained the manipulated subgoal and described

only the first protagonist as be attempted to satisfy his subgoal. The subgoal either failed

or succeeded by the end ofthis section. The last sentence ofthe Subgoal 1 section was the

only sentence in the entire passage that was different across subgoal success versions of

the passage. The wording ofthis sentence was kept as similar as possible across passage

versions. For exarnple, Philip's independent subgoal was to borrow a car for the trip. In

the last sentence ofthe Subgoal I section, Phillip either succeeded at satisfying this

subgoal (e.9., ..he could take.. the car.) or failed ro satisry this subgoa) (e.g., ..he couldn,t

take.. the car.).

The Subgoal 2 section descrìbed the second protagonist attempting to satisfy their

subgoal. The protagonist always succeeded at satislying Subgoal 2. This section was the

same across subgoal success versiolis olthe passage. For example, Andy's subgoal was to

book a hotel room. The iast sentence ofthe Subgoal 2 section described the satìsfaction of

this subgoal, And)' booked them into the Economv Inn for 35 dollars a night.

The Target section described the second protagonist as he attempted to satisfy the

joint superordinâte goa¡. This section contained two sentences, the target and spillover

sentence (Sentences 12 and 13, respectively). In the example in Table 6, the target

sentence described Andy attempting to go on the ski trip, Andv packed his bag and waited

out front. The spillover sentence elaborated on the infonnation provided in the target

sentence, Andy had also packed a lunch for the long trip. This section was locally coherenl
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with the previous Subgoal 2 section, and could be understood with reference to the last

sentence ofthe Subgoal 2 section (Sentence l l). The target section only refers to the

second protagonist and superordinate goal inforrnation. No mention or reference was

made to the Subgoal 1 section. This was done to remove any conceptual overlap between

the target section and the manipulated Subgoal 2 section. Any repetition or reference to

Subgoal 2 text ideas in the target section may aid readers in reinstating backgrounded goal

information (i.e., Subgoal 1 information; Albrecht & Myers, 1995). This section was the

same across subgoal success versions ofthe passages.

The Conclusion section described the second protagonist in further actions or

ruminations that carried on directly lrom the target section. This section was always two

sentences in length, and was included so as to not end each passage with a direct

inconsistent action olthe second protagonist in subgoal fail passages. TlTis was done as a

safeguard against participants developing a strategy offocusing always on the target

section ofthe passages. Normal comprehension processes ofnarrative passages are the

focus ofthis experiment. Readers' use ofany strategies rnay bias the comprehension

processes we are exalnining in this study.

The protagonist names used for experirnental passages were taken from first name

norms for rnale and females (Battig & Montague, 1969). Protagonist names were

randornly sarnpled frorn all first names with a frequency of 6 or higher. These names were

then randomly assigned to each experirnental passage.

Comprehension questions followed every experimental passage. These were

included to encourage readers to read the passages carefully. Comprehension questions
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were constructed to assess information from one ofthree sections ofthe experimental

passages. the introduction section, the Subgoal 2 section, and the conclusion section. The

comprehension questions did not address the manipulated Subgoal I section because this

section was the focus ofour subgoal success manipulation. Seven questions queried the

introduction section, six questions focused on the Subgoal 2 section, and five questions

focused on the conclusion section. Half of the questions had yes answers and halfhad no

answers

A pool of 18 filler passages was randomly sampled from a larger pool of54

passages (Klin, 1995)1. Filler passages were included so that participants would be

unaware ofthe purpose ofthe experiment. The complete pool of filler passages is

displayed in Appendix B. Fíller passages were l0 to l6 sentences in length.

Comprehension questions followed all filler passages, and were taken directly from the

materials supplied by Klin (1995). Half of the questions had yes answers and halfhad no

answers.

Sixteen experimental passages were randomly chosen from the pool of lg

experimental passages to be used for experimental trials. The two rernaining experimental

passages were used as practice passages at the staft ofthe experirnent. One practice

passage was in the subgoal succeed condition and one practice passage was in the subgoal

fail condition. Sixteen filler passages were randomly chosen frorn the pool of lg filler

passages to be used in the experiment. The remaining two frller passages were used as two

further practice passages. In total there were four practice passages, two experimental
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passages and two filler passages, which provided participants a chance to farniliarize

themselves with the experirnental task.

Two lists of36 passages (4 practice, 16 experirnental, and l6 filler passages) were

constructed. First, halfofthe experimental passages were randomly assigned to the Verbal

Set I condition and the other halfto the Verbal Set 2 condition. In one list, Verbal Set I

passages were assigned to the subgoal succeed condition and Verbal Set 2 passages were

assigned to the subgoal lail condition. The other list reversed this condition assigmnent.

Verbal Set refers to a passage condition variable that was used to assign passages to each

subgoal success condition across lists, thus, counterbalancing item assignrnent to

experimental conditions. No further discussion of the variable verbal set will be included in

any subsequent methods section. All frller passages were the same in each list.

Experirnental and filler passages were randornly assigned to trial positions This ordering

was the same across lists. One restriction lor thìs random assignment was that no more

than three, consecutive experirnental passages could be seetr. The 32 passages were

presented in two blocks with a rest period between blocks. Half of the experimental

passages appeared in the first block oftrials.

Procedure. Participants were presented with experirnentai instructions before they

began the experiment (see Appendix c.1 ). Each experimental trial consisted ofpresenting

a passage one sentence at a time on a computer monitor. The computer monitor was 22

cm from the front ofthe computer station table. To minimize distractions, the overhead

light was turned offand a srnall lamp was placed on the floor close to the computer

l I wish to thank Celia Klin for the use of this material
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stâtion. The space bar on a computer was labeled as the READY KEY. The rr I' and rrxrr

keys were labeled \GS and NO, respectively. Participants were instructed to press the

ready key once they had completely understood each sentence. Thus, passages were

presented one sentence at a time, self-paced by participants. When the participants pressed

the ready key, the current sentence disappeared and the next sentence appeared. Reading

times for each sentence were recorded by the computer. Ifparticipants did not respond to

a particular sentence within 10 s, the next sentence automatically replaced the current

sentence on the screen

After the final sentence ofa passage disappeared, there was an interstirnulus

interval of2.5 s, and then the fixation point was presented on the same line as the previous

sentence. The fixation point remained on the screen for.5 s and was replaced by the

comprehension question. Individuals were instructed to reply YES or NO to this question.

The question was rernoved from the screen when they responded. If indíviduals did not

respond within 6 seconds the question was removed from the screen and an error was

recorded. Participants were not given feedback on their accuracy. There was a inter-trial

interval of3 s, and then the next passage trial was presented. A rest period of40 seconds

separated the 32 passages into two blocks of l6 t¡ìals. After cornpleting all trials,

participants were given a debriefing sheet that provided a brief outline ofthe experiment

they had just completed (See Appendix C.2.).

Results

In the experiments presented in this thesis, !1 values refer to tests using an error

term based on subject variability, and F2 values refer to tests using an error term based on
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item variability. An alpha level of .05 is used throughout, unless otherwise indicated. List

and verbal set were also included in all analysis as between-subjects and between-items

variables, respectively. The variable list was used to counterbalance subject assignment to

experirnental items. Thus, each subject saw halfofthe experimental items in the subgoal

fail condition and halfin the subgoal succeed condition. The variable verbal set was used

to counterbalance experimental ìtem assignment to subjects. Thus, each item was seen in

the subgoal fail condition by halfthe subjects, and in the subgoal succeed condition by the

other halfofthe subjects. Verbal set is analogous to the list variable and as a result, lìst

was included in all subjects-random analysis, and verbal set was included in all items-

random analyses presented in the following studies. The ìnclusion ofverbal set made all

item analyses cornparable to all subject analyses that included the list variable.

The readíng times and proportion ofcorrect comprehension questions are

presented in Table 7 and Figure 5. Reading time results are presented for the first sentence

ofthe Subgoal 2 section (Sentence 8), the last sentence ofthe Subgoal 2 section (Sentence

1l), the target seÍìtence (Sentence 12), and the spillover sentence lsentence 13).

Reading tirnes. The four senteuces examined here were not equated for word

length within passages. Therefore, the analysis focuses on the planned comparisons of

specific sentence rteans across subgoal success (i.e., succeed versus fail). Any difference

in means between the four sentences across experimental conditìons ìs not oftheoretical

interest, and no further analysis or discussion ofthis factor will be presented in the

follorving experirnents.
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T able 7
Mean Reading Times (cs) and the Proportion

ol Correct Comprehension Questions for Experiment 1 .
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SENTENCE

Subgoal Success
Proportion

8 11 Target(12) Spillover(13) ofcorrect
questtons

Fail (F)

Succeed (S)

Difference (F - S)

306.7 232.8 231.1 241.4

302.7 240.2 238.8 251 9

+4.0 -'t 4 -7 '7 -10.5

85

.81

Planned cornparisons of Sentence 8 revealed that there was no effect ofsubgoal

success (!s < l). There was also no effect across subgoal success conditions for Sentence

1l (Es < 1). For the subjects-random analysis of Sentence l l there was a significant

Subgoal Success x List interaction, Er(1,41) :45.06, MSE : 535, and with the iterns-

randon.r analysis there was a signifrcant Subgoal Success x Verbal set interaction, Fr(1,14)

: 13.95, MSE: 192.

The reading times ofthe target sentence (Sentence l2) were not significantly

different across subgoal success conditions (Es < 1.7) The subjects-random analysis

revealed a signìficant Subgoal Success x List interaction, Er(1,41) - l5.42,MSE : 667

Tlie items-random analysis also revealed a signìficant Subgoal Success x Verbal set

interaction, F2(1,14):9.91, MSE : 236.

The reading times for the spillover sentence (Sentence l3) were significantly

slower in the subgoal succeed condition (vt : 251.9 cs) than in the subgoal fail condition
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(M: 241 .4 cs). This effect was rrarginally significant with an analysis based on the subject

variability, Er(1,41):3 68, MSE - 608, p - .06, and reached significance in the analysis

based on item variability, Fr(1,14):7.69, MSE: i08. The subjects-random analysis also

revealed a Subgoal Success x List interaction, Er(l,41):4.70, MSE = 608. The items-

random analysis also revealed a Subgoal Success x Verbal set interaction, Fr(1,14):

28.66, MSE: 108.

8 ll 12 t3
Sentence #

Figurc 5. Jlxperimenl l: Meaü setrtence readiltg tirncs (cs)

Comprehension

questions. The proportion of

correct answers to the

comprehension questions was

not significantly different in the

subgoal succeed (M: .81) and

subgoal fail (M : .85) conditions

(F's < 2 8) The subjects-

randorn analysis revealed a

Subgoal Success x List interaction, Fr : 5.17, MSE - .02.

Discussion

The expected reading time difference was not found with the first sentence ofthe

target section. However, individuais were significantly slower in reading the spillover

sentence in the subgoal succeed condition than in the subgoal fail condition. The subgoal

success condition effect found at the spillover sentence is opposite to the predicted

reading time difference. It was expected that individuals would be slower to read target
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sentences in passages containing a failed subgoal compared to passages with a succeeded

subgoal. It was found that participants read spillover sentences ofsubgoal succeed

passages (M:251.9 cs) significantly slower than spillover sentences of subgoal fail

passages (M - 241 4 cs).

The locus ofreading time effects on the spillover sentence is consistent with

previous reading time effects found by Huitema et al. (1993). Huitema et al. (p. 1058)

stated that when the intervening mate¡ial between the manipulated subgoal and the target

sentence represents a clear alternative focus (whether it be a second goal or a second

protagonist), the reading time effect will be found on the sentence after the target sentence

(i.e., the spillover sentence). The complex goal passages used in this experiment instantiate

such an "alternative focus" in the Subgoal 2 section. After the manipulated Subgoal 1

section, the Subgoal 2 section switches focus to the other protagonist and an entirely

independent subgoal. Huitema et al (p. 1058) stated that one reason for this delayed effect

was that after the failure to relate the current input to the current focus, readers initiate a

search ofthe representation oftlie text. This search takes some time to complete, and it

may not be until the spillover sentence that the reader completes any inconsistency

identification.

There are two possible reasons for this unexpected effect. First, with subgoal fail

passages, readers may have maintained the failed Subgoal I information in working

memory from the initial failure in the text (i.e., the end of Subgoal I section) until the

target section (see Dopkins eIal.,1'993, p. 73). This failed subgoal information is

foregrounded until a subsequent goal achievement is described in the text_ Readers are
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waiting or expecting the first subgoal (Subgoal l) to be satisfied When participants read

target sentences that described the attempted fulfillment of the superordinate goal by the

second protagonist, this superordinate goal infonnation is initially accessed in LTM. They

also have to access all pertinent subgoal information (Subgoal I and 2 information) to

determine if the actions to this point are consistent with previously stated goals ofthe

protagonists. The subgoal information that irnmediately preceded the target section (i.e.,

Subgoal 2 information) is still in working memory. However, they do not need to search

their long-terrn meÍnory representation for the Subgoal I information. The Subgoal 1

information is already in focus in working memory, and readers quickly identify the

inconsistency.

With compreliension ofsubgoal succeed passages, readers do not have to maintain

the first protagonists' succeeded subgoal information in working memory. The goal plan

ofthe protagonists is being achieved with consistent actions ofthe protagonists across

subgoal sections. When readers read tlie target sentences, they need to search their. long-

term memory representation to detennine if all the required goals have been satisfied.

Participants need to access information about the superordinate goal, and the first

protagonist's subgoal. Subgoal 2 inforrnation again is still in working mernory, because its

satisfaction was described in the previous sentence. However, both the superordinate goal

and Subgoal 1 information must be reinstated from LTM into working memory. This

memory retrieval takes processing time. The additional memory search for Subgoal I

informatìon, that was not required in subgoal fail passages, elevates reading times in

subgoal succeed passages compared to subgoal fail passages.
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The second explanation ofthese results is as follows. When individuals read

passages in the subgoal fail condition, they may have suspended their comprehension

processes after the initial failure ofthe first protagonists' subgoal (van den Broek, Risden,

Fletcher, Thurlow, 1996). With subgoal fail passages, the fact that the fìrst protagonist has

failed in satislying his subgoal makes the subsequent actions ofthe second protagonist

seem confusing. Readers may have suspended their comprehension processes in

anticipation that further information will be provided later in the passage with respect to

the first protagonists' failed subgoal (e.g., further attempts to satisfy this subgoal may be

described). Thus, individuals read target sentences of subgoal fail passages rnore quickly

than target sentences of subgoal succeed passages.

The subjects-randoln and items-random analysis revealed several interactions of list

and verbal set (counterbalancing variables) factors with subgoal success conditions. The

list and verbal set factors are grouping variables used to counterbalance passage

assigrunent across subgoal success condìtions in experimental lists. The assignrnent of

passages to experir.nental list was done without matching word length or word frequency

in the crucial sentences. As a result these interactions may emerge. These interactions do

not perlain to the reading time hypothesis that is being investigated. Subsequent list and

verbal set interactions are reported in the following experiments, but no fufther discussion

will be provided.

There were no significant differences across subgoal success conditions in the

proportion ofcorrect responses to comprehension questions. This indicates that readers

were reading passages conscientiously throughout the experiment. In Experiment 2, the
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position ofthe manipulated subgoal was varied in order to contrast the working memory

and suspension of comprehension hypotheses.

Experiment 2

In the second experiment, an additional variable was included, the position ofthe

manipulated subgoal. For example, in the manipulated subgoal first passage, illustrated in

Table 6, the first subgoal section describes Philip's attempt to borrow a car. This

manipulated subgoal is either satisfied (subgoal succeed condition) or left unsatisfied

(subgoal fail condition) at the end ofthis section (e.g., Phillip fails or succeeds at

borrowing a car.). The manipulated subgoal section is followed by the succeeded subgoal

section (e.g., Andy books a hotel room.), the target section (e.g., And), packs his bag and

waits to be p-þkcel up bl, Philliu), and the conclusion section, respectively. Passages with

the manipulated subgoal in first position are equivalent to the passages used in Experiment

l.

The manipulated subgoal second passage, presented in Table 6, illustrates a

passage in which the rnanipulated subgoal appears second in the passage. In these

passages, the intloduction section was followed by the succeeded subgoal section (e.g.,

Andy books a hotel roorn.). This was followed by the rnanipulated subgoal section (e.g.,

Phillip fails or succeeds at borrowing a car.), target section, and the conclusion section,

respectively.

According to the suspension ofcomprehension hypothesis (van den Broek et al.,

1996), readers are suspending their comprehension processes in anticipation that

subsequent text will provide a resolution to current events described in these complex goal
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passages. In subgoal fail passages, the fact that one ofthejoint subgoals has failed seems

incompatible with the attempted fulfìllment of the superordinate goal by one of the

protagonists. However, individuals may expect further information to be provided later in

the text. This potential subgoal-satisfying information (i.e., protagonist actions) may

subsequently resolve any previously failed subgoals. Thus, after the failure ofone subgoal,

readers tend to read target sentences that describe inconsistent protagonist actions more

quickly compared to when all the subgoals have been satisfied. Readers are not attelnpting

to connect the causal or goal inlormation (i. e , goals and current actions) together. They

have suspended their more complex time-consuming comprehension processes, in

anticipation that everything will be resolved later. According to this hypothesis, the

rnanipulation ofthe subgoal position in this experiment should not affect the subgoal

success effect found in Experirnent 1. Regardless ofthe position ofthe rnanipulated

subgoal (first or second in the passage), once readers get to the target section they have

suspended fheir comprehension processes, and are awaiting fu¡ther infonnation. The same

subgoal success effect found for target sentenqes should appear in both manipulated

subgoal first and manipulated subgoal second passages.

Concerning the working memory hypothesis, when the manipulated subgoal

section is brought closer to the target section the subgoal success effect should be

eliminated or reversed. Previous research by Albrecht and Myers (1995; also see McKoon

& Ratcliff 1992) dernonstrated that when a previously failed goal is close in text to target

sentences, reading tirnes for these sentences are Ionger than when the goal has been

satisfied. with manipulated subgoal second passages, the manipulated subgoal information
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is closer to the target section and the inconsistency between this failed subgoal and the

second protagonist's actions can be readily identified by individuals. When participants

read target sentences of all manipulated subgoal second passages (subgoal fail or succeed),

the superordinate goal and succeeded subgoal information need to be retrieved from LTM.

The manipulated subgoal (succeed or fail) information is still in working memory, because

it appeared in the preceding sentence. The manipulated subgoal information is readily

available in working memory and any inconsistency can be readily identified by the reader,

and causes comprehension difliculties. Thus, the reading time effect found for the target

sentences ofsubgoal fail passages will be eliminated or reversed with manipulated subgoal

second passages. Additionally, the target sentences are not locally coherent with the

previous subgoal section ofrnanipulated subgoal second passages. The previous subgoal

section deals with Philip's subgoal failure or success while the target sentence describes

Andy's atternpt at satisfting the superordinate goal. With manipulated subgoal first

passages, the working melnory hypothesis predicts that the salne subgoal success effect

found in Experirnent I will be replicated.

In summary, Experiment 2 was designed to contrast the working memory

hypothesis and the suspension ofcomprehension hypothesis. The working memory

hypothesis predicts that with passages in the manipulated subgoal first condition that the

subgoal success effect found in Experiment I will be replicated. However, when the

manipulated subgoal is presented second in the passage, this reading time effect will be

eliminated and/or reversed. Readers will read target and/or spillover sentences ol

manipulated subgoal second passages at equal rates across subgoal success, or more
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slowly in the subgoal fail condition than subgoal succeed condition. Alternatively, the

suspension of comprehension hypothesis predicts that the subgoal success reading time

advantage will occur in both types ofpassages (manipulated subgoal first or second). The

same sentences analyzed in Experiment 1 were examined in this experiment.

Method

Participa¡1s. Sixty-five University ofManitoba introductory psychology students

participated in this experirnent for course credit. All participants were native speakers of

English.

Materials. The experimental rnaterials were the same passages used in Experiment

L The only change was that the position ofthe manipulated subgoal was either {irst or

second in the passage. Experirnental passages maintained the following structure across

experin.rental conditìons:

@
L Int roduction section

2. Manipulated subgoal section

3. Succeeded subgoal section

4. Target section

5. Conclusion

Manipulated subgoal second passages

l. ìnrroduct ion section

2. Succeeded subgoal section

3. Manipulated subgoal section
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4. Target section

5. Conclusion

Table 6 presented example passages that follow the passage structure detailed above and

are labeled accordingly. The subgoal sections that were manipulated in Experiment 1 were

the same subgoal sections varied in this experiment. Only their position relative to the

target sectìon was varied.

Four lists of 36 passages each were constructed. Each list was made up of 4

practice passages, 16 experimental passages, and l6 filler passages. Four practice iterns

preceded all lists: Two had the form ofthe experimental passages and two had the form ol

the filler passages. Each passage was lollowed by a comprehension question that probed

the inlon¡ation described in the passage. ln the first list, a quarter ofthe experimental

passâges appeared in each of the four conditions obtained by crossing subgoal success and

position ofthe rnanipulated subgoal. This condition assignment was cycled across the four

lists using a Latin square procedure.

All frller passages were the same across lists. Experin.rental and filler passages were

randordy assigned to trial positions. This ordering was the same across Iists. One

restriction for random assignment was that no more tlian three experimental passages

could be seen in a row. The 32 passages were also split into two blocks, with a rest period

between them. Another restriction was that half of tlie experimental passages appeared in

the first block oftrials (before rest), and half in the second block oftrials (after rest). As

well, two experin.rental passages in each ofthe four conditions appeared in each block of

trials.
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The level ofinconsistency detected by readers at fhe tàrget section of complex goal

passages was also assessed. The passages may present differing levels ofinconsistency

when one ofthe subgoals has failed. As stated previously, these inconsistencies are

indirect and are the product of inconsistencies between current actions and previously

stated goals ofthe protagonist. Some readers may elaborate, predict, or expect certain

events and actìons to occur in passages after one ofthe subgoals has failed. I have

assumed that readers are attempting to comprehend these passages with the minimurn of

elaborative processes. These inconsistency judgments provided a measure ofhow

inconsistent eachjudge perceived the subgoal fail passages to be. Four expertjudges

cornpleted inconsistency rating questionnaires. Expert judges made inconsistency

judgrnents about each complex goal passage used in Experimen| 1 and 2.

Subsequently, the reading times (e.g., Sentences 8, 11, 12, & 13) for high and low

inconsistent passages were examined across Experiment 1 and 2.

To measure the relative inconsistencies perceived by readers in experimental

passages, a passage ratings questionnaire was designed. Each experimental passage used

in Experirnents 1 and 2 was presented in this questionnaire. The instructions for this task

and two example passages are presented in Appendix D. Each story was broken up into

two parts that were presented on two pages. On the first page, the first part ofthe passage

was presented, and was made up of all sentences that occurred before the target section of

experimental passages (e.g., Sentences 1 to 1l). The second page presented the second

part ofthe experimental passages, and comprised the remaining sentences (e.g., Sentences

12 to 15) Al inconsistency judgment appeared between Sentence 13 and 14. participants
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were required to indicate on a scale from 1 (very consistent) to 7 (very inconsistent) how

consistent or inconsistent the actions and events described in these two sentences \ryere

with respect to the information provided in the first part of the story.

Eachjudge completed the inconsistency-rating questionnaire as follows. Each

judge was given a ratings booklet, with instructions on the first page. Eachjudge read

tliese instructions and then began the questionnaire. First, judges read the first part ofthe

story. Tlis corresponded to the all sentences that occurred before the target section of

experimental passages (e.g., Sentences one to 11). Judges then read the second part ofthe

story (e.g., Sentences 12 to 15). After reading the target (Sentence 12) and spillovel

sentence (Sentence l3), judges were required to make thejudgment on how consistent the

actior¡s and events described in these two sentences were with respect to the inlormation

provided in the first part ofthe story. All experimental passages were read in this manner,

and consistency judgments were made for each passage.

The average inconsistency rating ofeach experimental passage is presented in

Table 8. The correlation among thejudges' inconsistency ratings rar,ged from g: .29 (p:

.27) to y:.65 (p : .01). A reJiability analysis was performed on the four judges

inconsistency ratings, and a Cronbach's ct of .64 was found. This indicates that the pool of

experirnental passages is heterogeneous, with differing Ievels ofinconsistency being

represented across all passages. Additionally, an ANOVA comparing each passages rating

revealed a significant difference between passage ratings, E (15, 45) :4.77,]|,158-2.32.
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Table 8 The median (Mdn :
Mean inconsistency ratings S : 4) for experimental

passages used in Experiments I and 2. Passage # refers to 4) rating score for all
passage numbers used to label passages in Appendix A.

passages was used fo splìt

Passage # Passage Theme

3 ROBBANK

9 WATCHMOVIE
IO HAVEDINNER
11 FAMILYREUNION
12 MEET FOR LTJNCH

4 FISHING TRIP 2.15
5 BT]ILD DIKE
6 TRIP TO HAV/AII 2 75
7 Ìl'lOVE PIANO
8 PUT ON PLAY 425

Rating the items into the two

I .7 5 groups. The reading times

2.00 of the six passages with a

4.15 inconsistency rating of less

25 than 4 are displayed in the
50
25 leÍÌ panel ofFigure 6. The

00
13 FINISH MOVIE 5 50 right panel displays the
14 BAKE PIE 5.50
15 pAINT HOUSE 6.25 reading tirne for the six
16 BREACH CASTLE 6.25
l'1 PUT OUT NEWSPAPER 3.25 passages with a
18 OPEN RESTATIRANT 3.15

rnconsistency rating of more

than 4. Readirrg tirnes for Sentences 8, 11, 12, and 13 were averaged across Experiments

I and 2. All reading times fiom Experirnent I were used, and for Experirnent 2 only the

reading times for manipulated subgoal first passages were included.

The reading tirne of Sentence l3 (spillover sentence) was compared across subgoal

success conditions This involved perforrning a 2 (subgoal success) by 2 (experiment #)

ANOVA on Sentence 13 reading times for each group ofinconsistent passages. Subgoal

success was the within-items lactor, and experiment # was the between-items factor. This

comparison showed that with passages with inconsistency ratings less than and equal to 4,

there was no significant difference across subgoal conditions (F < 1). With passages with
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an inconsistency rating of more than 4, Sentence 13 was read signifrcantly slower in the

subgoal succeed condition (M:261.'7 cs) than in the subgoal fail condition (M: 238.4

cs), Ez(],1a) = t5.57, MSE - 280.

Procedure. The procedure used in this experiment was identical to Experirnent L

Results

The data of seven participants had to be discarded because of an error in labeling

response keys. One participant's data had to be discarded because ofa computer error. As

a result the following analysis is based on the data of57 participants.

Lorv Inconsistency High lnconsistency
340

320

g 300

É 280

o'Ë 
zoo

ú
240

I
Sentence #

Figure 6. Mean sentence reading tirnes (cs), averaged across Experiments I and 2. The
left panel presents mean reading tir¡es for items (l: 8) with inconsistency ratings equal
to and less than the median (Mdn:4) rating value for all iterns 0i = 16) The right panel
presents rnean reading tirnes for iterns (4: 8) with inconsistency ratings greater than the
median.
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Reading times. Reading tirnes and the proportion ofcorrect comprehension

questions are presented in Table 9 and in Figure 7. Reading times and the proportion of

correct comprehension questions are presented for each ofthe four experimental

conditions.

Table 9
Mean Reading Tirnes (cs) and the Proportion

of Correct Comprehension Questions for Experiment 2

Subgoal Success

SENTENCE

Proportion
l1 Target(12) Spillover(13) of correct

questrons

Fail (F)

Succeed (S)

Difference (F - S)

Manipulated Subgoal First

322 0 267.2 255 2 260.3

328.0 265.6 258 1 219.9

-6.0 +1.6 -2.9 -19 6

86

9t

Fail (F)

Succeed (S)

Difference (F - S)

Manipulated Subgoal Second

332.8 266.1 259.5

314.3 253.9 264.8

+ 18.5 +t2.2 -5 3

317 0

317.3

-.3

89

90

Across subgoal position conditions, the manipulated subgoal section is switched

from Sentences 4 to 7 in manipulated subgoal first passages, to Sentences 8 to 1l in

rnanipulated subgoal second passages. ln manipulated subgoal first passages, Sentences g

and 11 correspond to the first and last sentence ofthe succeed subgoal section. The
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subgoal in this section is always satisfied. In manipulated subgoal second passages,

Sentences 8 and 11 correspond to the first and last sentence ofthe manipulated subgoal

section. This sections always depicts the success or failure of its subgoal. This fact makes

Sentences 8 and 11 different across manipulated subgoal positions. As a result, Sentences

8 and 1 1 cannot be directly compared across subgoal positions, and were analyzed for

subgoal success effects within each manipulated subgoal position (first or second).

There was no significant difference of subgoal success at Sentences I and 1l in

either subgoal position (F < 3.69). The subjects-random analysis of Sentence 8 in

manipulated subgoal first condition revealed a Subgoal Success x List interaction, Fr(3,53)

- 6.34, MSE: 1,538. The subjects-random analysis of Sentence 8 in nranipulated subgoal

second condition revealed a Subgoal Success x List interaction, Fr(3,53) : 9.42, MSE :

2,316. The subjects-random analysis of Sentence 1l in rnanipulated subgoal first condition

F
o
I

350

340

330

320

310

300

290

280

270

260

250

240

l\ranipulated Subqoal First

Ìl t2 IJ n 1?. t3

Sentencr¡ #

Figure 7. Exncrimcnt 2: Mcal scntcnce reading tûncs (cs)
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revealed a Subgoal Success x List interaction, Er(3,53) :3.48, MSE : 1,383 The

subjects-random analysis of Sentence 1l in manipulated subgoal second condition revealed

a Subgoal Success x List interaction, Er(3,S:; : 4.04, MSE :2,459. The items-random

analysis of this sentence revealed a Subgoal Success x Verbal set interaction, F2(3 ,I2) :

3.48, MSE: 1,281.

In order to examine the effect of subgoal success (fail versus succeed) and

manipulated subgoal position (first versus second) on the reading times of Sentences 12

and 13, I performed the following ANOVAs on both sentences. The subjects-random

analysis involved performing a 2 (subgoal success) x 2 (manipulated subgoal position) x 4

(list) ANOVA. The items-random analysis involved performing a 2 (subgoal success) x 2

(manipulated subgoal position) x 4 (verbal set) ANOVA. Subgoal success and

manipulated subgoal position were within- variables for the subjects and the items-random

analyses. ln all analyses list was a between-subjects variable, and verbal set was a items-

random variable.

For Sentence 12, there were no significant differences in reading times across

subgoal success and manipulated subgoal position variables (Es < 2) The following list

interactions were significant in the subjects-random analysis. Subgoal Success x List,

Fr(3,53):3 19, MSE - 1,901, Manipulated Subgoal Position x List, F1(3,53): 8.69,

MSE: 1,856, Subgoal Success x Manipulated Subgoal Position x List, Er(3,53):9.02,

MSE = 2,057. The items-random analysis revealed a Manipulated Subgoal Position x

Verbal set interaction, lz(3,12) = 3.47, MSE:512.
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The analysis of Sentence 13 reading times revealed a marginally significant

Subgoal Success effect, F1(1,53) = 3.83, MSE :2,'100, p: .056; E2(I,12):3 84, MSE:

671, p: .074. The reading times for Sentence 13 were slower in subgoal succeed

passages (M: 2'12.3 cs) than the subgoal fail passages (M: 259.9 cs). The subjects-

random analysis revealed a Subgoal Success x List interaction, Fr(3,53) :24.79,l|;458:

2,700.

Planned comparison ofSentence l3 reading times revealed that in the manipulated

subgoal first condition, readers read this sentence significantly slower in the subgoal

succeed condition (M:279.9 cs) than in the subgoal fail condition (M - 260.3 cs). This

effect was significant by both subjects-random and items-random analysis, Er(1,53) - 5.28,

MSE:2,267, Fr(l,l2) : 5.18, MSE : 543. The subjects-r'andom analysis revealed a

Subgoal Success x List interaction, Fr(3,53) =18.02, l|;4SE: 2,261 .

Planned cornparison of Sentence 13 showed that in the manipulated subgoal

second condition, there were no significant differences between subgoal success

conditions (Es < 1) A¡ interaction ofSubgoal Success x List was revealed in the subjects-

random analysis, Fr(3,53) :12.25, MSE :2,217.

Comprehension queÊt!ons. In the manipulated subgoal frrst condition, participants

responded with 91 o/o accuracy in the subgoal fail condition and with 86 0% accuracy in the

subgoal succeed condition. In manipulated subgoal second passages participants

responded with 90 % accuracy in the subgoal fail condition and with 89 o% accuracy in the

subgoal succeed condition. The proportion of correct comprehension questions that

readers gave was not significantly different across subgoal success and manipulated
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subgoal position conditions (Fs < 1). The subjects-random analysis revealed the following

list interactions. Manipulated Subgoal Position x List, Fr(3,53):3.10, MSE - .03,

Subgoal Success x Manipulated Subgoal Position x List, Er(3,53) :6.22,l.l58 : .02.

Discussion

The suspension ofcomprehension hypothesis predicted that the subgoal success

effect would be found when the manipulated subgoal section appeared flrst or second in

passages. When the manipulated subgoal appeared first in the passage, the original reading

tirne effect found in Experiment 1 \¡/as replicated. Because the subgoal success effect

found in Experirnent I was unexpected and contrary to previous frndings, tliis replication

was needed. However, as the working memory hypothesis predicted, when the

manipulated subgoal appeared second in passages, the subgoal success effect was

eliminated.

Readers were faster to read the spillover sentence of subgoal fail passages,

compared to subgoal succeed passages, when the manipulated subgoal information is

located distant in the text (rnanipulated subgoal first passages). When this rnanipulated

subgoal section is moved closer to the target section (rnanipulated subgoal second

passages), this subgoal success effect was eliminated.

Readers appear to be rnaintaining failed goal information in working fiìemory.

They may be expecting subsequent actions ofprotagonists to be undertaken to satisfy this

failed goal. When they encounter target sentences that describe protagonist attempted

fulfillment ofthe superordinate goal, any inconsistency judgtnents are facilitated. The

reader has to reinstate superordinate goal information from LTM. Subsequently, the
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manipulated subgoal information must be accessed to determine if the overall goal

structure is consistent.

In subgoal fail passages with the manipulated subgoal first, the failed subgoal

information is readily available in working memory from its initial failure in the

rnanipulated subgoal section until readers process target sentences. Thus, the

inconsistency between the current actìon described in target sentences can be identified

without the need ofany additional memory retrieval. However, in subgoal succeed

passages with the manipulated subgoal first, the succeeded subgoal information must be

retrieved from LTM when readers encounter target sentences. This additional memory

retrieval elevates reading tilnes ofthe spillover sentence ofsubgoal succeed passages.

When the rnanipulated subgoal sectìon was moved closer to the target region, the

subgoal success effecl was eliminated. In both subgoal success versions ofmanipulated

subgoal second passages (subgoal fail and subgoal succeed), the manipulated subgoal

information is still in working melnory when readers encounter target sentences. The

inconsistency judgrnent that is required in the subgoal fail conditjon is as a result not

facilitated. In both subgoal success conditions, the rnanipulated subgoal information is

available in working memory when readers process the target sentences. No additional

memory retrieval is needed in the subgoal succeed condition. Thus, the reading times for

the target sentences are not affected. There are no differences in reading times for the

spillover sentence across subgoal success conditions lor manipulated subgoal second

passages.
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I expected that the difference in the target sentence reading times, found in

Experiment l, would be eliminated and/or reversed with manipulated subgoal second

passages in Experiment 2. However, no difference in target sentence reading times were

found across subgoal success conditions. There was a trend at Sentence 11 for participants

to read this sentence more slowly in the subgoal fail condition (M:332.8 cs) than in the

subgoal succeed condition (M: 3 i4.3 cs). This trend also appeared at Sentence 12, with

the subgoal fail condition (M : 266.1 cs) longer than the subgoal succeed condition (M:

253.9 cs). However, these reading time differences did not reach statistical significance.

Comprehension questions. There were no effects of subgoal success or

manipulated subgoal position in the proportion ofcorrect responses to comprehension

questions. This indicates that readers were reading all experirnental passages appropriately

throughout the experiment. However, the proportion ofcorrect responses in this

experirnent(M:89)wereslightlyhigherthaninExperirnentl(M:.83).Regardlessof

this difference, participants in both experirnents responded correctly to these

comprehension questions tlie rrajority ofthe time, indicating that readers were reading

these cornplex passages for comprehension.

Inconsistency ratings. The inconsistency ratings indicate that this pool of complex

passages contain differing levels of inconsistency. This pool of passages appears to be a

heterogeneous group ofcausally cornplex passages. Specifically, the subgoal succeed

reading tirne effect was found only with highly inconsistent passages (inconsistency rating

of 4 or higher). However, the reading time effect has been replicafed in two experiments
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(Experiments 1 and 2). Across the entire pool of complex goal passages, there is a

persistent reading time effect at the spillover sentence

Some passages appear to have more obvious inconsistencies than others. These

passages were composed to describe a complex causal or goal situation. Additionally, the

inconsistency conveyed by these passages is indirect; and over all passages, seems to

represent a continuutn of inconsistency. This pool of complex goal passages appears to

sample a larger population ofinconsistent passages. Regardless, the joint results of

Experiments I and 2 indicate that there is a signifìcant reading time effect across all items,

and these complex passages are resulting in differing comprehension processes across

subgoal success conditions.

In summary, Experirnent 2 provides evidence that readers attend to the overall

goal structure of cornplex goal passages. The complex organization of rnultiple

protagonists and goals in these passages appears to affect readers' comprehension

processes differently. The reading tirnes of spillover sentences were significantly longer in

the subgoal succeed condition than tlie subgoal fail condition (Experirnent 1 and 2). The

working memory hypothesis appears to account for this reading time effect. Readers are

maintaining failed subgoal in working memory fro¡r its initial failure until subsequent

target sentences. At target senteuces, because this failed subgoal is available in working

memory, readers can quickly identifu the inconsìstency. Alternatively, when this subgoal

has been satisfied and shifted to LTM, readers need to retrieve this subgoal information

and then detennine any inconsistency. This futher melnory reinstatemeÌrt cause reading

times ofthe spillover sentence to be longer compared to when the subgoal had failed. In
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Experiment 3, the status of the manipulated subgoal information in working mernory will

be assessed using a recognition probe judgment task Although Experiment 2 provided

support for the working memory hypothesis, the results of Experiment 3 refute this

hypothesis.

Experiment 3

The first two experirnents dernonstrated that inconsistencies in the causal structure

ofpassages, outlined by the goals and actions ofprotagonists, affect readers'

comprehension processes. Specifically, it was found tlìat with complex goal passages,

readers take longer to read target sentences that refer to succeeded subgoals than those

tlrat refer to failed subgoals (Experirnent 1 and 2). These target sentences describe

protagonists' actions that are either consistent (subgoal succeed condition) or inconsistent

(subgoal fail condition) with previously described protagonist's goals and actions.

This subgoal success effect is contrary to previous findings which have shown that

readers take longer to read target sentences that refer to failed goals (see AJblecht &

Myers, 1995; Hakala & O'Brien, 1992; Huiterna et al , 1993; O'Brjen & Albrecht, 1992).

In Experiment 2, this subgoal success effect disappeared when the rnanipulated subgoal

information was brouglit closer in the text to the target sentences.

It is hypothesized that readers are maintaining failed subgoal information in

working memory from the point offailure, until subsequent target sentences are read

When individuals read target sentences that refer to a joint superordinate goal, relevant

goal information is accessed and any inconsistencies are identified. WIieu one of tlie

subgoals has previously failed, it is maintained in working rnerrory when readers read
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about related subgoals. when readers encounter target sentences, this allows readers to

quickly identifo the inconsistency between the current actions ofone protagonist and the

failure ofanother protagonist to satisfy their subgoal.

Experirnent 3 was designed to determine the relative activation ofthis goal-related

infon¡ation in people's memory representations. This assessment ofgoal information is

assumed to reflect the relative activation ofsubgoal information on-line, during normal

comprehension. A probe word recognition judgment task was used to assess this relative

level of subgoal concept activation in working memory across subgoal success conditions.

Participants read the same passages used in Experirnent 1 and 2. Experimental passages

were seen in either the subgoal success or subgoal fail condition. The manipulated subgoal

section always appeared first in passages. Participants were presented with a probe word

directly after key target sentences of experirnental passages. Participants responded \GS

or NO to the question, Has this word appeared in the current passaee? These probe words

were subgoal words taken directly from the rnanipulated subgoal sections ofexperimental

passages. Higher activation in memory is indicated when the response to the subgoal word

is faster in one subgoal success condition than the other. Ifthe subgoal concept is active in

working memory, this will prirne participants' responses to the subgoal probe words. This

will produce faster reaction times to probe words presented during the recognition task.

This online assessment was performed at three points during the comprehension

ofthese passages. Participants were given probe words either after Sentence 10, after

Sentence l2 (i.e., the target sentence), or after Sentence 13 (i.e., the spillover sentence).

Because the signifrcant reading time effect has been localized at the target region
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(Experiment I and 2), it is reasoned that the memory probes should be presented before,

during, and after the comprehension ofthese target sentences

The "working memory" hypothesis presented in Experiment I and 2 states that

faìled subgoal information is maìntained in working memory until a related goal

achievement sentence is encountered. With subgoal fail passages, the failed subgoal

infomation is in working memory when readers encounter target sentences that refer back

to the superordinate goal. This failed subgoal inlormation is retained in working memory

from its initial failure. Subsequently, readers will respond more quickly to probe words

presented belore target sentences (e.g., after Sentence 10) in the subgoal fail condition

than in the subgoal succeed condition. In subgoal succeed passages, the previously

satisfied subgoal information is only retrieved aÍÌer participants read target sentences.

For example, in the passage presented in Table 10, participants will respond more

quickly to the probe word CAR when it is presented after Sentence l0 in the subgoal-fail

condition than in the subgoal-success condition. Pliìllip has failed to borrow a car in

subgoal-fail passages. Subsequently, readers will r¡aintain Philip's subgoal (e.g., borrow a

car) in memory until the target sentences are encountered. In subgoal-success passages,

Philtip has borrowed a car. Readers will purge this concept from working lnenlory as the

passage moves on to Andy's subgoal. Only after the target sentences have been

encountered, will readers access this purged subgoal information in LTM. Thus, the

subgoal fail advantage will disappear rvhen probe words are presented after Sentence 12

or 13. This is because, by this point in comprehension, readers will have retrieved all

relevant goal information. They are attempting to comprehend the current actions and
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events described at the target section with respect to the overall goal structure ofthe

passage.

Table 10

ExarnpleofaComplexGoalPassageandProbePositionsusedinExperiment3'

Introduction: Introduces Superordinate goal of both protagonists

1. Philip and Andy wanted to go away for spring break

2. They had saved up enouglì money to drive to Banff
3. They both were avid skiers and were looking for-ward to the trip

Manipulated subgoal section: Describes first subgoal's failure or success'

4. Philip needed to borrow a car for the trip
5. He asked all of his friends but nobody could lend him one.

6. At the last minute, he asked his father if he could borrow the family car

7(a). Philip's father said the car has just been frxed, so he could take it
(b). Philip's father said the car needed to be fixed so he couldn't take it

Succeeded subgoal section: Describes second subgoal's success.

8. Andy needed to book a hotel room in Banff.

9. He phoned the travel agent for some informatìon on accotnmodations

10. The travel agent told him that there were many cheap hotels.

-----Probe Word-----
11. Andy booked them into the Economy Inn for 35 dollars a night

Target section: Target and Spillover sentence, respectively.

12. Ardy packed his bag and waited out front.
-----Probe Word-----
13. Andy had also packed a lunch for the long trip.
-----Probe Word-----

Conclusion section: Continuation of previous protagonist actions.

14.They planned to rent all their ski equiprnent in Banff
15.The weather report said that Banffhad just received 20 cm ofnew snow

Cornprehension Question and Probe Word:
Did the rnen want to go skiing? Yes

CAR
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However, this subgoal fail advantage may also appear when probe words are

presented after Sentence 12. Because the reading tir¡e effect found in Experiments 1 and 2

was localized at spillover sentences (Sentence 13), all relevant goal information (i.e.,

superordinate and subgoal inforrnation) may not be active in working memory (i.e., in both

subgoal fail and succeed passages) until after pârticipants have read this sentence. Only in

subgoal fail passages will this failed subgoal information be available in working memory.

Thus, there may also be faster probe judgment times after Sentence l2 in subgoal fail

passages than in subgoal succeed passages. After the spillover sentence has been read, all

retrieved goal information will be active and equal probe responses across subgoal success

conditions lnay occur.

ln surnmary, Experiment 3 assesses readers' online memory for manipulated

subgoal information. Probe words that represent this manipulated subgoal inforrnation

were presented to participants while they read either subgoal fail or subgoal succeed

passages. These probes were presented at one ofthree points in the passages: after

Sentence 10, after Sentence 12 (target sentence), or after Sentence 13 (spillover sentence).

If readers maintain failed subgoal information in memory, they will respond more quickly

to probe words after Sentence 10 in the subgoal fail condition than in the subgoal succeed

condition.

Method

Particìpants. Ninety-six University of Manitoba introductory psychology students

participated in this experiment for course credit. Ail participants were native English

speakers.
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Materials. The sarne experimental and frller passages used in Experirnents 1 and 2

were used in this study. Experirnental passages were seen in one of six conditions,

obtained by crossing subgoal success (succeed versus fail) and probe position (after

Sentences 10, 12, or l3).

The experimental passages were all shown with tlìe manipulated subgoal fìrst in the

passage and correspond to the same structure of passages that were used in Experirnent 1.

Subgoal success passages described a series of events in which the first protagonist either

succeeded or failed at satisfying his independent subgoal. The second protagonist

subsequently succeeded at satisfying his independent subgoal. The attempts ofthe second

protagonist to fulfill the superordinate goal at the target section is subsequently consjstent

(subgoal succeed) or inconsistent (subgoal fail) with the previous attempts ofthe first

protagonist to satisfy their subgoal.

Probe position conditions corresponded to when the subgoal probe word was

presented to participants during their comprehension of these rtarrative passages.

Probe words were presented either after SenteÌtce 10. after the target sentence (Senlence

12), or after the spillover sentence (Sentence 13).

Some experimental passages were revised with the aid ofan expert judge. This

was done to relnove any repetitions ofkey goal-related words in the target section and

other subgoal sections ofthe text. Some passages contained direct and indirect references

to the overall superordinate goal in the second subgoal section that appeared irnrnediately

after manipuJated subgoal section. This repetition may aid readers in recalling the overall

superordinate goal, and possibly the manipulated subgoal infonnation. These repetìtions
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may provide reinstatement cues for the manipulated subgoal information (e.9., CAR)

before the target section. The possible reinstatement ofthe rnanipulated subgoal

information before the target section would confound any differences across subgoal

success conditions in probe responses. That is, ifthese reinstatement cues occur before the

target sentence, any differences in probe responses across subgoal success conditions may

be affected wlien probe rvords are presented before the target section (i.e., after Sentence

10). The target section was designed to be the point in the passages at which any

inconsistencies in the overall causal structure would r¡ost likely be detected by readers and

thereby cause cornprehension dificulties. The target section should be the only section

that directly refers to the superordinate goal. Thus, to reduce any repetition ofthe goal-

related information before the target section, sorne passages were revised. This pool of

experirnental passages was also enlarged by two experimental passages for a total of20

experimental passages. See Appendix E for the revised set ofexperinental passages.

From this pool of20 experimental passages! l8 passages were randomly sampled

to be used as experimental passages in this experiment. The rernaining two passages were

used as practice passages. The entire pool of l8 filler passages used in Experirnent I and 2

were used in this experirnent. See Appendix B for the full set of filler passages.

In total, four practice passages provided partìcipants with the chance to fatntliarize

themselves with the experimental task. The two passages left over frorn randorn sampling

ofthe pool of20 experirnental passages were used as two ofthese practice passages.

Because all filler passages were needed to construct counterbalanced lists, two other

passages were required for practice passages. These two passages were taken frorn a pool
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ofunfrnished experimental passages. This pool was the source ofthe original pool of20

experimental passages, but contained many passages that did not fulfilled the requirements

ofthese new complex passages. The four practice passages are also provided in Appendix

B. One ofthe two experimental practice passages was presented in the subgoal succeed

condition wìth the probe word after Sentence l2 and the other passage in the subgoal fail

condition with the probe word after Sentence 13. The two additional practice passages are

both presented with the probe after the fifth last sentence.

One probe word was selected for each experimental passage (18 experimental

passages and 2 experimental practice passages). These probe words were nouns and were

taken directly from the manipulated subgoal section. They directly referred to the subgoal

that the first protagonist was attempting to satisly in the manipulated subgoal section.

Twenty probe words for the filler and practice passages (18 filler passages and 2 practice

passages) were randomly sampled frorn another pool ofnarrative passages (Zinny,1987).

These probe words were selected with the one restriction that these words could not

appear anyruvhere else in the filler or experirnental passages. In total, 20 probe words

required YES answers (i.e., they appeared in the passage they were presented in), and 20

probe words required NO answers (i.e., they did not appear in the passage they were

presented in). The two sets ofprobe words (experimental and filler) were cotnpared on

their nu¡nber of syllables and their word frequency (Kucera & Francis, 1967). Probe words

for the experimental and filler passages did not differ significantly frorn each other in the

nurnber ofsyllables (! - .04, p: .85) and their word frequency (E = 2.18, p: 15)
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A comprehension question followed every passage. The comprehension questions

did not focus on the manipulated subgoal section. These questions were the same

questions used in Experiment 1 and 2. For experimental passages, these questions were

constructed so that six questions focused on the introduction section, six questions

focused on the succeeded subgoal section, and six questions focused on the conclusion

section. Questions for the filler passages were the same questions used in Experiments 1

and 2. Half ofthe experimental and filler questions required yes answers, and halfrequired

no answers.

Six lists of40 passages each were constructed Each list was made up offour

practice passages, l8 experirnental passages, and l8 filler passages. The same four

practice items preceded all lists. All passages were followed by a cornprehension question

that probed the information described in fhe passage. In the first list, three experimental

passages were each assigned to one of six experimental conditions. This assignment was

cycled across the six lists using a Latin square procedure. Thus, each list presented three

experimental passages in each ofthe six conditions.

All filler passages were the sarne across lists. For all lists, one third of all filler

passages were assigned to one ofthree conditions: The probe word appeared after the

sixth-last, fourth-last and thirdlast sentence offiller passages. This was done to equâte

probe presentation in experirnental passages with probe presentation in filler passages.

Presenting the probe words in these positions is equivalent to presenting probe words in

experiurental passages after Sentence I0, after the farget sentence, and after the spillover

sentence.
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Experimental and filler passages were randomly assigned to trial positions. This

ordering was the same across all lists. one restriction for this random assignment is that no

more than thfee experimental passages could be seen in a row. The 40 passages were

arranged in three blocks, with a fest period after each block. Another restriction was that

one experimental passage in each condition appeared in each block of trials. Thus, six

experimental passages in all six conditions appeared in all three blocks oftrials. Filler

passages were also restricted so that two filler passages in each ofthe three filler probe

presentation conditions appeared in each block oftrials. Therefore, two filler passages in

all three conditions (a total of six filler passages) appeared in all three blocks of trials.

Procedure. The procedure was same as those of Experirnent 1 and 2 See

Appendix F (F. 1. and F.2.) for the instructions and debriefing forms for Experiment 3 The

one difference was that participants were required to make probe judgments at varying

points during their comprehension ofthe passages. Passages were read in the same tnanner

as in Experiments 1 and 2. At some point in the text a probe word appeared immediately

after ÞaÍicipants pressed the READY KEY to indicate they had fully comprehended the

previous sentence. According to probe position assignment ofeach passage, this probe

word appeared either after Sentence 10, Sentence 1.2, ot after Sentence 13. The probe

word was presented in all capital letters and on the same line as the previous senterìce

Four asterisks flanked the probe word on the left and right side. Individuals were

instructed to indicate as quickly and as accurately as possible, whether they had seen the

word in the current passage (\'ES or NO). Ilparticipants took longer than two seconds to

respond, the message "TOO SLOW" appeared on the same line as the probe word for one
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second. This message was flanked by rows ofasterisks on the line above and below it. lf

individuals did not respond within six seconds to the probe word, it was removed from the

screen and an error was recorded. Participants were not given feedback on their accuracy.

After individuals responded to the probe word, the next sentence in the passage was

presented. Two rest periods ol40 seconds divided the 36 passages into three blocks of 16

trials each.

Results

The data for one participant were discarded because he stated that they had

responded incorrectly on halfofthe experimental trials (e.g., responded yes with the no

key). Two other participants' data were discarded because they lnade no responses to any

probe words. The following analyses are based on the data ofthe remaining 93

participants.

Probe reaction times. All probe reaction times are based upon correct probe

responses only. Probe reaction tirnes that were more than three standard deviations away

from the mean for a subject were discarded frorn the analyses (Suh & Trabasso, 1993).

This resulted in the elimination of 'l .1 Yo of the data. Probe reaction tirnes across subgoal

success and probe position are presented in Table I I and Figure 8.

ln order to examine the effect of subgoal success (succeed versus fail) and probe

position (probe after Sentences i0, 12, or 13) on probe reaction times, I perlormed a 2

(subgoal success) x 3 (probe position) ANOVA. This analysis revealed no sigÌificant

effects across probe position or subgoal success conditions. The following interactions

were revealed in the subjects-random analysis. Prol¡e Position x List, Fr(10,174) - 3.65,
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MSE:28,335; Subgoal Success x Probe Position x List, F1(10,174): 1 98, MSE:

3 1,3 53 . The following interactions were also revealed in the item random analysis:

Subgoal Success x Verbal Set, þ(5,12) = 6 41, MSE =3,333; Subgoal Success xProbe

Position x Verbal Set, Er(10,24) - 3.72, MSE = 7,005

Table 1 I
Mean Probe Reaction Times (ms)

lor Experiment 3.

Planned comparisons of

probe reaction tirnes when probe

words were presented after

Sentence 10 revealed no

signifi cant differences across

Probe Position
(Probe after Sentence #)

Subgoal Success 10 12 l3

Faíl (F) 1309 1330

Succeed (S) 1294 1329

Difference (F - S) 15 I

subpoal success conditions. The
I145

followins interaction was
tzg1

revealed with the items-random
54

analysis: Subgoal Success x

Verbal Set, E2(5,12):4.65, MSE :6,453. There were also no signifrcant differences

across subgoal success when the probe word was presented after Sentence 12. The

following interaction was revealed with the subject-randorn analysis. Subgoal Success x

List, Er(5,S7):2.69, MSE :32,904. The following interaction was also revealed with the

items-random analysis. Subgoal Success x Verbal Set, Fz(5,12):7.35, MSE:4,042.

When the probe word appeared after Sentence 13, participants responded more

quickly to probe words in subgoal succeed passages (M = 1291 rns) than in subgoal fail

passages (M: 1345 ms). This difference was significant in both the subjects-random and

items-random analysis, Er(l,87):4.97, MSE :26,'169; Fr(l,12):4.76, MSE :6,849.
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This difference in probe reaction times across subgoal success conditions indicates that the

manipulated subgoal information was more avulable in memory in the subgoal success

condition after the spillover sentence than in the subgoal fail condition

1380
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r360
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Figure 8. Experinent 3: Mean probe rcaction times (ms)

The effect ofprobe position on

probe reaction times was examined in

each subgoal success condition. No

significant differences were found

across probe positions in subgoal

succeed passages. The following

interaction was revealed in the

subjects-random analysis: Probe

Position x List, F¡(10, I 74) : 3 37 ,

MSE: 28,022. The following interaction was also reveled in the items-random analysis:

Probe Position x Verbal Set, Ez(l0,24) :3.91, MSE = 5,203. No significant differences

were revealed across probe positions in subgoal fail passages. The following interaction

was revealed in the subjects-randorn analysis. Probe Position x List, F1(10,174):2.24,

MSE : 31.666.

Percentage ofcorrect probe respen!ç!. The percentage ofcorrect probe responses

is presented in Table 12 and Figure 9. In order to exatnine tlie effect ofsubgoal success

and probe position on the percentage of correct probe responses, I performed a 2 (subgoal

success) x 3 (probe position) ANOVA. Thìs analysis revealed a marginally significant

effect ofsubgoal success only in the subjects-random analysis, Fr(l,87) :3.39, MSE:
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230, p:.07. Participants responded more accurately to probe wofds in subgoal succeed

passages (M = 90 %) than in subgoal fail passages (M = 88 %)

No signifrcant effect ofprobe position was found with the subjects- and items-

random analysis. The subjects-random analysis also revealed the following interaction,

Subgoal Success x Probe Position , E\Q,I'1' 4): 3.57, MSE = 224 Tltts interaction was not

significant in the iterns-random analysis. The subjects-random analysis also revealed the

fotlowing interactions: Subgoal Success x List, Er(5,87) : 8 78, MSE : 230; Probe

Position x List, Fr(10,174)--1.48, MSE:253; Subgoal Success x Probe Position x List,

FÌ(10,174) : 4 89,MSE:224.

Table 12

Mean Percentage of Correct Probe
Responses (%) for Experiment 3.

Planned comparisons at

each probe posilion were used

to examine the effect of

subgoal success on the

percentage of correct probe

responses. When the probe

appeared directly after

Sentence 10, there were

signifi cant differences across

Probe Position
(Probe after Sentence #)

Subgoal Success t0 T2 l3

Fail (F)

Succeed (S)

Difference (F - S)

87 I

93.2

-6 1

882

91 0

-28

88.1

86.4

1.7

subgoal success conditions in the subjects-random analysis, Subgoal Success, Fr(1,87):

1 1.75, MSE = 154 Participants responded to probe words presented after Sentence 10,

rnore accurately rvhen they appeared in subgoal succeed passages (M: 93 %) than when

they appeared in subgoal fail passages (M : SZ %). The items-random analysis revealed no
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significant differences across subgoal success. The following List effects were also

revealed with the subjects-randorn analysis; List, F1(5,87) : 5.07' MSE - 319; Subgoal

Success x List, Fr(5,87) :6 98, MSE = 154.

When probe words appeared directly after the target sentence (Sentence 12), there

were no significant differences across subgoal success conditions The following List

effects were also revealed with the subjects-random analysis: List, Fr(5,87) :2 77,MSE:

341; Subgoal Success x List, Er(5,S7) : 5.17, MSE - 262. The following verbal set effect

was also revealed with the items-random analysis: Verbal Set, E2(5,1'2) - 3.93, MSE:

130
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Figure 9. Expenment 3: Mean conect probe responscs (%).

When probe words

appeared directly after the

spillover sentence (Sentence

13), there were also no

significant differences across

subgoal success conditions.

The following List effects

were also revealed with the

subjects-randorn analysis.

List, Fr(5,87) :4.64, MSE

:355; Subgoal Success x List, [¡(5,87) = 6.81, MSE:261.

The effect ofprobe position on the percentage of correct probe responses was

examined in each subgoal success condition. With passages in the subgoal success
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condition, the subjects-random analysis revealed that the percentage of correctly identified

probe words significantly differed across probe positions, F {2,174) = 5.28,M58:224.

This effect was only marginally signifrcant by the items-random analysis, F2(2,24) - 3.07 ,

MSE: 57, p: .065. The following significant effects were also revealed with the

subjects-random analysis. List, Er(5,87):4.08, MSE:268; Probe Position x List,

Fr(l0, I 74) : 4.44, },lSE = 224.

With passages in the subgoal fail condition, no significant differences in the

percentage of correctly identified probe words were found across probe position

conditions. The following effects were revealed with the subjects-randorn analysis: List,

Fr(5,87) - 2.86, MSE : 471 Probe Position x List, Fr(10,174) : 7.89, MSE : 253

Readine times. To determine whether the reading time effects found in

Experiments 1 and 2 were replicated in this experiment, the same sentences were

examined in this experirnent (i.e., Sentences 8, 11, 12 (target sentence), and l3 (spillover

sentence)). Reading times were analyzed only for those sentences that appeared before a

probe word had been presented in a passage (cf. Lea, Mason, Albrecht, Birch, & Myers,

1998). Reading times were collapsed across probe posìtion conditions. Reading times for

Sentences 8, 11, 12 and 13 are presented ín Table 13 and Figure 10.

Planned comparisons ofSentence 8 revealed that there was no effect ofsubgoal

success on reading times. The following Iist effects were revealed in the subjects-random

analysis, List, Fr(5,87):2 38, MSE = 9,335; List by Subgoal Success, Er(5,87) - 8 54,

MSE: 741 The following verbal set effects were also revealed in the iterns-random

analysis, Verbal Set,8d5,12) = 3.09, MSE :3,496; Verbal Set by Subgoal Success,
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Fr(5,12):4.01, MSE:303. There was also no effect of subgoal success conditions for

Sentence 11. The following list effects were revealed in the subjects-random analysis, List,

Er(5,87) :2.62,]|.l58- 7,294;List by Subgoal Success, Fr(5,87) - 7.15, MSE : 1,021

The following verbal set effect was also revealed in the items-random analysis, Verbal Set

by Subgoal Success, Fz(5,12) = 4.48, MSE: 199.

Table l3
Mean Reading Times (csec) for Experiment 3.

Sentence

Subgoal Success 8 11 Target Spillover

Fail (F) 302.5 255.2 24t.2 244.2

Succeed (S) 306.2 259.0 258 0 249.0

Difference (F - S) -3.7 -3.8 -10 8 -4.8

The comparison oftarget sentence (Sentence 12) reading times across subgoal

success conditions revealed significant differences, Er(1,87): 5.04, MSE :956;Ez(.1,12)

- 6 39, MSE: 138. Participants read the target sentence significantly faster in the subgoal

fail condition (M:247 cs) than in the subgoal succeed condition (M : 258 cs). The

following interaction was also revealed with the subjects-random analysis: Subgoal

Success x List, Fr(5,87) : 8.01, MSE: 956. The following interaction was revealed with

the items-random analysis: Subgoal Success x Verbal Set, Fd5,12)=8-16, MSE =138.
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The comparison of

Sentence 13 reading times

revealed no significant

differences across subgoal

success conditions. The

following interaction was

revealed with the subjects-

random analysìs: Subgoal

Success x List, F1(5,87):

5 99, MSE 2,231. The

following interaction was also revealed with the items-random analysis: Subgoal Success x

Verbal Set, Fr(5,12) : 4 66, MSE : 413

The absence ofa readìng time effect at Sentence 13 may be due to the srnall

number oftrials that Sentence 13's reading times were based on. Sentence 13 only appears

before a probe word in 6 passages for each subject, whereas for Sentences 8, 11, and 12

each sentence appears before a probe word in 18, 12, and 12 passages, respectively. This

reduction in the number ofpassages that Sentence 13's average teading time is based

upon, results in less power, and a diminished probability ofdetecting any differences

across subgoal success conditions (Aron & A¡on, 1994). However, the magnitude ofthe

difference at Sentence 13 was only 4.8 cs. Thus, it may have been the inclusion ofthe

probe judgment task that caused the subgoal success effect to shift frorn the spillover

sentence to the target sentence.
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Comprehension questions. The proportion of correct comprehension questions

across subgoal success and probe position is presented in Table 14.

To exarnine the effect ofsubgoal success and probe position upon the proportìon

of correct comprehensìon questions, I perlormed a 2 (subgoal success) x 3 (probe

position) ,{NOVA. No significant differences were found across probe position and

subgoal success conditions. The following effects wele revealed in the subjects-random

analysis: Subgoal Success x List interactjon, Fr(5,87):4.96, MSE:236; Subgoal

Success by Probe Position x List interaction, Fr(10,174) : 4.69, MSE : 268.

Table 14

Mean Proportion of Correct Comprehension

Questions for Experiment 3.

Probe Position
(Probe after Sentence #)

Subgoal Success t0 13

Fail (F)

Succeed (S)

Discussion

The working memory hypothesis states that readers are rnaintaining failed subgoal

infonnation (e.g., CAR) in working memory from its initial failure until the target section

of subgoaì fail passages. In subgoal succeed passages, this subgoal information is purged

frorn working melnory when it is satisfied. It is not until readers read the sentences ofthe

target section that this succeeded subgoal infomation is reinstated into working memory.

12

9t 88 94

90 89 9r
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Thus, the working memory hypothesis predicted that probe reaction times would be faster

in subgoal fail passages than in subgoal succeed passages, when probe words appeared

before the target section, after Sentence I0.

No significant difference in probe reaction times was found across subgoal success

conditions when probe words appeared after Sentence 10. These results do not support

the working memory hypothesis. Additionally, there appears to be an inconsistency effect

within the accuracy ofthese probe responses. Pafticipants were significantly more

accurate in recognizing these probe words (presented afÌer Sentence 10) in subgoal

succeed passages than in subgoal fail passages.

A significant difference in probe reaction times was found when probe words were

presented after Sentence 13 (i.e., spillover sentence). Probe words were responded to

sìgnifìcantly faster in subgoal succeed passages than in subgoal fail passages. There was no

difference in their response accuracy to these probe words after Sentence 13. This

suggests that, when readers' process target and spillover sentences of subgoal succeed

passages, they are reinstating succeeded subgoal inforrnation presenfed earlier in the

passage. In the process of providing causal or goal inferential corutections for current

actions of protagonists, readers reinstate any relevant subgoal information presented in the

passage.

Conversely, in subgoal fail passages, it appears that readers are not maintaining or

reinstating this subgoal information into working memory. In addition to not being r.nore

active than the subgoal succeed condition before the target section (i.e., probe words after

Sentence 10), there appears to be no reactivation of this faíled subgoal infonnation after
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the target section (i.e., probe words after Sentences l2 or'.3). Readers may be

anticipating that the subsequent text may provide a resolution to the previously failed

subgoal (van den Broek et al, 1996, p. 167).

For example, in the passage in Table 10, even though Philip may have failed to

borrow a car initially, readers may anticipate that Philip may succeed in borrowing a car or

he may arrange another mode of transportation later in the text. Even though the passage

switches the focus ofthe passage to Andy's subgoal actions and subsequent superordinate

goal attempt, readers may be expecting further inlormation in regard to Philip's subgoal to

be provided. Thus, readers are waiting for the general state of affairs described in the

passage to come to completion later in the text. Thus, readers will not reinstate the

previously failed subgoal, as they are waiting for it to be satisfied at some future point in

the text. Whereas in the subgoal succeed passages, all ofthe subgoals have been satisfìed

and the goals and actions described in the passage are causally consistent. Thus, readers

reinstate previous information (i.e., causes or goals that motivate present events), to place

the current actions ofthe protagonist (i.e., described at the talget section) within the

overall causal or goal structure ofthe text. This is supported by the probe reaction time

advantage after the target section in subgoal succeed passages.

The general reading time effect found in Experiment I and 2 was also replicated in

this experiment. In this experirnent however, the subgoal fail reading time advantage was

found at the target sentence instead ofat the spillover sentence. This may have resulted

from the decreased number of data points available for calculating reading time for the

spillover sentence (see results section above). Alternatively, interrupting reading with a
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probe recognition task may have caused this reading time effect to appear at the target

sentence. Regardless, the subgoal success effect has been found specifrcally in the target

region ofthese complex goal passages across three experiments. Therefore, the following

assertion is supported: The inconsistencies described at the target region resulted in

differences in individuals' reading tirnes across subgoal success conditions.

Taken together, the reading time and probe results suggest that readers are

attempting to rnake goal-related connections when they read target sentences that

indirectly refer back to satisfied subgoals that were presented earlier in the passage (i.e.,

the manipulated subgoal information appeared first in the passage). The succeeded

subgoal is reinstated from LTM into working memory, as readers place the current actions

ofprotagonists within the overall goal structure ofthe passage. When readers read target

sentences of passages with a previously failed subgoal, there appears to be no

reinstatement ofthis failed subgoal information. Readers may be expecting further

informatìon to be provided in the passage about this subgoal's success. The reading tirne

of subgoal fail target sentences is faster than subgoal succeed target sentences, because no

additional memory retrieva) process is occurring.

General Discussion

During text comprehension, it has generally been found that readers attempt to

explain current events and actions described in a text with reference to previously stated

causes and goals (Albrecht, & Myers, 1995; Schank & Abelson, 1977; Singer, &

Halldorson, 1996; Suh & Trabasso, 1993; Trabasso & van den Broek, 1985). For

example, in the complex goal passages examined in this paper, a complex series ofrelated
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events and actions ofa group ofprotagonists was described. The relationship between the

stated goals ofthese protagonists can be understood with respect to the relationship

between the protagonist's joint goal (e.g., go on ski trip), and other individual subgoals

undertaken by these characters to satisfy thisjoint goal (e.g., borrow a car, book hotel

room).

6),r+
(t+)

.1¿

Figure 1 1 . Idealized causal/goal structure of"Phillip and Andy"
passage presented in Table 15. Connections between sentces are
shown bv solid arrows.

Figure 11 presents the idealized causal structure ofthe passage presented in Table

15. The events described in each sentence are related back to causally prior events

described in the passage. Each sentence is related to prior sentence with respect to the

overall causal structure ofthe passage. Lines connect all events described in these

sentences back to causally prior actions, events, and goals described in previous sentences

Thus, in Sentence (1) ofthe "Philip and Andy" passage (see Table 15), two protagonists

are introduced, and a superordinate goal they are attempting to satisly is described (e.g.,
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go on a ski trip). This sentence sets the nexus for the ensuing events described in the

passage. Al1 events and actions that are described in subsequent sentences are related to

prior events with respect to what is causally antecedent and related to them.

Table 1 5

Complex Goal Passage

1. Philip and Andy wanted to go away for spring break.
2. They liad saved up enough money to drive to Banff
3. They both were avid skiers and were looking forward to the trip.
4. Philip needed to borrow a car for the trip.
5. He asked all ofhis friends but nobody could lend him one.
6. At the last minute, he asked his father if he could borrow the farnily car.
7 (a). Philip's father said the car hasjust been fixed, so he could take í1.

(b). Philip's father said the car needed to be fixed so he couldn't take it.
L Ardy needed to book a hotel room in Banfl.
9. He phoned the travel agent for some information on accommodations.
10. The travel agent told hirn that there were many cheap hotels.
I L Andy booked them into the Economy Inn for 35 dollars a night.
12. Andy packed his bag and waited out flront.
13. fudy had also packed a lunch for the long trip.
14. They planned to rent all their ski equipment in Banff.
15. The weather report said that Banffhad just received 20 cm ofnew snow

The information prÊsented in Sentences (2), (3), (14), and (15) are causally related

to the initial statement that the two protagonists want to go on the ski trip. AII information

presented in these sentences directly refers to both protagonists using the pronoun TFIEY,

and relates directly to this overall goal ofgoing on a ski trip.

Sentence (4) initiates a new subgoal that is related directly to the overall

superordilìate goal, but directly refers to only the first protagonist. The infon¡ation

described in Sentences (5) and (6) directly relates to this first subgoal and the
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protagonist's attempt at fulfilling thìs goal. Sentence (7), describes this protagonist failure

or success at satisfying this goal.

Sentence (8) initiates another subgoal that is related directly to the overall

superordinate goal, but directly refers to only the second protagonist. The informatíon

presented in Sentences (9) and (10) directly relates to this second subgoal and the

protagonist's attempt at fulfilting this goal. Sentence (11) describes the protagonist's

success at satisrying this goal.

Sentence (12) describes the second protagonist as he attempts to fulfiII the overall

superordinate goal, and is directly related to the initial goal described in Sentence (1).

Sentence (13) elaborates on this attempt described in Sentence (12).

Experiment I was undertaken to determine ifthese new complex goal passages

would yield the sarne pattern of reading time effects found with less causally complex

passages (Hakala & O'Brien, 1992; Huiterna et al., 1993;O'Brien& Albrecht, 1992).lt

was found that participants were slower to read target sentences of inconsistent passages

(i.e., a previously failed subgoal) than target sentences of consistent passages (i.e., all

subgoals had succeeded in being satisfied). This reading time effect was opposite to

previous findings where readers took longer to read target sentences of inconsistent

passages (i.e., containing failed goals) than target sentences ofconsistent passages (i.e.,

containing satisfied goals; Huitema et al., 1993, Albrecht & Myers, 1995).

Two hypotheses were proposed to account lor this paradoxical finding. The

working memory hypotliesis suggests that failed subgoal information is maintained in

working memory from its initial failure until target sentences are read. This enables readers
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to quickly identify the inconsistency between current actions ofone protagonist and

previously failed actions taken by another protagonist. Alternatively, the suspension of

comprehension hypothesis suggests that readers find passages that contain a failed subgoal

so puzzling that they are giving up any attempt to con.rprehend subsequent sentences

presented a{Ìer the first character fails in achieving his subgoal. Thus, participants read

subsequent sentences niore quickly in the failed condition compared to the succeed

condition.

Experiment 2 replicated the reading time effect only when the manipulated subgoal

appeared first in passages. However, when the rranipulated subgoal appeared second in

these cornplex goal passages, this effect disappeared. These results supported the working

memory hypothesis. When the manipulated subgoal was close to the target section of

passages, this subgoal information ìs available in working memory whether it has

succeeded or failed. Thìs shift in the position ofthe manipulated subgoal section rnay also

instill a local coherence l¡reak at the taÍget sentence. Sentence 11, the sentence

irnmedìately before the target sentence, describes one protagonist either failing or

succeeding ât satisÛ/ing his subgoal (e.g., Philip's father said the car has iust been fixed/

needed to be fixed, so he could/couldn't take it.). The target sentence shifts focus to the

other previously described protagonist who had achieved his subgoal (e.g., A¡dv packed

his bag and waited out front.). This protagonìst is actively attempting to satisfl' the overall

superordinate goal (e.g., go on ski trip). This transition from Sentence 11 to the target

sentence provides a local coherence break that lnay cause the subgoal lail reading tirne

advantage to disappear. This local coherence break exists in both subgoal success
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conditions (fail or succeed) ofthese manipulated subgoal second passages. Thus, this local

coherence break may be confounded with the intended working memory manipulation.

The local coherence break may overwhelm the reading time effect found when this

manipulated subgoal appeared first in the passage.

Experiment 3 provided evidence that this manipulated subgoal information is not

reinstated or maintained in working memory fron failure until the target section.

Furthermore, it appears that readers are reinstating succeeded subgoal information when

they read target sentences that describe the attempted satisfaction ofthe overall joint

superordinate goal. This appears to account for the consistent reading time effect found

with complex goal passages where the uranipulated subgoal information appeared frrst in

the passage. Readers are generating causal or goal-related inferences that connect current

events and actions back to previous causes and goals. This experiment also demonstrated

the same reading tirne effect for target sentences, thus providing a third replication.

Taken together, the results olExperiments l, 2, and 3 suggest that readers are

attentìve to the goals and actions described in passages. When passages portray a goal

structure where all goals and subgoals are satisfied, readers are connecting current evetìts

and actions described in target sentences back to their previously stated goals that

motivate them. The reading time effect found in these experirnents is consistent with the

reading time effect found by Long, Seely, and Oppy (1996, Experiment 2). They found

that readers took longer to read crìtical sentences that referred back to previously stated

protagonist's goals (i.e , consistent) than when these goals were not supplied in the text

(i.e., inconsistent). Additionally, readers were presented with probe sentences that referred
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back to previously stated goals. Readers responded more quickly to probe sentences

presented after critical sentences ofpassages where the goal information had previously

been provided (i.e., consistent passages) than when it was not (i.e., inconsistent passages;

Long et al., 1996, Experiment 3). There was no difference in probe sentence responses in

consistent and inconsistent passages, when these probe sentences appeared before the

critical sentences. They assert that readers are accessing backgrounded causal information

during reading. When protagonists' goals appeared early in a passage, readers appear to

be rnaking inferential connections between these goals and current events described in the

text. The additional memory retrieval processes involved in retrieving the background goal

information causes critical sentence reading time to be longer in the consistent condition

than in the inconsislenr condition.

However, the passages in this thesis present situations where the protagonists'

goals are always present. Only the failure or success ofthe goal is varied, not its presence

in the passage. The suspension ofcomprehension hypothesis may explaìn the types ol

cornprehension processes occurring with subgoal fail passage. Readers are finding the

complex goal structures described in these passages so complex that they are suspending

any inferential processes involved with connecting causal or goal information. They may

be waiting for funher information to be supplied (e.g., Philip may yet arrive with a car,

plane ticket or some other mode of franspoftation). Thus, readers may be attentive to the

overall causal or goal structure in both subgoal lail and succeed passages. Only in subgoal

succeed passages do they reinstate subgoal information f¡om long-term memory in order

to construct a coherent representation ofthe passage. This memory reinstatement ofthe
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subgoal information in subgoal succeed passages takes place ìn the target section ofthe

passages. This, consequently, elevates the reading times oftarget sentences (e.g., target

and spillover sentences) in subgoal succeed passages compared to subgoal fail passages. ln

subgoal fail passages, readers are not attempting to retrieve this subgoal information. They

rnay still be waiting for or expecting further inforrnation to be provided.

Future work should entail a closer examination ofthe complex passages

themselves. As demonstrated f¡om the inconsistency ratings (see Experiment 2), some

passages appear to contain more inconsistency between events described ât tlie target

section and previously lailed subgoals. The revision of sorne passages using more stringent

causal criteria rnay aid in producing a rnore hotnogeneous pool of cornplex goal passages

(see Trabasso & van den Broek, 1985, Trabasso, van den Broek, & Suh, 1989; van den

Broek, 1990).

In surnmary, my results delnonstrate that readers are attentive to the goals and

actions of protagonists described in narrative passages. Readers who read passages where

all goals have succeeded exhibited longer reading times for target sentences that referred

back to these goals (indirectly), than when these passages contained a failed goal. In

comprehending the actions described in these target sentences, readers are reinstating this

goal information in order to explain the current actions ofprotagonists.
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Appendix A
Experimental passages for Experiment I and 2.

Note. The following provides a key for each passage section. Practice items for
Experiments I and 2 are indicated in passage headings.

Introduction: 4 sentences.

Subgoal I section. 4 sentences with the 4th sentence in either the Satisfied o¡
Unsatisfied sentence version.

Subgoal 2 section: 4 sentences.

Target section. 2 sentences wìth one target sentence and one spillover
sentence.

Conclusion section. 2 sentences.

Ouestion: Comprehension question and answer (Yes,ôtro).

Passage 1 (Experiment I & 2 practiceitem)
The band Stone Deafhad just released their new CD.
The critics were raving abour it.
The prornoter had booked the band to play a concert in two weeks.
The prornoter needed to fill the stadium.
To do this, he needed to advertìse the event well in advance
He had to sell 2000 tickets to rnake it a financial success.
Subgoal Succeed: Just hours before the conceÍ the tickets finally sold out.
Subeoal Fail: Just hours before the concert the concert was canceled.
The band needed to practice their new songs for the concert.
They devoted a lot of time to rehearsing.
The band went through all oftheir new songs, and some oftheir old ones.
In the end, they felt that they were prepared for the concert.
Target sentence: The l¡and arrived at the stadium in their tour bus.
Spillover sentence. They started to unpack their equipment.
The manager phoned the hotel to see tliat their rooms were ready.
The band was very tired from the long drive.
Ouestion. Did the band practice their new songs? Yes

Passase 2 (Experiment I & 2 Þractice item)
Philip and Andy wanted to go away for spring break.
They had saved up enough money to drive to Banff.
They both were avid skiers and were looking forward to the trip.
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Philip needed to borrow a car for the trip.
He asked all ofhis friends but nobody could lend him one.

At the last minute, he asked his father if he could borrow the family car.
Subgoal Succeed: Philip's father said the car hasjust been fixed, so he could take it.
Subgoal Fail: Philip's father said the car needed to be fixed so he couldn't take it.
Andy needed to book a hotel room in Banff
He phoned the travel agent for some information on accommodations.
The travel agenf told him that there were many cheap hotels.
Andy booked them into the EconomyJnn for 35 dollars a night.
Target sentence: Andy packed his bag and waited out front.
Spdlpvc¡_æntçlce Ardy had also packed a lunch for the long trip.
They planned to rent all their ski equiprnent in Banff
The weather report said that Banffhad just received 20 cm ofnew snow.
Ouestion: The rnen want to go skiing? Yes

Passa_qe 3

Sidney and Larry were released from prison.
Both ofthem had been planning a big robbery while they were in jail.
They had the bank picked out and had taken care of all the details.
Sidney was a master sale cracker, and hisjob was to crack the safe.

He used his glass cutting tool to enter through a back window.
Sidney needed to use his stethoscope to open the safle.

Subgoal Succeed. Sidney discovered the cornbination and opened the safe.

Subgoal Fail: Sidney had a lot of problerns and could not crack the safe.

Lany's job was to drive the getaway car.
He went to a nearby parking lot to steal a car.
Lany chose a fast sports car.
He hotwired the car and headed back to the bank.
Target sentence: Larry drove the getaway car into the back alley, beside the bank
Spillover sentence: He kept watch beside the car for any pohce.
It was very late at night and no one was on the street.
The rnoon shone very brightly.
Ouestion. Did the Sidney and Larry just finish high school? No

Passa-qe 4
Sam and Shelly always took their vacations together.
This year they had decided to go on a fishing trip to Florida.
They both decided to stay at the hotel close to the ocean.
Sarn walked down to the rental shop to rent a fishing boat.
The rental shop was located right beside the dock.
It looked like there were only a ferv boats left.
Subgoal Succeed: Sarn rented the last fishing boat for the weekend.
Subgoal Fail: There were no rental boats lefÌ for the weekend.
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Shelly drove over to the fishery's office to get a fishing license.
Shelly walked into the office.
The government offlcial told him that each license would cost ten dollars.
Shelly bought the licenses and headed over to the dock.
Target sentence: Shelly walked down to the dock with the fishing gear.
Spillover sentence: Shelly set the gear on the dock, and checked to see if she had all ofher
equipment.
Shelly noticed that there was not a cloud in the sþ.
It was a beautiful day to go fishing.
Ouestion: Was it a sunny day? Yes

Passage 5

The city had proclaimed a state of emergency.
The flood threat was severe.

Clyde and Marion needed to build a dike right away.
Clyde had to use his l/2 ton truck to get a load ofsand bags.
Since they were outside the city limits they were responsible for their own supplies.
Clyde drove into the public works yard and noticed there were a lot of trucks.
Subgoal Succeed: Clyde was relieved to find out there were 100's ofsandbags left.
Subgoal Fail: Clyde was disrnayed to find out there were no sandbags left.
Marion had to frnd a group of people to help with the building of the dike.
She phoned the local radio station and asked for some help.
The radio station announced that volunteers were needed right away at 100 Main street.
Marion was very relieved when over 100 people showed up.
Target sentence: The volunteers were all ready to build the dike.
Sptillover sentence; They had all brought work gloves and rubber boots.
The city had been hard hit by this years flood.
There hadn't been such a bad flood in over two centuries.
Ouestion: Did the city escape undarnaged from the flood? No

Passage 6
Denny and Florence have been looking forward to going on vacation all year.
They had been looking at brochures for weeks.
In the end, they decided to go to Hawaii.
Denny had to arrange to get the next week of work off
He knew it was very short notice, but called his employer any.way.
He explained the situation to his boss.
Subgoal Succeed. The boss decided that Denny could be spared even though work was
very busy right now.
Subgoal Fail: The boss decided that Denny couldn't be spared because work was very
busy right now.
Meanwhile, Florence called the local travel agent to get flight information.
The agent said tliat their destination was very popular right now.
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The agent was not sure ifthere were any flights left open.

Luckily, Florence learned that there were some seats left for this Monday.
Target sentence: Florence got some tickets for this flight.
Spillover sentence: Florence had bought a new bathing suit she wanted to wear on the
beach.

It had been 2 years since they had gone on a vacation.
They had saved just enough money to afford the trip.
Ouestion: Did the couple want to go to Hawaii? Yes

Passage 7

The antique piano in the living room was over 100 years old.
It had not been moved in over 50 years.

Russ, Hank and Earl wele in charge of moving it to the new house.

Russ had to park the moving truck in front ofthe house.

He drove around to the front street to look for a parking spot
There was a sale at the store down the street and there were no parking spots left open.
Subgoal Succeed. Russ found a parking spot right in front ofthe house.
Subgoal Fail: Russ couldn't find a parking spot and parked in back ofthe house.
Hank and Earl were in charge of carrying the piano out ofthe house.

They moved all of the furniture out of their way.
Hank took the back end while Earl grabbed the front end ofthe piano.
They manoeuvered it through the living room doors.
Tar-qet sentence: Hank and Earl carried the piano out the front door.
Spillover sentence: They had to be very careful going down the front steps.
Hank and Earl were hot and tired frorn carrying the piano.
They gulped down their drinks.
Ouestion. Did Hank and Earl carry the piano out ofthe house? Yes

Passage 8

The theater group was about to begin their new season.
Their first presentation was a rnajor play.
The actors and stagehands were very busy preparing for opening night.
The stagehands needed to set up the lighting for the audience to see the actors.
Just as the play was about to start, the director yelled at the stagehands, "The main
spotlight has burnt out.
The stageliands quickly climbed up the scaffolding to fix the spotlight.
Subgoal Succeed. The stagehands replaced the spotlight and aimed it at the center ofthe
stage.

Subgoal Fail: The stagehands accidentally dropped the spotlight onto the stage.
The actors had found the play very challenging.
It had l¡een very difficult for them to memorìze their lines.
They had practiced every day fol the last two weeks.
In the end, all oftheir hard work had paid off.
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Target sentence: The cunain rose as the play began.

Spillover sentence. The actors entered the stage from the wings.
The audience watched in silence as the actors began.

The audience started to clap as the curtain fell.
Ouestion. Was the theatre group ending their season? No

Passage 9

Charlie and Bonny had just moved into their new apartÌnent.
The apartment was located in the center of town.
They had bought a new VCR, and wanted to watch a movie.
Charlie took the new VCR out ofbox, and read the instructions.
He attached all the cords and plugged the machine in.

He then put in an old tape and pressed play.
Subgoal Succeed: The VCR worked perfectly, and Charlie quickly Ieft to rnake popcorn.
Subgoal Fail: The VCR started to smoke and Charlie quickly unplugged it.
Meanwhile, Bonny put on her coat and walked across the street to the local video rental
shop.
She saw that most ofthe new releases were already rented.
Bonny decided that she wanted to rent Casablanca.
She found the movie in the classics section and got it.
Tar-qet sentence. Bonny was looking forward to watching the movie.
Spillover sentence: She hadn't seen Casablanca in years.

She loved old black and white movies.
They seemed to have more depth than newer lnovies.
Ouestion. Did Bonny dislike black and white rnovies? No

Passage l0
It is a tradition to have an elaborate dinner every Friday night.
Danny and Barb always invited close friends and farnily.
They had started this tradition when they first got married.
Danny decided to make a souffle for dinner.
He mixed the ingredients together and placed them in the oven.
He cleaned up the kitchen while he waited for the souffle to cook.
Subqoal Succeed. The timer went offand Danny proudly removed the perfect souftle
Subgoal Fail: The fire alarm went offand Danny hurriedly removed the burnt soufi'le.
Barb had to find enough chairs and set the table for dinner.
She found some extra chairs in the attic.
She put place mats out along with utensils and candlesticks.
She was very happy with the way the dinning room looked.
Target sentence. Barb met the guests at the front door and showed ther¡ to the table.
Spillover sentence: Barb sat dorvn with the guests and talked about the week's events.
All ofthe guests cornmented on how beautiful the dinning room looked.
Everyone was famished.
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Ouestion: Did Barb get some chairs from the attic? Yes

Passage 1 I

The Srnith family reunion was planned for this weekend.

It was being held in Toronto, and Brian and Sherry wanted to fly there.
They had forgotten to make arrangements and it was already Friday.
Brian phoned the travel agent to book a flight.
He asked the agent for seats on the flight leaving this aÍÌernoon.
He gave the agent his credit card number.
Subgoal Succeed: The agent told Brian the plane tickets for today's flight would be
waiting at the gate.

Subgoal Fail. The agent told Brian that he would have to wait for tomorrow's flight.
Sherry had to pack all oftheir clothes for the trip.
She gor the suitcase from the attic.
She picked out some clothes from the closet.
She carefully packed the clothes into the suitcase.

Target sentence: Sherry carried the suitcase to tlìe car.

Spillover sentence: Sherry got into the car and drove 1o the airport.
Sherry was looking forward to visiting with her family
It had been two years since she had seen her uncle Bob.
Ouestion: Did Sherry not want to see her uncle Bob? No

Passage 12

Greg and Pam arranged to meet for lunch.
They had to talk about their corning divorce.
They decided to get together at MacDonald's at 12:30.
Greg had to take bus number 15 to get to the restaurant.
To make it on time he had to catch the noon bus.

Shortly before 12, he hurried out, running to catch it.
Subgoal Succeed. He jurnped onto the bus just as i'. was pulling away.
Subgoal Fail. The bus door slammed in his lace as it was pulling away.
At I 1:00 AM, Pam's boss asked her to type his year-end report for him
She was worried that she could not finish it before lunch.
Surprisingly, she cornpleted it just before lunch.
Pam handed in her repofi and left the ofüce.
Target sentence: At 12:30, Pam entered MacDonald's.
Spillover sentence: MacDonald's was very busy, and she had to wait for a table.
Pam had to wait five minutes to get a seat.

Pam wondered if she had made any mistakes in typing the report.
Ouestion: Did Pam Pam finish her report? Yes
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Passage 13

Making a movie takes a lot of hard work.
Don and Nick were trying to finish their movie.
There are manyjobs and goals that need to be accomplished.
Don had to raise enough money to finance the rest ofthe movie.
He phoned many of his friends in the financial community.
He made an appointment with the president of the largest bank in the city.
Subgoal Succeed: The rneeting was very successful and the money was secured.
Subgoal Fail: The meeting was not very successful and no money was secured.
Nick had to finish the script for the movie.
He was on a tight deadline.
He sat down at the typewriter.
It took him a long tirne to finish the script.
Target sentence: Nick rushed over to the movie set with the script.
Spillover sentence: He was so happy that the movie was going to be cornpleted
The movie was autobiographical.
It had been a very ernolionaì script to write.
Ouestion. Does a movie take a lot of hard work? Yes

Passage 14

The school bake sale was tomorrow.
Virginia and Molly wânted to bake a pie.
When they got horne from school they took out the recipe.
Virginia needed to be very careful while slie made tlìe pastly.
She placed the flour and butter in the bowl.
She added the water and tlie r¡ixed the dough in the bowl.
Subgoal Succeed: Virginia spread the dough on the table, and then placed it in the pie pan
Subgoal Fail: Virginia spread the dough on the table, and the dog snatched it from the
table.
Molly had to go to the orchard to pick apples lor the pie.
She climbed the earest apple tree.
Molly filled the basket she was carrying
She walked back to the house.
Target sentence: Molly turned the oven on.
Spillover sentence: She checked the oven to make sure it was ernÐtv.
The bake sale proceeds were beìng donated to LINICEF
The school held a bake sale every year.
Ouestion: Was the bake sale at the church? No

Laurie and Diane bought a new house.
Tlie house needed a lot of work.
They wanted to paint it before it rained

Passage l5
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Laurie took the ladder out ofthe garage.

She placed it against the house.

She climbed up the ladder and began to scrape the old paint offthe house.

Subgoal Succeed: She finished scraping the paint and climbed down the ladder
Subeoal Fail: Joan felt rain drops on her hand, and climbed down the ladder.
Diane got in her car and drove to the store for paint and brushes.
She picked out blue paint and brushes and bought them.
She put the paint supplies in the trunk ofher car and drove home.
Diane removed the paint and brushes from the car.

Target sentence: She opened the paint cans and stirred the paint.
Spillover sentence: She got out her overalls and changed into them.
She put up her hair to protect it from the paint.
She dipped her brush in the paint and walked towards the house
Ouestion: Did Nancy cover her hair? Yes

Passage 16

The barbarian clans, the Turks, was expanding their ernpire.
Their next conquest was to be a large castle on the coast.
The Turks force had to breach the castle stronghold.
A select group olspies was sent ahead.
Theirjob was to open the main gates ofthe castle.
They had to sneak through the caverns and infiltrate it.
Subgoal Succeed: Once inside, the spies killed the guards and raised the gates.
Subgoal Fail: Once inside, the spies were caught and killed by the guards.
The r¡ain force had to quickly cross the bridge to the castle.
However, as the Turks approached the enemy burned the brìdge.
They assessed the sìtuation and went to work.
At the cost of rnany lìves, a bridge was built to the castle
Tar-qet sentence: The Turks had a clear route to attack the castle
Spillover sentence: The leader ofthe Turks was looking forward to his victory.
This war had been going on for 20 years.
Neither side had won a decisive victory in all that time.
Ouestion: Did the Turks burn the bridge? No

Passage 17

The Daily Times is a small local newspaper.
Wendy and Craig are the owners and the only employees
They perforrn all the jobs essential in putting out the paper.
Wendy hadn't yet received the order of newsprint for printing today's edition.
She didn't have any lefÌ in the storage room.
She phoned the newsprint supplier and they told her that the order would be there shortly
Subgoal Succeed: The order of newsprint arived at 3:00 PM, just in time for Wendy to
print the paper.
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Subgoal Fail: The order of newsprint arrived at 4:00 PM, too late for Wendy to print the
paper.
Craig had to lay out all the pictures and stories on the computer.
He was using new software that made this process much faster.
He took all the columns and matched them with their appropriate pictures.
It took him very little time to lay out the paper.

Target sentence: He was very happy with the look oftoday's edition.
Spillover sentence: This edition was 20 pages long.
The paper had been gaining readership over the last few months.
A big story could push them past their competitor in readership.

Ouestion: Had the paper been gaining readers? Yes

Passage 18

Joe and Charles were opening a new seafood restaurant.
They had renovated the building and were preparing for opening night.
Only a few more things needed to be done.
Joe had to pick up the seafood order frorn the fish market.
Joe drove down to the docks in his van.
He had a hard tirne finding a place to park.
Subqoal Succeed: When he arrived he was told his order was waiting for him.
Subgoal Fail When he arrived he was told that they were sold out ofseafood for today.
Charles was in charge ofdecorating the restaurant for opening night.
He had to arrange for the flowers to be delivered before opening at 6:00 PM.
He phone the Iocal flower store and put in his order.
The f'lower arrangements arrived at 5:30 PM.
Target sentence: Charles put the open sign in the wìndow ofthe restaurant.
Spillover sentence: The first customers took their seats and sta¡ted to look over the menu.
The two brother had put a lot ofwork into their new restaurant.
They had brought rnany farnily recipes over from Italy.
Quqstion: Was the new restauraut a chinese restaurant? No
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Appendix B
Filler passages (Klin, 1995) and practice filler passages for Experiments 1 , 2, and 3 .

Note. Each passage is followed by the probe word used ín Experiment 3, and the
comprehension question used in Experiments 7, 2, and 3. Practice items for Experiments
1,2, and 3 are indicated in passage headings.

Passage 1

Dick had been a single parent for six months, since he and his wife had separated.

He was raising two sons, aged I I and 13, while working fulI time and taking a night class

once a week.
Tonight the regular baby sitter called at the last minute to cancel because she was sick so

Dick decided to leave the boys alone although it made him nervous to do so.

The last time they had been left alone, it had been a disaster.
He had sworn he'd never do it again, but he didn't seen to have any other choice.
Last time they left the puppy unattended in the living room and it had broken several
things.
Dick was sorry he had let the boys have the puppy because they really weren't responsible
enough to care for it.
Dick told the boys to please keep an eye on the puppy this evening.
He rnanaged to enjoy his class.
It was a course in Organizational Behaviour that he was taking as a requirement for his
MBA
After class, he and several other students had a few beers and agreed to get together later
in the week to study for the final exam.

When he arrived home, he walked through the house and found that an expensive laurp
had been smashed to pieces on the floor.
SUBWAY
Was Dick happily rnarried? NO

Passage 2
It was Bobby's first camping trip.
When his boy scout troop arrived at the campground, a forest ranger gave an orientation
talk.
He talked about the plants and anirnals they might see.

He warned them to be careful of bears.
One had recently attacked some campers in the woods and they had been badly hurt.
Several boy scout troops had cancelled their plans because they were afraid ofthe danger
that the bears presented.
The ranger told the boys what to do ifthey should spot a bear.
The ranger then gave each ofthe boys a map and showed them the location oftheir
campsite.
Bobby and his friend Tir¡ found theirs with no trouble.
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They put up their two-man tent and Tim started to open some cans of food while Bobby
went offto look for kindling to start a fìre.
Minutes later, Tim saw Bobby beìng chased by a big bee.

He was running hard, obviously very frightened.
FIAT
Did Bobby go camping with the Boy Scouts? \TS

Passage 3

The great detective, Sherlock Holmes, sat in his chair in his lodgings at 221 Baker street.
His friend, Dr. Watson, sat across the room from him.
Holmes was thinking about the case he was now on.
The Earl of Bath, a much loved man, had been killed.
He felt that he was close to identifying the killer.
The answer was closer now that he had realized that the killer had to have k¡own the
Earl's habits and had to have interacted with him very closely.
It was a very important case and he would get a large sum ofmoney if he could find the
killer.
As was his habit, Holmes picked up his violin and started to play.
Once in a while, he puffed on a big pipe.
Clouds of smoke filled the room
Suddenly he put down the violin, rose frorn his chair, and decided to go offer his
condolences to the dead Earl's widow.
POWER
Was Holmes playing the piano? NO

Passage 4 (Experiment 1& 2 practice ite¡n)
Rich's rnother Paulette brought hin to his friend David's house to play and then went
inside to visit with David's mother.
Tliey sat and had a cup ofcoffee and talked about theirjobs and their sons.
Rich and David had been friends since first grade.
Although they were good friends, at various times over the past couple ofyears they had
gotten into terrible fights.
They had been pretty rough on each other.
Once they hadn't been permitted to play together for several months because their fighting
was so out of control.
They had both been talked to about the fighting but it didn't always seern to do a lot ol
good.
These days they were working on building a tree house together and seemed to really
enjoy the project.
Paulette decided to head home and told Rich to be home by 6.00.
She needed to go to grade some papers and make up a test for the freshuran
French class she was teaching.
They were a good group ofkids this year and she was having fun with the class.
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She finished all her work and then got started on supper.
She looked out the window and saw Rich coming up the walk.
As he approached, she saw that his nose was bleeding.
ROOF
Was fuch's mother a teacher? \lES

Passage 5

The Chinese government had called out the troops to suppress the student protest but
Chang Lee was determined to continue the battle for democracy.
He worked with other students from the university making posters protesting the actions
ofthe government.
All night they posted them around the city.
Shortly before dawn, the students dispersed after agreeing that Chang Lee would take the
posters that had not yet been put up.
He returned home and thought about where to hide the posters.
Even though the remaining posters were the only evidence ofhis crime, he wanted to save
them and use them later on.
Ifhe were caught with the posters he would be in big trouble, but he figured they would
be safe if he hid them under the porch.
When he finally entered his house, Chang Lee found his younger brother Hong waiting up
He often waited up for Chang Lee to discuss the day's events.
Chang Lee often helped him with his homework, especially physics.
He was an engineering major and had a lot of trouble with physics.
It just didn't seem to make any sense to him.
Chang Lee noticed tbat Hong looked upset and asked him if an¡hing was wrong.
Hong said that he had lound out that the police were searching the neighbourhood.
Chang Lee leapt up in alarm.
SUNTAN
Did Chang Lee live with his brother? \lES

Passage 6
Bill was overwhelned by the stack of papers on his office desk.
He was up against several deadlines belore the end ofthe month.
His secretary stopped by to remind him that it was his wife's birthday.
He had not yet bought her a present.
He had forgotten to get a birthday present last year too and his wife had really been hurt.
He would have to get something but right now he was very busy so he would have to take
care of it later.
After the interruption, Bill managed to work his way through the pile of papers on the
desk.

He swore he'd never get this lar behind again.
By noon, he had ahnost caught up.
After a quick lunch, he spent the afternoon interviewing applicants to replace his secretary.
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She was great but unfortunately she had accepted a betterjob and had given her final
two-week notice.
He decided to get her a going-away gift so he phoned a local jeweller.

TENNIS
Was Bill's secretary changing jobs? YES

Passage 7 (Experiment I & 2 practice item)
Ron Jackson was surrounded by his supporters at his campaign kick-offdinner.
He had been active in local politics for over i years and, after a great deal ofdeliberation,
he had decided to run for the state senate.

One olthe reasons he had been hesitant was because ofa srnall bribe he had accepted from
a building contractor early in his political career.

He hadn't even really considered it a bribe, but more like an exchange offavours.
But he knew it would be disastrous if it got out to the public.
It was a very small town and the people didn't forgive very easily.

It rnade him angry that everlthing he had worked for all these years could be ruined
because of one little mistake.
Ron was also somewhat concerned that if he were to win the election he would not have
much free tirne to spend with his farnily.
But his supporters had convinced him that he could do a lot ofgood for the state.

He had an impressive record.
The campaign kick-offdinner had turned out wonder{ully.
Ãlocal jazz band had been hired and the crowd loved them.
After dinner, Ron gave an inspirational speech and then opened the floor for questions.
When a man asked him his vìews on abortion, Ron knew that he was in big trouble.
VOLUME
Was Ron running for State Senator? YES

Passage 8

Ed was happy to be home
This was his first leave from the arrny and he hadn't seen his farnìly for quite some time.
He had not visited hor¡e since his father had been slowed down by a mild heart attack.
The doctor had urged him fo relax more, warning him that his heart shouldn't be stressed.
Although the heart attack was mild, his father was at risk to have a second more serious
heart attack if he didn't take care of himself.
Ed's visit home was a success.
His mother stuffed hir¡ with food, fond relatives and old friends came to visit, and Ed
caught upon his sleep.

All too soon, Ed's leave was over and he returned to the army camp.
A week later, he got an important long distance phone call-
When he got off the phone. he ll as in tears.
RAINCOAT
Was Ed a physicìan? NO
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Passage 9

Maftha returned home after running out to pick up some groceries.

She changed into her sweatpants, made herself a cup oftea and sat down to read the
newspaper.
She thought how much she hated President Johnson for sending the country's children to
fight his war.
It wasn't a cause that most ofthe country even believed in any more.
Martha had spent months worrying about her 18 year old son who was in the lTth
Airborne unit in Vietnam
The stress had been terrible before he returned.
She never knew if her son was alive or dead.
She couldn't believe how wonderful it was to have him home.
Luckily, Martha had an active social life, and her friends had always been a source of
comfort.
Tonight she was expecting several friends for the evenìng to play bridge.
It was her turn to host the game and she had spent the afternoon cleaning up the house
and pleparìng dessert.

While she waited for her f iends, she whipped some cream for the pie.
Then she watched the 6:00 news.
HalÂvay through, she started to cry.
BTRT)

Was it Matha's turn to host the bridge game? \GS

Passage 10

Erica's parents showed her around the big new house they hadjust moved into
The backyard looked like a great place to play.
Her dad told Erica that she could play in the garden or on the swings but not to go near
tlie tree house until he had destroyed a nest of hornets there
They were buzzing around outsidc ofthe nest and Erica was terrified.
She was allergic to horriets and had once had a terrible reactìon to a sting.
Erica and her father went for a walk around her new neighbourhood so she wouldn't get
lost when she went out to play.
They were both pleased to find a playground a couple ofblocks from the house.
When they got back he left Erica to play while he went in the house to help his wife
unpack.
This was the part of moving he hated.
He was amazed at the amount of stuffthey owned.
As he started unpacking a box ofthe good china, he looked out the window to check on
Erica in the backyard.
She u as r-r-rnning to the house screarning
MODEL
Does Erica's father like unpacking? NO
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Passage 11

The Bentons were spending the day in Rockport, wandering through the little shops and
art galleries.
They went into a crafts shop which specialized in handcraÍÌed pieces ofjewellery.
Jim got bored and wandered outside, telling Jane she could find him down the street when
she was through looking.
Jane spotted an ugly pair ofjade earrings.
They were oddly shaped and very expensive.
Jane was always amazed at the amount of money some people could spend on earrings.
Jane looked a while longer at all ofthe other jewellery in the case.

There really wasn't any'thing in the store that appealed to her at all.
Jane browsed a while longer and then left the shop.
She wondered where Jim had gone to.
She checked out a men's clothing store that Jim really liked, but no one remembered
seeing anyone rnatching his description.
She began to wonder if he'd gotten lost but then saw him coming out of a book stole.
She quickly ran over to hirn, grabbed his arm, and dragged him back down the street.
TERMINAL
Did Jane find Jirn by the book store? \'ES

Passage 12

A¡lene had woken up and become sick to her stomach.
She was very frightened.
Her life seemed to be such a terrible mess since she had become involved with her history
professor.
At least she didn't have to worry about being pregnant.
Her parents almost killed her sister when she came home pregnant two years ago so
Arlene had decided not to have sex with hini.
Stiil, her life was a misery.
She tried to put her worries aside as she walked across campus to her 9:00 class, geology.
She needed science credits and this looked like an easy B at least.
Two ofher best friends were in the class so she figured they could share notes and study
together.
But the class turned out to be harder then she had expected and she failed the first exam.
Today she alnost fell asleep during the lecture.
As she left the class, she realized it was time to get Iier act together.
She made an appointment at the health centre.
FLAT
Did Arlene need science credits? \G.S

Passage 13

Sherry was graduating from high school in a few months and she had already been
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accepted by several colleges.

Her first choice among these was Cornell.
It had a great agriculture school and her boyfriend was a freshman there.

She couldn't afford to go there unless she won the New York state scholarship she was

competing for.
The scholarship would cover most ofher expenses.

Ifthe state didn't come through with the scholarship she would have to settle for a local
school.
In the meantime, she was incredibly busy at school this year.

She was the editor of the yearbook and there was a deadline in one week.
She was also the captain ofthe varsity softball team and this year the team had a chance of
going all the way to the finals.
She was extremely eager for it, and they were practising every day after school.
Today when she arrived at home after practice, she found a beautiful birthday card lrom
her boyfriend.
She excitedly ripped open the envelope.
PARTY
Was Sherry graduating from college? NO

Passaqe 14

Dave had flown frorn Boston to Philadelphia as he did every December for his company's
annual meeting.
The company he worked for flew in all its sales representatìves once a year to discuss new
products and to give a report on the year's successes and failures.
Dave felt relieved throughout the trip because a routine medical check-up on his wife had
completely eliminated any possìbility that she had cancer.
The abnormality in her blood test was not due to cancer or anlthing serious at all.
She had nothing but a low iron count.
It was time to get packed and ready to leave.
He was up for a big promotion based on the presentation he was giving at the conference.
When he arrived, he found that the hotel did not have a record ofhis reservation, and it
took an hour before the matter was stlaightened out.
He finally went to his room and reviewed the notes for his presentation one lnore time
even though he knew he could probably give the talk in his sleep.
When he spoke at the meeting that afternoon, his presentation was very well received.
After the talk, he returned to the hotel and found a telephone message.

After reading it, he decided to return home irnmediately.
TRAP
Did Dave take the train to Philadelphia? No

Passage 1 5

It was three days before Betty and her six year old daughter Nancy were due to leave for
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their vacation on Cape Cod.
They were really looking forward to it.
Betty hoped that nothing would go wrong.
She was pleased that Nancy had already had the measles.

The little girl next door had just come down with them and Nancy played there rnost days

after school.
Betty knew how contagious the measles could be to children who had never had them.
But Nancy had been very sick with the measles when she was four.
Betty was glad Nancy had them before she started school.
Betty set her mind to getting everything packed, as well as to doing all the last minute
errands that needed to be done before they could leave town.
She still had to ask her sister to come by and feed the cats while they were gone, and she

needed to remember to swing by and pìck up some ofher sweaters fror¡ the dry cleaner's.

Nights could be cool by the ocean even if the day had been hot.
Betty was rnaking a list of all the things they had left to dÕ when Nancy ran in frorn
playing outside with some ofher friends.
She sat down and complained of not feeling well.
STEAK
Were Betty and Nancy going to the mountains on vacation? NO

Passage l6
Although Mike and Kelley lived in the same house, they felt as if they never saw each
other.
Mike often worked evenings and Kelley spent most weekends rehearsing with her dance
troupe.
Mike and Kelley were determined to spend the next weekend together
They decided they would escape to Vermont and spend the entire weekend cross-country
skiing and relaxing.
The only problem was that there had not been any snow in the past several weeks.
They were hoping it would snow soon; otherwise very fcw trails would be open.
For the last two winters there hadn't been much snow and both ofthem really loved to ski
Mike had brand new cross country skis that he had never even used and lie was dying to
try them out.
Kelley spent every evening that week putting in extra time with the dance
troupe since she would miss the weekend reliearsals.
They were planning a performance in three weeks and there was still a lot to do.
The Friday night before they were to leave she rehearsed almost to midnight.
Before going to bed, she fiddled with her radio and found a broadcast ofthe Celtics garne.
After listening a while, she clieered.
CAMPFIRE
Was Kelley involved in acting? NO
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Passage 17

Rick had spent the day playing with his friend Tony.
They had played basketball in the bacþard for almost two hours.

Then Rick's mother went out to do some shopping, rerninding Rick to take out the trash.

The boys came in and had lunch and then started wrestling in the living room.
This ended quickly when they knocked into the coffee table.

An expensive vase that was on the table went flying through the air.
It crashed against the wall and broke into a million pieces.

The boys cleaned up the mess but there seemed to be pieces everywhere.
They hoped that nobody would notice the vase was rnissing.

When they were done, they went upstairs to Rick's room to watch a football game on his
TV set.

It was an exciting game and the Patriots won the game in the last quarter.
They were both big Patriots fans and they hoped that this year they would get to go to a

game.

Rick's father had promised to take them.
After the game ended, Rick's mother came home from grocery shopping.
Rick heard her putting the groceries away.
Then he heard her take out the vacuum cleaner and he started to panic.
MARBLE
Did Rick watch television all day? NO

Passage l8
Marge got home from her office and changed into herjeans and a sweatshift.
She started washing dishes in her tiny kitchen.
The little apartrnent was all slie and her husband Dan could afford.
Marge thought about the prolnotion that Dan had been cornpeting for at his ofüce and was
thankful that he got it.
Dan's boss hadjust announced that Dan had gotten the promotion last week.
Now they could afford a larger apartment and u.raybe they would even start saving for a
house of their own.
Life would be a lot easier because ofthat promotion.
When Dan got home, Marge started to make supper.
She got some lettuce and tomatoes out ofthe relrigerator to t¡ake a salad.
After checking the clock, she began to work faster.
They wanted to catch an early rnovie that evening.
As they sat down to dinner, they were interrupted by a phone call.
Dan got up and took the call in the living room.
When he got offthe phone he looked delighted.
RADIATOR
Did Marge and Dan live in an apartment? \T'S
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Passage 19 (Experiment 3 practice item)
Alex was diagnosed with diabetes, and was admitted to the hospital for tests.
He did not like hospitals very much, and wanted to go home.
He hoped the doctor would let him go home after the tests.

Before the doctor could sign the discharge order, he needed to check the test results.
Alex's blood pressure and pulse all appeared normal.
The doctor then looked at the insulin and blood sugar tests.
The insulin and blood sugar levels were normal, and Alex was discharged.
Francine was at work and was picking Alex up at the hospital.
She left early from work.
She decided to take the freeway, because it was faster.
When she arrived at the hospital, Francine parked in front.
Francine got a wheel chair and wheeled it towards the elevator.
She waited patiently lor the elevator to come.
Francine decided to have a cigarette before going up to pìck up A1ex.

She had sLand outside to srnoke it.
CREW
Did Alex have cancer? NO

Passage 20 (Experiment 3 practice iten.r)
The airpon had been very busy.

It was the holidays, and many people were traveling home.
The pilot of flight # 444 had fo get landing instructions û'om the control tower.
The air traffic controller had to determine which runway was free lor landing.
The controller checked his computer for a free runway.
He sau that most of the rurìways were in use.

The air traffc controller determined that no runways were free.
The pilot needed to prepare the plane for landing.
He announced that they were about to land.
The passengers needed to place their seats in the upright position.
The pilot l¡anked the plane toward the lights ofthe runway.
He started the plane's descent to the airport.
The co-pilot asked the pilot if he wanted to go golfing with him.
The pilot trjed to remernber if he had brought his golf clubs along,
PUCK
Did the co-pilot want to go golfrng? Yes
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Appendix C. 1 .

Instructions for Experirnent I and 2.

DIJB.ING THIS E)GERIMENT, PLEASE DO NOT MOVE THE TELEVISION
MOMTOR OR ADruST ANY OF ITS SETTINGS. TIIANK YOU FOR YOT]R FIELP,

- Instructions -

You have as much time as you need to read these instructions. Feel free to read

them more than once.

The keyboard will sit on the table in front ofyou. Throughout the experiment,
keep your index fingers on the buttons labelled \GS and NO, and one thumb on the space

bar, labelled "READY". The experirnenter will illustrate this. Please note carefully which
button is \GS and which is NO.

In this experirnent, your task will be to read stories on the television screen. After
each story, you will have to answer a question about it.

Here is the exact procedure. Before each story, the message "press Space Bar for
nlore text" will appear at the top ofthe screen. Press the Ready bar with your thumb.
You will see the first sentence ofthe story. Read the sentence and, when you feel that you
understand it, press Ready again to view the second sentence. Read at a normal pace

and press the Ready bar to indicate that you have understood each sentence. Do
not try to memorize the story.

A lew seconds after the last sentence ofa story disappears, an X wìll appear for a
moment. Look directly at the X When it disappears, you will see a question about the
story. Answer Yes if the question describes a fact that is true about the passage, and No if
the question is false. Register your answers by pressing the Yes and No buttoi,s with your
index frngers.

Here is part of a sarnple story.

Once in a land very far away from the sea there was a Princess who was
very proud. She loved to wear pretty dresses and rich jewels and, above all, she

loved to wear pearls. But as pearls all come from the sea you can guess that it was
not very easy to get pearls in that land. The Prince her husband bought her all the
pearls he could, but still she wanted more.

Here are some sample questions from "The Princess and the Pearls," their answers,
and explanations for the answers.
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Ouestion: Did the Prince buy all the pearls he could for the Princess? A¡swer -
YES. The story indicated that he did.

Ouestion: Did the Princess and Prince live near the ocean? Answer ' NO. This
statement directly contradicts the story information that they lived far away from the sea.

Ouestion: Did the princess love fancy clothes? Arswer - YES. The story
described the princess's love for pretty dresses.

Ouestion: Was the Prince poor'? Answer - NO. The story is not consistent with
the possibility that the prince was poor.

It is very impoftant to answer the questions as quickly as you can without getting
the wrong answer. Each question will appear on the screen for only 6 seconds, and you
will be counted wrong ifyou do not respond by then. However, you should respond as

quickly as accuracy permits. You won't be told if you are rìght or wrong.

Occasionally, there will be a 30-second rest period, followed by a l0 second
warning to get ready again.

In summary, your task is to press the Ready bar to view and signal your
understanding of each sentence in the story. After each story, answer the question about
it. Answer the questions as quickly as you can without getting the wrong answer. Then,
proceed to the next story.

You may reread these instructions if you wish. There will be an oppotunity to ask
questions before the experilrent begins.
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Appendix C.2.
Debriefing form for Experiment 1 and 2.

Experiment of Language Understanding

Thank you very much for pafticipating in the experiment. Since many ofyour
classmates will also tâke pârt, please be sure not to discuss it with them until
completion of the study in June.

Consider the briefsentence, the ha)¡stack was impofiant because the cloth ripped.
While this sentence is cornpletely grammatical, it strikes us as virtually nonsensical.
Suppose you are next asked to think about a parachutist floating over a freld. The original
sentence suddenly takes on a new dimension of meaning.

One thing that has been learned by psychologists studying language ìs that
Ianguage only has meaning in the frame ofreference ofour knowledge about the world
From this perspective, we can view the reader or listener as striving to continually
compare each new sentence with familiar concepts and knowledge.

The experirnent youjust participated in is one ofa series which aims to study the
way we understand ordinary language. In pafticular, these experirnents have addressed
the problern ofwhether we know more, after reading a sentence, than was directly stated.
Take, for example, the sentences the tooth was drilled and the floor was swept. After

reading the former, most ofus would agree that it was (probably) a dentist who performed
the action. For the latter, we would similarly agree that the sweeping was accomplished
with a broom. It was hypothesized that when a sentence strongly irnplìes a related
concept in this way, that the reader ofa sentence "infers" the concept during reading. To
test this hypothesis, people were asked to read brief sentences like (1a) and (lb):

(1) a. The dentist drilled the tooth painlessly.
b. The tooth was drilled painlessly.

Immediately after seeing (1a) or (1b), the reader had to say whether a test seÌrtence like
( lc¡. a dentist drilled the tooth was 1rue or false in the context ofrhe pl'evious sentence. lf
the reader infers the participation ofa dentist while reading (lb), it should take no longer
to judge the test sentence as "true" after (1b) than 1b). If, however, this inference is not
drawn, the truth judgement would take longer after (1b) than (1a).

Surprisingly, it was found that people do need more time to judge (1c) true when it
follows (lb) than (1a). This outcome supported the position that people do nof
necessarily draw inferences about even strongly implied concepts. It was speculated that
one reason for this is that, since even the simplest sentence has many implications, it is not
possible for the reader to draw every corresponding reference.

r41
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The next step, therefore, was to try to identily factors that guide the inlerences that
people draw during reading. The factor first examined can best be explained in tenr.rs of
an example. Consider the sequence, the patient was examined at the clinic. the doctor was

worried. Ifthe reader ofthis sequence did not infer that the doctor examined the patient,
the sequence would appear as disjoint as the car turned the corner. the ice cream was
rnelted. The inference that the doctor examined the patient is necessary for the sequence

to maintain its coherence. In three memory experiments, we contrasted directly stated
ideas, necessary inferences, and likely but unnecessary inferences (the kind explored in the
first experiment). It was found that judgments about unnecessary inferences were worst
on every measure. This supported the notion that necessary inferences are drawn during
reading.

Finally, the experiment you participated in examined text that described a series of
events. These stories outlined characters and the goals they were attempting to satisfy.
You were shown stories where these goals were either satisfied or not satisfied;

(2) a. Philip needed to borrow a car for the trip. GOAL I

1b. Philip's father said the car has just been fixed, so he could take it.
GOAL 1 satisfied

2b. Philip's father said the car needed to be fixed so he couldn't take it.
Later, two target sentences were shown;

(2) c. Andy packed his bag and waited out fi-ont. Târget I
d. Andy had also packed a lunch for the long trip. Target 2

It is hypothesized that these two target sentences will be read more quickly in the
satisfied goal version than in the unsatisfied goal version. This hypothesis is based upon
previous evidence that certain causal or goal structures are constructed during
comprehension.

When readers build a causal representation of stories they attempt to link sentences

or ideas together. The unsatisfied goal version is inconsistent with the causal inference
that is generated. This creates confusion and therefore elevates reading time.

The aim ofthe study was to determine whether story representations involve
causal structures. Longer reading tirnes oftarget sentences in the unsatisfied goal
condition would indicate that this causal structure ìs being generated and encoded.

Other students from your class may take part in this experiment, so please do not
discuss it with others.

Thank you very much lor your participation and cooperation
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Appendix D
Passage Rating Instructions and Example passages.

In the following booklet, individual stories are presented. Each story is shown on two pages;

Part 1 and Part 2.

Fi¡st, read each sentence ofPart 1 ofthe story on the first page. Once you have finished

reading Part 1, tum the page to Part 2 ofthe story.

**Do not reul aheod and onl¡ turn to the nexT poge once you Imve read ParT I of euclt

s\ory. **

Tlre next page presents Part 2 of the story. Read each sentence of Part 2. You will then be

required to make ajudgement about the first two sentences in in Part 2 ofthe story.

Indicate (on a scale ÍÌom 1 to7) how consistent the events and actions ofthe cha¡acters

(described in these two sentences) are with respect to all the infonnation provided in Parl I of
the story.

Whenever the following box appears, indic¿te how consistent the events and actions
described in the previous two sentences are with respect to the informntion provided iIt
Paú I of the story.

Very Consistent- ----Very Inconsistent
1234567

Circle the number that indicates this judgement.

After you have read the sente'lces olParl2 and have l¡ade the required judgements, tum the

page and start the next story.

**Pletse do not turn bøck to prø'ious poges**
** *,hen you nnke tlis juilgentent ahout Part 2 sentences. **
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Storyl-Partl.

The band Stone Deafhad just released their new CD.
The critícs were raving about it.
The promoter had booked the band to play a concert in two weeks.

The promoter needed to fill the stadium.

To do this, he needed to advertise the event well i¡ advance.

He had to sell 2000 tickets to make it a financial success.

Just hours before the conceft the conceÍ was canceled.
The band needed to practice their new songs for the concert.
They devoted a lot oftime to rehearsing.

The band went through all oftheir new songs, and some oftheir old ones.

In the end, they felt that they were prepared for the concert.

RTAD PART I OF TIIE STORY.
THEN PROCEED TO THT NEXT PAGE.

** DO NOT TURN ]}ACK TO THE PREVIOUS PAGE OR TO THE **
** NEXT PAGE UNTII- YOU HAVE FINISHED THIS PAGE. **
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Storv l. - Pârt 2

The band a¡rived at the stadiurn in their tour bus.

They started to unpack their equiprnent.

Very Consistent- ----Very Inconsistenl
1234567

The manager phoned the hotel to see that their rooms were ready

The band was very tired from the long drive.

READ PART 2 OF THE STORY AND MAKE THE
INDICATED JUDGEMENTS ABOUT THE TWO SENTENCES.

TIIEN PROCEED TO THE NEXT STORY.
**DO NOT TURN BACK TO THE PREVIOUS PAGE OR TO THE **

** NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU HAVE FINISHED THIS PAGE. **
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Storv2-Part1.

Phïip and Andy wanted to go away for spring break.

They had saved up enough money to drive to Banff
They both were avid skiers and were Iooking forward to the trip.
Philip needed to bonow a car for the trip.
He asked all ofhis friends but nobody could lend him one.

At the last minute, he asked his father ìfhe could borrow the family car.

Phìlip's father said the car needed to be fixed so he couldn't take it.

Andy needed to book a hotel roorn in Banff
He phoned the travel agent for some information on accommodations.

The travel agent told him that there were many cheap hotels.

Andy booked them into the Economy-Im for 35 dollars a night.

RXAD PART 1 OF THE STORY.
THEN PROCEED TO THT NEXT PAGE.

I,* DO NOT TURN I]ACK TO THE PREVIOUS PAGE OR TO THE **
** NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU HAVE FINISHED THIS PAGE. **
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Storv 2. - PaÉ 2

Andy packed his bag and waited out f¡ont.

Andy had also packed a lunch for the long trip.

Very Consistent
123

Very Inconsistent
674 5

They planned to rent all their ski equipment in Banff.

The weather report said that Banffhad just received 20 cm ofnew snow

REA.D PART 2 OF TIIE STORY AND MAKE THE
INDICATED JUDGEMENTS ABOUT THE TWO SENTENCES.

TIIEN PROCEED TO TIIE NEXT STORY.
**DO NOT TURN BACK TO THE PREVIOUS PAGE ORTO THE "O

** NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU HAVE FINISHED THIS PAGE. *+
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Appendix E
Revised experimental passages used in Experiment 3.

Note. The following provides a key for each passage section. Practice items used for
Experiments 3 are indicated in passage headings.

Introduction: 4 sentences.

Subgoal I section: 4 sentences with the 4th sentence in either the Satisfied or
Unsatisfi ed sentence version.

Subgoal 2 section: 4 sentences.

Target section: 2 sentences with one target sentence and one spillover
sentence.

Conclusion section: 2 senterlces.

Probe word: Word that relates directly to manipulated Subgoal l section.

Ouestion. Cornprehension question and answer (Yes/No).

Passage I
The band Stone Deafhadjust released their new CD.
The critics were raving about it.
The prornoter had booked the band to play a concert in two weeks
The promoter needed to sell enough tickets.
To do this, he needed to adveltise the event well in advance.
He had to sell 2000 tickets to make it a financial success.
Subgoal Succeed: Just hours l¡efore the concert the tickets finally sold out.
Subeoal Fail: Just hours before the concert was canceled.
The band needed to practice their new songs for the concert.
They devoted a lot of time to rehearsing.
The band went through all oftheir new sorlgs, and some oftheir old ones.
In the end, they felt that they were prepared for the concert.
Target sentence. The band arrived at the stadium in their tour bus.
Spillover sentence: They started to unpack their equiprnent.
The manager phoned the hotel to see that their rooms were ready.
The band was very tired from the long drive.
TICKETS
Did the band practice their new songs? \ßS
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Passage 2

Philip and Andy wanted to go away for spring break.

They had saved up enough money to drive to Banff.
They both were avid skiers and were looking forward to the trip.
Philip needed to borrow a car.

He asked all of his friends but nobody could lend him one.

At the last minute, he asked his father if he could borrow the family car.

Subsoal Succeed: Philip's father said the car hasjust been fìxed, so he could take it.
Subgoal Fail: Philip's father said the car needed to be fixed so he couldn't take it.
Andy needed to book a hotel room in Banff.
He phoned the travel agent for some information on accon.tmodations.

The travel agent told him that there were many cheap hotels.
Andy booked them into the Economy-Inn for 35 dollars a night.
Target sentence: Ardy packed his bag and waited out front.
Spillover sentence: Andy had also packed a Iunch for the long trip
They planned to rent all their ski equiprnent in Banff
The weatl.rer report said that Banffhad just received 20 cm of new snow.
CAR
Did tlie rnen want to go scuba diving? NO

Passage 3

Sam and Shelly always took their vacations together.
This year they had decided to go on a fishing trip to Florida.
They both decided to stay at the hotel close to the ocean.

Sam walked down to the rental shop to rent a boat.
The rental shop was located right beside the liotel.
It looked like there were only a few boats left.
Subgoal Succeed: Sam rented the last boat lor the weekend.

-.!uþga4lFarl: There were no rental boats left for the weekend.
Shelly drove over to the garne wardens office to get a license.

She walked irlt o the office.
The government official told her that each license would cost ten dollars.
She bought the licenses and headed back to the hotel.
Target sentence. Shelly walked down to the dock with her gear.
Spillover sentence: She set the gear on the dock, and checked to see if she had all ofhe¡
equipment.
Shelly noticed that there was not a cloud in the sþ.
It was a beautiful day to go fishing.
BOAT
Was it raining? NO

Passage 4
The city had proclairned a state ofemergency.
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The flood threat was severe.

Clyde and Marion needed to build a dike right away.

Clyde had to use his half-ton truck to get a load ofsandbags.
Since they were outside the city limits they were responsible for their own supplies.

He drove into the public works yard and noticed there were a lot of trucks.

Subgoal Succeed: Clyde was relieved to frnd out there were hundreds ofsandbags left.

Subeoal Fail. Clyde was dismayed to find out there were no sandbags left.
Marion had to find a group of people to help with the building of the dike.

She phoned the local radio station and asked for some help.

The radio station announced that volunteers were needed right away at
43 Main street.
Marion was very relieved when over one hundred people showed up.

Target sentence: The volunteers were all ready to build the dike.

Spillover sentence: They had all brought work gloves and rubber boots.
The city had been hard hit by this year's flood.
There hadn't been such a bad flood in over two centuries.
SANDBAGS
Did the city escape undamaged from the flood? NO

Passage 5

Denny and Florence had been looking forward to going on vacation all year.

They had been looking at brochures for weeks.
In the end, they decided to go to Hawaii.
Denny had to arrange to get the next week of work off.
He knew it was very short notice, but called his ernployer anyrvay.

He explained the situation to his boss.

Subgoal Succeed: The boss decided that Denny could be spared even though work was
very busy right now.
Subgoal Fail: The boss decided that Denny couldn't be spared because work was very
busy right now.
Florence called the local travel agent to get flight information.
The agent said that their destination was very popular right now.
The agent was not sure ifthere were any flights left open.

Luckily, Florence learned that there were some seats left for this Monday.
Target sentence: Florence bought some tickets for this tlight.
Spillover sentence: She had bought a new bathing suit she wanted to wear on the beach

It had been 2 years since they had gone on a vacation.
They had saved just enough money to afford the trip.
BOSS
Did the couple want to go to Hawaii? YES

Passage 6

The antique piano in the living room was over one hundred years old.
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It had not been moved in over fifty years.

Russ, Hank and Earl were in charge of moving it.
Russ had to park the moving truck in front ofthe house.

He drove around to the front street to look for a parking spot.

There was a sale at the store down the street and not many parking spots were left open.

Subgoal Succeed: Russ found a parking spot right in front ofthe house.

Subgoal Fail: Russ couldn't find a parking spot and parked in back ofthe house.

Hank and Earl were in charge of carrying the piano.

They rnoved all of the furniture out of their way,
Hank took the back end while Earl grabbed the front end ofthe piano.

They manoeuvred it through the living room doors.

Target sentenceì Hank and Earl carried the piano out the front door.
Spillover sentence: They had to be very careful going down the front steps.

Hank and Earl were hot and tired from carrying the piano.

They gulped down their drinks.
PARzuNG
Did Hank and Earl carry the piano out ofthe house? YES

Passage 7

The theatre group was about to begin their new season.

Their first presentation was a rnajor play.

The actors and stagehands were very busy preparing for opening night.
The stagehands needed to set up the lighting for the audience to see.

Just as they were about to start, the director yelled at the stagehands, the maín spotlight
had burnt out.
The stagehands quickly climbed up the scaffolding to fix the spotlight.
Subgoal Succeed. The stagehands replaced the spotlight and turned it on.

Subgoal Fail: The stagehands accidentally dropped the spotlight onto the ground.
The actors had found their parts very challenging.
It had been very difücult for them to memorize their parts.
They had practiced every day for the last two weeks.
In the end, all oftheir hard work had paid off.
Target sentence. The cuftain rose as the play began.

Spillover sentence: The actors entered the stage from the wings.
The audience watched in silence as the actors began.

The audience started to clap as the curtain fell.
SPOTLIGHT
Was the theatre group ending their season? NO

Passage 8

Charles and Bonny had just moved into their new apartment.
The apartment was located in the centre oftown.
They had bought a new VCR, and wanted to watch a movie.
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Charles took the new VCR out ofbox, and read the instructions.

He attached all the cords and plugged the machine in.

He then put in an old tape and pressed play.

Subgoal Succeed: The VCR worked perfectly, and Charles quickly left to make popcorn.

Subeoal Fail: The VCR started to smoke and Charles quickly unplugged it.

Bonny put on her coat and walked across the street to the local video rental shop.

She saw that most ofthe new releases were already rented.

Bonny decided that she wanted to rent Casablanca.

She found the movie in the classics section and got it.
Target sentence: Bonny walked in the door, she was really looking forward to seeing the
movie.
Spjþvç¡¡çntc¡ce: She hadn't seen Casablanca ín years.

She loved old black and white movies.

They seemed to have more depth than newer movies.
VCR
Dìd Bonny dislike black and white rnovies? NO

Passage 9

It is a tradition to have an elaborate dinner every Friday night.
Danny and Barb always invited close lriends and family.
They had started this tradition when they frrst got married.
Danny decided to make a soufile.
He mixed the ingredients together and placed thern in the oven.
He cleaned up the kitchen while he waited for the soufle to cook.
Subgoal Succeed: The timer went offand Danny proudly removed the perfect souffle.
Subgoal Fail: The fìre alarrn went offand Danny hurriedly removed the burnt souffle.

Barb had to find enough chairs and set the table.
She found some extra chairs in the attic.
She put place mats out along with utensils and candlesticks.

She was very happy with the way the dining roorr looked.
Target sentence. Barb rnet the guests at tlie lront door and showed them to the table.

Spillover sentence: She sat down with the guests and talked about the week's events.

All ofthe guests commented on how beautiful the dinning room looked.
Everyone was famished.
SOIJTFLE
Did Barb get some chairs from the attic? YES

Passage 10

Greg and Pam arranged to meet for lunch.
They had to talk about their coming divorce.
They decided to get together at McDonald's af 12.30.
Greg had to take bus number 1 to get to the restaurant.
To make it on time he had to catch the noon bus.
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Shortly before 12.00,he hurried out, running to catch it.

Subgoal Succeed: He jumped onto the bus just as it was pulling away.

Subgoal Fail: The bus door slammed in his face as jt was pulling away.

At 11:00 AM, Pam's boss asked her to type his year-end report for him.

She was worried that she could not finish it before lunch.

Surprisingly, she completed it just before lunch.

Pam handed in her report and left the office.
Target sentence. Af 12:30, Pam entered McDonald's.

Spillover sentence: McDonald's was very busy, and she had to wait for a table.

Pam had to wait five minutes to get a seat.

Pam wondered if she had made any mistakes in typing the repoft.
BUS
Did Pam finish her report? YES

Passage 1l
Making a movie takes a lot of hard work.
Don and Nick were trying to finish their movie.
There are many jobs and goals that need to be accomplished.
Don had to raise enough money to finance the rest ofthe project.
He phoned many of his fì-iends in the financial community.
He made an appointment with the president of the largest bank in the city.
Subgoal Succeed: The rneeting was very successful and the rnoney was secured

Subgoal Fail: The meeting was not very successful and no money was secured.

Nick had to finish the script for the movie.
He was on a tight deadline.
He sat down al the lypewriter.
It took him a long time to finish the script.
Target sentence: Nick rushed over to the movie set with the script.
Spillover sentence: He was so happy that the movje was going to be completed.
The movie was autobiographical.
It had been a very emotional script to write.
MONEY
I)oes a movie tâke a lot of hard work? YES

Passage l2
The school bake sale was tomorrow.
Virginia and Molly wanted to bake a pie.

When they got home frorn school they took out the recipe.
Virginia needed to be very careful while she made the dough.
She placed the flour and butter in the bowl.
She added the water and rnixed the dough in the bowl.
Subgoal Succeed: Virginia spread the dough on the table, and then placed it in the pan

Subgoal Fail: Virginia spread the dough on the table, and the dog snatched it from fhe
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table.
Molly had to go to the orchard to pick apples.

She climbed the nearest apple tree.
Molly lìlled the basket she was carrying.
She walked back to the house.

Target sentencei Molly turned the oven on.

Spillover sentence: She checked the oven to make sure it was empty.

The bake sale proceeds were being donated to IINICEF.
The school held a bake sale every year.

DOUGH
Was the bake sale at the church? NO

Passage 13

Laurie and Diane bought a new house.

The house needed a lot of work.
They wanted to paint it before it rained.
Laurie took the ladder out of the garage.

She placed it against the house.

She clirnbed up the ladder and began to scrape offthe house.

Subgoal Succeed: She finished scraping and climbed back down.
Subgoal Fail: She felt rain drops on her hand, and clirnbed back down
Diane got in her car and drove to the store for paint and brushes.
She picked out the color blue and brushes and bought them.
She put the supplies in the trunk ofher car and drove home.
Diane removed the cans and brushes from the car.

Target sentence: Diane opened the cans and stirred the paínt.

Spillover sentence: She got out her overalls and changed into them.
She put up her hair to protect it from the paint.
She dipped her l¡rush in the paint and walked towards the house.
HOUSE
Did Diane get paint in her hair? NO

Passage 14

The barbarian clan, the Turks, were expanding their empire.
Their next conquest was to be a large castle on the coast.

The Turks' force had to breach the castle stronghold.
A select group of spies was sent ahead.
Their job was to open the main gates.

They had to sneak through the caverns and infiltrate it.
Subsoal Succeed: Once inside, the spies killed the guards and raised the gates.

Subgoal Fail: Once inside, the spies were caught and killed by the guards.
The main force had to quickly cross the bridge to the castle.
However, as the Turks approached the enemy burned the bridge.
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They assessed the situation and went to work.
At the cost of many lives, a bridge was built.
Target sentence: The Turks had a clear route to attack the castle.

Spillover sentence. The leader ofthe Turks was looking forward to his victory.
This war had been going on for 20 years.

Neither side had won a decisive victory in all that time.

GATES
Did the Turks burn the bridge? NO

Passage 15

The Daily Times is a small local newspaper.

Wendy and Craig are the owners and the only employees.

They perform all thejobs essential in putting out the paper.

Wendy hadn't yet received the order of newsprint for today's printing
She didn't have any left in the storage room.
She phoned the newsprint supplier and they told her that the order would be there shor-tly.

Subgoal Succeed: The order of newsprint arrived at 3:00 PM, just in tirne for Wendy to
print.
Subgoal Fail: The order of newsprint arrived at 4:00 PM, too late for Wendy to print.

Craig had to lay out all the pictures and stories on the computer.
He was using new software that made this process much faster.

He took all the columns and matched ther¡ with their appropriate pictures.
It took him very little tirne to lay out the paper.

Target sentence: Craig was very happy with the look of today's edition.
Spillover sentence: This edition was 20 pages long.
The paper had been gaining readership over the last few months.

A big story could push them past their cornpetitor in readership.

NEWSPzuNT
Had the paper been gaining readers? YES

Passase 16

Joe and Charles were opening a new restaurant.
They had renovated the building and were preparing for opening night.
Only a few more things needed to be done.

Joe had to pick up some seafood lrom the fish rnarket.

Joe drove down to the docks in his van.
He had a hard time frnding a place to park.

Subgoal Succeed: When he arrived he was told his seafood was waiting for hini.
Subgoal Faìl: When he arrived he was told that they were sold out of seafood for today.
Charles was in charge ofdecorating the restaurant for opening night.
He had to arrange for the flowers to be delivered before opening at 6:00 PM.
He phoned the local flower store and put in his order.
The flower arrangemenf s arrived at .30 PM.
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Tarqet sentence: Charles put the OPEN sign in the window ofthe restaurant

Spillover sentence: The first customers took their seats and started to look over the menu

The two brothers had put a lot of work into their new restaurant.

They had brought many family recipes over from Italy.
SEAFOOD
Were Joe and Charles opening a hardware store? NO

Passage l7
Dean and Ronald have been friends since childhood.
They had met when they were in first grade.

They were meeting at the country club for a game of golf
Dean was in charge ofbooking the start tirne but had forgotten to phone ahead.

When he arrived Dean noticed the parking lot was very full.
He hurried into the pro shop.

Subgoal Succeed. They told him that there was one staft tirne leÍÌ today.

Subgoal Fail: They told him that there were no more start times today.

Ronald was worried about his car, it had been making a funny sound lately.

He loaded his golf clubs into his car and headed to the country club.

On the way to the golfcourse, his car started to smoke.

Luckily, it was just a lan belt and it was easily replaced.

Target sentence: Ronald parked his car, and carried his gollclubs up to the club house.

Spillover sentence: He placed his clubs by the front door and walked into the pro shop.

This was Ronald's first golf game of the year.

He was sure he was going to lose a lot of golf balls.

PHONE
Did Ronald have car trouble? Yes

Passage 18

Eileen and Skip's daughter was getting married.
She had been seeing her fiancee for about a year.

Eileen and Skip decided to host a wedding social for them.

Eileen was in charge ofgetting the liquor license for the social.

She was not sure where to go to get one.

She phoned the licensing board to find out where the nearest office was.

Subgoal Succeed: They told her that the last day to get licenses for the comìng month rvas

foday.
Subgoal Fail. They told her that the last day to get licenses for the coming month was

yesterday.

Skip was in charge of frnding a suitable hall.

He knew the hall had to seat at least 100 people.

The frrst hotel he went to had a room that only seated 0.

The seconcl hotel he visited had a great room that seated l0 people.

Target sentence:Skip couldn't wait to tell his daughter about the plans.
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Spillover sentence: The hall would be perfect.

Skip was sure that the hotel would also give them a good deal on the catering.
He was looking forward to the wedding social.
LIQUOR
Was Skip looking forward to the social? Yes

Passage 19 (Experiment 3 Practice item)
Sidney and Larry were released from prison.
Both ofthem had been planning a big robbery while they were in jail.
They had the bank picked out and had taken care of all the details.

Sidney was a master safe cracker, and hisjob was to crack the safe.

He used his glass cutting tool to enter through a back window.
He needed to use his stethoscope to open the safe.

Sidney discovered the combination and opened the safe.

Larry's job was to drive the getaway car.

He went to a nearby parking lot to steal a car.

Larry chose a fast sports car.

He hotwired the car and headed back to the bank.
Larry drove the getaway car into the back alley, beside the bank.
He kept watch beside the car for any police.
It was very late at night and no one was on the street.

The rnoon shone very brightly.
SAFE
Did Sidney and Larry just finish high school? NO

Passaee 20 (Experiment 3 Practice ìtem)
The Smith family leunion was planned for this weekend.
It was being lield in Toronto and Brian and Sherry wanted to fly there.
They had forgotten to make arrangelnents and it was already Friday.
Brian phoned the travel agent to make a reservatiolt.
He asked the agent for seats on the flight leaving this afternoon.
He gave the agent liis credit card nurnber.
The agent told Brian that he would have to wait for tornorrow's flight.
Sherry had to pack all oftheir clothes for the trip.
She got the suitcase lrom the attic.
She picked out some clothes from the closet.
She carefully packed the clothes into the suitcase.

Sherry carried the suitcase to the car.

She got into the car and drove to the airport.
Sherry was looking forward to visiting with her family.
It had been two years since she had seen her uncle Bob.
RESERVATION
Did Sherry not want to see her uncle Bob? YES
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Appendix F. 1.

Instructions for Experiment 3.

DURING THIS EXPERIMENT, PLEASE DO NOT MOVE THE COMPUTER
MONITOR OR ADJUST ANY OF ITS SETTINGS. THANK YOU FOR YOUR
HELP.

Instructions - Sarnia 73

You have as much time as you need to read these instructions. Feel free to read

them more than once.
The keyboard will sit on the table in front ofyou. Throughout the experirnent,

keep your index fingers on the buttons labelled YES and NO, and one thumb on the space

bar, tabelled "READY". The experimenter will illustrate this. Please note carefully which

button is \ßS and which is NO.
In this experirnent, your task will be to read stories on the computer screen

Sometime during the story a word will appear. You will have to decide if you have seen

the word somewhere in story you have just been reading. After each story, you will have

to answer a question about it.
Here is tlie exact procedure. Belore each story, the message "Press the <Space

Bar>(the long key on the bottom) for more text" will appear at the top ofthe screen.

Press the Ready bar with your thumb. You will see the first sentence of the story. Read

the sentence and, when you feel that you understand it, press Ready again to view the

second sentence. Read at a normal pace and press the Ready bar to indicate that
you have understood each sentence. Do not tly to memorize the story.

At some point in the story a word will appear instead of the next sentence. As

soon as the word appears, answer YES if the word appears in the story you have just been

reading or NO, if you have not seen the word before. Indicate your answer by pressing

the YES and NO buttons with your index fingers. After you indicate Yes or No, press the

Ready bar to see the next sentence will. Ifyou have made an error about the word, the

word ERROR will appear on the screen afÌer you answer. Try to indicate whether you

have seen the word before as quickly and as accurately as you can'
A few seconds after the last sentence ofa story disappears, the word QUESTION

will appear for a moment. When it disappears, you will see a question about the story.

Answer Yes if the question describes a fact that is true about the passage, and No if the

question is faise. Register your answers by pressing the Yes and Nô buttons with your

index fingers. After you have answered the question the message "PRESS <SPACE

BAR> FOR THE NEXT STORY" will appear. Press the READY key to see the next

story.

Here is part of a sample story.

Once in a land very far away fi-orn the sea there was a Princess

who was very proud. She loved to wear pretty dresses and rich
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jewels and, above all, she loved to wear pearls. But as pearls all

come from the sea you can guess that it was not very easy to get

pearls in that land. The Prince her husband bought her all the

pearls he could, but still she wanted more.

Here are some sample words from "The Princess and the Pearls," and their answers.

Word: JEWELS - YES. The word appeared in the story.

Word: BRICK - NO. The word did not appear in the story.

Word: PEARLS - YES. The word appeared in the story.

It is very important to indicate whether the word appeared in the story you are

currently reading as quickly as you can without gettilìg the wrong answer. Each word will
appear on the screen for only 6 seconds, and the message ERROR will appear if you do

not respond by then or if you answer incorrectly.
Here are some sample questions from "The Princess and the Pearls," their answers,

and explanations for the answers.

Ouestion: Did the Prince buy all the pearls he could for the Princess? Answer -

YES. The story indicated that he did.

Ouestion: Did the Princess and Prince live near the ocean? Answer - NO. This

statement directly contradicts the story information that they lived far away lrom the sea.

Ouestion. Did the princess love fancy clothes? Answer - YES. The story

described the princess's love for pretty dresses.

Ouestion: Was the Prince poor? Answer - NO. The story is not consistent with
the possibility that the prince was poor.

It is very important to answer the questions as quickly as you can without getting

the wrong answer. Each question will appear on the screen for only 6 seconds, and you

will be counted wrong ifyou do not respond by then. However, you should respond as

quickly as accuracy perrnits. You won't be told if you are right or wrong.
Occasionally, there wìll be a 45-second rest period, followed by a 10 second

warning to get ready again.

In summary, your task is to press the Ready bar to view and signal your
understanding ofeach sentence in the story. During the story, indicate whether certain

words have appeared in the story you are currently reading. Try to indicate as quickly as

you can without making a mistake. After each story, answer the question about it.

Answer the questions as quickly as you can without getting the wrong answer. Then,

proceed to the next story.
You may reread these instructions ifyou wish. There will be an opportunity to ask

questions before the experiment begins.
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Appendix F.2.

Debriefing form for ExPeriment 3 .

Experiment of Language Understanding

Thank you very much for participating in the experiment. Since many ofyour
clâssmates will also take pårt, please be sure not to discuss it with them until
completion of the study in June.

Consider the briefsentence, the ha)'stack was important because the cloth ripped.

While this sentence is cornpletely grammatical, it strikes us as virtually nonsensical.

Suppose you are next asked to think about a parachutist floating over a field. The original

sentence suddenly takes on a new dimension of meaning.

One thing that has been learned by psychologists studying language is that
language only has meaning in the frame ofreference ofour knowledge about the world.
Frorn this perspective, we can view the reader or listener as striving to continually
compare each new sentence with familiar concepts and knowledge.

The experiment youjust paticipated in is one ofa series which airns to study the

way we understand ordinary language. In particular, these experiments have addressed

the problem ofwhether we know more, after reading a sentence, than was directly stated.

Take, for example, the sentences the tooth was drilled and the floor was swept. After
reading the fonner, most ofus would agree that it was (probably) a dentist who performed

the action. For the latter, we would similarly agree that the sweeping was accomplished

with a broor¡. It was hypothesized that when a sentence strongly implies a related

concept in this way, that the reader ofa sentence "infers" the concept during reading. To
test this hypothesis, people were asked to read brief sentences like (1a) and (1b):

(1) a The dentist drilled the tooth painlessly.

b. The tooth was drilled painlessly.

Lnmediately after seeing (la) or (lb), the reader had to say whether a test sentence like
(1c), a dentist drilled the tooth was true or false ín the context ofthe previous sentence. If
the reader infers the participation ofa dentist while reading (lb), it should take no longer

to judge the test sentence as "true" after (1b) than 1b). Il however, this inference is not

drawn, the truth judgment would take longer after (1b) than (1a).

Surprisingly, it was found that people do need more time to judge (1c) true when it
follows (lb) than (la). This outcome supported the position that people do not
necessarily draw inferences about even strongly implied concepts. It was speculated that
one reason for this is that, since even the simplest sentence has many irnplications, it is not
possible for the reader to draw every corresponding reference.
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The next step, therefore, was to try to identify factors that guide the inferences that
people draw during reading. The factor first examined can best be explained in terms of
an example. Consider the sequence, the patient was examined at the clinic. the doctor was

worried. Ifthe reader ofthis sequence did not infer that the doctor examined the patient,

the sequence would appear as disjoint as the car turned the corner. the ice cream was

melted. The inference that the doctor examined the patient is necessary for the sequence

to rnaintain its coherence. In three memory experiments, we contrasted directly stated

ideas, necessary inferences, and likely but unnecessary inferences (the kind explored in the
frrst experiment). It was found that judgments about unnecessary inferences were worst
on every measure. This supported the notion that necessary inferences are drawn during
leading.

Finally, the experiment you participated in examined text that described a series of
events. These stories outlined characters and the goals they were attempting to satisfy.

You were shown stories where these goals were either satisfìed or not satisfied;

(2) a. Philip needed to borrow a car lor the trip. GOAL 1

1b. Philip's father said the car hasjust been fixed, so he could take it.
GOAL I satisfìed

2b. Philip's lather said the car needed to be fixed so he couldn't take it
Later, two target sentences were shown;

(2) c. Andy packed his bag and waited out front. Target I
d. Andy had also packed a lunch for tlie Iong trip. Target 2

It is hypothesized that these two target sentences will be read rnore quickly in the
satisfied goal version than in the unsatisfied goal version. This hypothesis is based upon
previous evidence that certain causal or goal structures are constructed during
comprehension.

When readers build a causal representation ofstories they attempt to link sentences

or ideas together. The unsatisfied goal version is inconsistent with the causal inference
that is generated. This creates confusion and therefore elevates reading time.

The aim of the study was to detennine whether story representations involve
causal structures. Longer reading times oftarget sentences in the unsatisfied goal
condition would indicate that this causal structure ìs being generated and encoded.

Other students from your class may take part in this experirnent, so please do not
discuss it with others.

Thank you very mucli for your participation and cooperation


